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ABSTRACT
Free Improvisation Pedagogy: An Arts Based Research Approach to Promoting Student Agency
and Embracing Difference
by
Nicholas A. Catino

Advisor: Gene Fellner

Free Improvisation Pedagogy explores the changing perspectives of students as they co-create
musical improvisations. Free improvisation is understood as a site for transformative pedagogy,
with the possibility for people to break free of structures, think and perform independently,
broaden their perspective of proper tonality, engage in musical democracy and equality of voice,
and participate in music making that is active, participatory, and continually evolving.
Working with a small group of High School students in suburban New York, this research
explores these topics and documents, through audio, video, visual art, and conversation, how
students experience this type of music making and what it means for how they engage in society.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Seven years into my current position as a High School music teacher, I found myself
flummoxed in front of a group of students, unsure what to say. I had recently purchased a score
of “Simple” by the talented composer Ayn Inserto, wishing to perform it with my jazz ensemble.
I handed the piece to the group and we spent two or three days sight-reading and becoming
familiar with it. My students were fairly reserved about the piece in general, but some of the
harmonies that Ayn composed really threw them for a loop. At one particular rehearsal, our Alto
Saxophonist angrily exclaimed, “This sounds wrong! It doesn’t sound good!”. I can still picture
the frustration on his face, coupled with the silence that fell over the room. On another day, or
perhaps with an augmented delivery, his comment would have been a comical moment and
everybody would have laughed it off. But this day, his comment landed like a rock in the room. I
was shocked, partly because of the passion behind it, but also because of the suggestion that this
student’s interpretation of wrong and good should be universal. I remember not being able to
find the words to process a response and I cannot remember how I replied.
In the weeks following this moment, I began leaning into songs and practices that embraced
dissonance. What started with letting students pick their own random pitches in our warmup
rhythms eventually led to structureless group improvisations taking place in small group lessons
and during rehearsal. I was hell-bent on challenging student assumptions on what constituted
proper and good but I also became curious as to how open students would be in embracing these
ideas. Would their deeply felt beliefs on what constitutes good translate to other realms of
society? In other words, how would a student’s willingness to embrace dissonance or new
musical ideas translate to a generous stance towards accepting difference and others in life?
1

This dissertation represents years of investigating these questions through collaboration with
my music students. I was a co-participant in this research project, making music alongside my
students. Together, as a community, we improvised together and wrestled with difficult
questions about freedom and structure, dissonance, and what it means to listen and dialogue with
another perspective. It was refreshing to collaborate in such a way with my students in this
setting.
One of the many joys in making music with others is the heartfelt and sustained engagement
that occurs between people. Collaborative music making is a unique realm, a communal space of
mutual goals and active listening rich with human expression. The life of a musician is one of
collaboration, even in the practice room. My individual practice time, a sacred, solitary and
meditative space, can be considered preparation for the eventual interaction between other
humans in a musical realm. The clearer my trumpet tone, the greater endurance and flexibility I
develop, the more prepared I will be to make music with others. Solitary moments of joy and
creative fulfillment occur in the practice room, but for me the most meaningful moments of
music making occur through collaborations with friends, family, and strangers.
When I pivoted from performance to music education as a 25 year old, the emphasis on
connecting with other people through music remained my guiding light. Early on, there were
struggles and constraints that acted against this desire: My own inexperience as a teacher, my
stunted lesson flow, the procedural hurdles to running a classroom of young people. Despite
these impediments and my lack of theoretical framework, I knew the power of music when I saw
the joy in the faces of my students. The incredible stresses of life were forgotten when bucket
drumming with middle schoolers or singing folk songs on the rug with Kindergarteners.
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Reflecting upon these moments, I understood that the musical connection between people
was important but I had not considered why. I had not yet read about Bakhtin’s concept of
ideological becoming but I did know that engaging in music in a community enriches one’s own
life in a meaningful way. I had not encountered Anna Stetsenko’s radical notion of infinite
potential, but I did know that I was able to connect with students that other teachers had written
off as a lost cause. Barone and Eisner had not yet entered my mind with their arts based research
methodology, but my own experience has shown me the potential for music-making-spaces to be
places to explore ideas that are evocative, emotional, and expressive.
During my second year in the Urban Education PhD program at the CUNY Graduate Center,
I enrolled in a class with Anna Stetsenko titled Agency and Social Transformation. Through the
readings, we explored ideas of resistance and empowerment, of structures found within
education and educational research. It was in this class that I began to consider how the
characteristics of successful free improvisations relate to ideas of agency and social
transformation.
Well before I started the research that makes up the bulk of this dissertation, I began folding
in free improvisation activities with my students in small group lessons. The students noted how
this type of music making, no chords to guide the improvisation and no music to read off of, was
unlike anything else they had experienced. As such, they were eager and willing to read graphic
scores, improvise to abstract videos, and lean into the dissonance. It was new and exciting. Most
students enjoyed the activities but some had very strong negative reactions. While the strong
emotions surprised me, these early experiences helped illuminate the generative possibilities of
free improvisation as a site for meaning-making.
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In free improvisation, dialogue between musicians is paramount. This involves active
listening, considering and responding to musical ideas. No idea is too abstract or dissonant to be
considered. This musical space also has the potential to become a playground for creativity-with
no prescribed notation, the musician is free to invent and create as they wish. Here, each
musician is empowered to alter the course of the music through their contributions, either in a
complementary or disruptive fashion.
Stetsenko’s class made me think about transferring these qualities from the musical space to
the social space. Engaging in free improvisation activities necessitates engaging in dialogue with
others and embracing dissonance while elevating one’s own musical voice. Would an embrace of
dissonance and sustained dialogue in a musical setting translate to a more generous stance in
engaging with different perspectives and ideas in society? Importantly, there is an emphasis on
the collective|individual dialectic within an improvisation. Each individual realizes their creative
decisions through what they play, but is continually negotiating with other voices. The identity of
the improvisation depends on both the individual and the collective in a way that is dynamically
intertwined. Would sustained practice within this musical setting enable the agentic powers of
the individual? Does the group dynamic that excites self-authorship foster an embrace of
collective power? These questions would serve as the germinating seeds for my dissertation.
This dissertation is a multi-modal project to honor the idea that meaning is conveyed through
many different ways. I can have one experience or understanding by reading a passage, another
experience by viewing a graphic score or a painting, and yet another by listening to a recording
of an improvisation. Taken together, each modality of information adds to the total meaning of a
phenomenon. I have created a companion website where readers can access the images, audio
files, and video clips that are referenced in the text. You can find this by navigating to
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https://freeimprov.commons.gc.cuny.edu The areas I have chosen to highlight were my own
decisions, filtered through the lens of my experiences. It is likely that other readers of this
dissertation will find different areas to highlight. To this end,
Chapter 2 contextualizes the emergence of free jazz in America through the lens of
decolonization. The aesthetic qualities of this music are considered in contrast to the Euro-centric
aesthetic that dominated the airwaves at the time and continue to reverberate in music education
classrooms today. A free improvisation pedagogy is considered as a way to embrace democratic
music making, plurality, dissonance, and cultural resistance to the status quo.
Chapter 3 focuses on the classroom environment by exploring the intersection of music
education and developmental psychology and considers the potential of free improvisation to
disrupt traditional methods of education. I use Mikhail Bakhtin’s (1990) theory of dialogicality
to consider improvisation as a form of dialogue and of free play. I also consider how this
pedagogy of free improvisation can be considered through the framework of Transformative
Activist Stance (Stetsenko & Ho, 2015) by encouraging students to challenge existing constraints
and rework them in their own image. Additionally, this chapter considers how free improvisation
activities embrace a student’s infinite potential (Stetsenko, 2017) and self-authorship through the
co-created music directed by the musicians themselves.
Chapter 4 focuses on how free improvisation can be used to promote student agency and
musical democracy to create educational spaces that honor democracy and equality of voice. In
traditional ensemble classes, students are often tasked with recreating a composer’s notes,
rhythms and harmonies. In the free improvisation setting, each improviser is the creative force
that shapes the music. Such activities are rich with interpersonal communications and group
negotiations with structural constraints and freedom. I again look to the Transformative Activist
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Stance (Stetsenko, 2020) to understand how educational pedagogies can excite student agency
and encourage them to push on structures and systems in their surroundings in a critical and
meaningful way.
Chapter 5 dives into the qualitative research I conducted over a 3 month period at a suburban
New York High School in the fall of 2021. This chapter uses interviews, audio and video
recordings to consider how students think about music as we explore various free improvisation
activities. Musically, this chapter consists of free improvisation warm ups, unstructured
improvisations, and Anthony Braxton’s Language Music system. Our conversations organically
focused on the balance between structure and freedom, leading me to consider how one’s
musical habitus is formed and potentially ruptured (Bourdieu, 1977). The heavy reliance on
community within an improvisation also has implications for one’s individual growth. To this
end, I consider the individual growth that occurred within this study through the perspective of
ideological becoming (Bakhtin, 1990) and the individual transformation of engaging within a
collective (Stetsenko, 2016; Davies and Renshaw, 2019).
Chapter 6 focuses primarily on how students respond to graphic scores. I lean on Bakhtin’s
theories of dialogicality and becoming (Bakhtin, 1990; Davies and Renshaw, 2019; Bergset,
2020) to honor the multivoicedness of a free improvisation and the idea that the co-experience of
this communal activities can affect the individual in profound ways. Bakhtin (1990) speaks to
this idea when he highlights how art allows him to experience several lives, enriching his own.
Barone and Eisner (2012) also note how Arts-Based Research, being so evocative and
expressive, opens the door to understanding the emotional depth of others. This chapter attempts
to elide the gap between the visual arts and music by using the visual artwork as musical scores,
leveraging the expressive capacities of both artforms. This chapter includes graphic scores, and
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the corresponding audio and video of these pieces being performed, created by myself and the
students in my research study.
In Chapter 7, I investigate how students are able to transfer the values of free improvisation
endeavors to other realms of their life. Many of the student thoughts included in this chapter
come from our final research session where students were asked to reflect upon how their
thinking about music and life changed over the course of our time together. I consider how
students themselves were on different paths as they entered this research, with some being
predisposed to engage with the transfer of values gained from free improvisation activities to a
larger social setting. I also consider students’ hysteresis of habitus (Bourdieu, 1977), the idea that
a mismatch can exist between a person’s habitus and new disruptive ideas. This chapter ends
with questions that will guide future investigations of how students experience a free
improvisation pedagogy.
The following pages offer a perspective on music education through a very particular lens:
my own. I hope that this research can begin to crack open the divide between music education
research and other fields of sociology and psychology in order to reconsider traditional ways of
engaging in education pedagogy. I hope, too, that educators will see Free Improvisation as a field
of study rich with meaning and interpretation, allowing us to experience each other's lives
through the arts in a meaningful and lasting way and to help us build, together, a more liberatory
world.
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CHAPTER TWO. CONSIDERING FREE JAZZ THROUGH A DECOLONIAL
LENS
ONTOLOGY
As a young trumpet player fresh out of high school, I jumped at the opportunity to attend a
music conservatory. My studies as a jazz performance major included musical theory, ear
training, history, performing ensembles, and private lessons. One ensemble in particular opened
my eyes to an entirely other way of making music– a way that I had never considered before.
This was a free improvisation ensemble where we collectively improvised using melodic
fragments, rough sketches of songs, or entirely structureless events. The feeling I would get
playing in those early-morning ensembles would sustain me for the week. It was unlike any other
musical experience I had ever encountered.
My own experience with music has been from the perspective of a white, middle-class male.
Growing up, I idolized Clifford Brown, Lee Morgan, Miles Davis, and Louis Armstrong. As I
recreated their notes by learning their solos, my fingers tracing their brilliance, I felt like I was
stepping back in time. I followed this musical path through High School, where my nearly allwhite school competed in the Essentially Ellington competition in New York City with the
Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra and Wynton Marsalis, and to the New England Conservatory
where I graduated with a degree in jazz performance. I coveted these opportunities because of
the joy I felt making music, learning about music, and surrounding myself with musicians. But I
never addressed my role as a white male within the context of this music. Was I committing acts
of cultural appropriation? Was I an inauthentic jazz musician because of my whiteness? What
does it mean that a school of well-heeled white musicians “earned” a spot on stage at Lincoln
Center to play the music of Duke Ellington in a national festival? What does it say about the
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spirit of the music? Similarly, what does my time spent studying jazz music at the academy say
about me and my appropriation of this music for my own personal fulfillment?
These experiences changed my life, allowed me to meet influential teachers and musicians,
and provided me with musically and emotionally rich experiences that fueled the fire that
continues to burn. I pause when I look back at my time as a young man in these settings because
the opportunities were afforded to me because of my privilege. I suppose this is privilege itself
not having to consider my own identity within this music. However, I have always approached
this music and these experiences with respect and reverence. These spaces of music making
allowed me to collaborate with musicians from disparate backgrounds, travel around the country
to perform, and get to know different musical styles intimately.
Part of my interest in free improvisation and its potential in educational spaces rests upon the
democratic nature of this music. Don Cherry, one of the pioneers of free jazz, had a perspective
of this music that was non-exclusionary. Speaking of his time playing music in the 1970s, he said
“I wasn’t playing for jazz audiences then, you realize. I was playing for goat herders who would
take out their flutes and join me and for anyone else who wanted to listen or sing or play along”
(Davis, 1983, p. 54). The structural freedom that free improvisation employs encourages a crosspollination of musical ideas. It is decidedly pluralistic and encompasses many perspectives.
Making music has provided me with a sense of self and identity that I have been unable to
replicate in other non-musical realms of my life. The ways in which I am grateful to music are
manifold and they relate to the different ways each experience nourishes my soul. When I am
practicing trumpet alone, music provides a space for meditation and a centering of my thoughts.
Alternately, the moments of community music making, be they with family in the living room or
friends at a get-together, provide a joyful release of stress that almost feels timeless. Making
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music with others in a free improvisation setting is yet another feeling of expression and
intercommunication that I have been unable to recreate in other realms of my life. All of these
ways of musicmaking are equally valid and important and help me feel grounded and whole as a
person. It is because of my experiences that I would not deny another person their own joy of
musicmaking, regardless of genre or mode of musicking, in my capacity as a teacher or in my
interactions outside of school. It is this respect, deep love, and deference to my fellow musicians,
past and present, that I bring not only to my musicmaking but also to my own positionality as a
white male in this field of historically Black musicians. It is due to the genius and the struggles
of those musicians who have come before me that allow me to play this type of music. I have
learned and continue to learn from them as one’s musical journey is continually evolving. My
stance towards their histories and their recordings is one of gratitude and reverence.
It is this reverence of music and musicians that I bring to my teaching craft. I have spent the
past 10 years teaching, much of it spent working with young musicians as a High School music
teacher in Long Island. Throughout this time, I have been striving to share my love of
musicmaking with my students, trying to find many different entry points to improvisatory
music. I have employed free improvisation activities in the music classroom with great success
and am curious about how this type of music can engender pure democratic music-making with
an uplifting of every musician’s voice. What can playing free improvisation teach us about ways
of being and interacting with others in the world?
Free Jazz is a unique expression of music that can be analyzed in sociopolitical terms (Carles
& Comolli, 2015) and musical terms (Morris, 2012; Jost, 1975). Within the context of white
supremacy and Eurocentric aesthetic musical values, free jazz emerges as a form of resistance
and empowerment. Musically, free jazz has roots in resisting formal structures of harmony and
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melody that European music tends to conform to, while embracing a type of improvisation and
agency that other types of music approach. It may simultaneously be non-iterative of other
musical genres while also blending unique styles and approaches from different settings. There
are lessons to be learned from both approaches though, because, as Ekkehard Jost (1975) notes,
“free jazz shows precisely how tight the links between social and musical factors are, and how
the one cannot be completely grasped without the other” (p. 9). This passage reminds us that free
jazz should be considered dialectically as a sociopolitical and musical force.
Free jazz emerged as an important site of resistance and empowerment for musicians in the
1960s and lessons learned from decolonization and critical scholars are helpful when
understanding the sociological significance of this style of music. Ngũgĩ wa Thiong'o (1988)
writes from experience on the struggle of resisting white euro-centric aesthetic values during his
quest for relevance for African literature within colonial schools and Universities in colonized
Kenya. Sylvia Wynter’s (2003) definition of man and knowledge understands these constructs to
be saturated with colonization and Western ideas. Karishma Desai and Brenda Sanya (2016)
explore how Wynter’s excavation of man and knowledge impact school curriculums.
Additionally, the authors understand the Jamaican performance art jonkonnu as a cultural
creation and consider it as an expression of decolonization. Tuck and Yang’s (2012) important
claim that decolonization is not a metaphor is addressed, and Garba and Sorentino (2020), Day
(2015), and Murrey (2020) contribute to the understanding of race and decolonization as a
dialectic. All of these scholars are helpful in understanding the decolonial context of the creation
and implementation of free jazz.
This paper is organized into three sections. First, the influences in the historical emergence of
free jazz are discussed, followed by a consideration of the theoretical application of free jazz.
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Finally, I introduce an idea of what the future looks like for a free improvisation pedagogy
enacted in the music classroom.

HISTORICAL EMERGENCE OF FREE JAZZ
Musician and historian Gunther Schuller (1968) describes jazz using a metaphor of
coalescing tributaries of musical traditions brought to America from Africa and Europe. Pieces
of blues, ragtime, Creole music, European harmonic and rhythmic influences, and New Orleans
brass bands are all found in early 20th century jazz music. Just as a river, jazz is never static, it is
always evolving and changing and responding participants in music making respond to internal
and external events. The collective and spontaneous nature of jazz, and of musical improvisation,
embody its revolutionary qualities.
The nature of New Orleans as a center of slave trading resulted in this confluence of musical
traditions. As part of a Code Noir decree passed by King Louis VIX, enslaved Africans in French
colonies were given Sundays off from their forced labor. In New Orleans, Congo Square
emerged as a meeting place for enslaved Africans, Native people, and free Blacks. Congo Square
was both a marketplace and an arts space, full of singing, dancing, and instrumental
musicmaking. Bettina Love (2019) highlights the beautiful convergence of sounds and cultures
that emerged from this space.
What was created at Congo Square was the blending of sounds from Africa, the Caribbean,
and Europe to form African American cultural expressions such as jazz, scatting, and swing.
The rhythmic motifs, polyrhythmic sophistication, and complex, free-form yet structured
improvisations of African music-combined with European instruments like the trumpet, bass,
and snare drums-marked the sonic start of jazz. (p. 99)
Much more than its musical contributions, Congo Square was an important expression of
humanity. Love considers this space as full of “creativity, imagination, and ingenuity of free and
enslaved dark folx who created art for Black joy with the beauty, love, and sophistication of
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darkness” (p. 99). The power of this gathering space, and the brilliance and creativity of its
participants, embodied the confluence of musical traditions that would influence the trajectory of
jazz music.
Blues is one tributary of jazz music that continues to flow and has a history that goes back to
Africa. On slave ships and on plantations, work songs, hollers, and spirituals were often sung.
Influenced by their histories and traditions in Africa and their newly enslaved lives in America,
this music continued to change with the changing lives of those who sang and played it. Out of
this tradition, blues melodies and forms became codified in the music of enslaved people. Early
jazz recordings like “Memphis Blues” (Handy, 1912), “Beale Street Blues” (Handy, 1917), “St.
Louis Blues” (Handy, 1914) followed some variation of a blues harmonic progression, using
blue notes in the melody, demonstrating its influence on ragtime and dixieland jazz music.
The timing of the invention of the phonograph means that we do not have a musical record of
what jazz music sounded like pre-1920. While there are barely any jazz recordings that exist
before this time, the history of this music has been preserved in the traditions of jazz that are still
alive today. The spontaneous nature of this music makes it uniquely problematic when one aims
to consider the totality of the genre, or a musician’s body of work, through the lens of recorded
music. Recordings are merely snapshots in time and do not honor the changing, evolving, and
spontaneous nature of improvisations.
In practice, early jazz music in the early 20th century was local underground music of New
Orleans, played in honkey-tonks and clubs. An important hallmark of this music and the
collective creation it engenders is improvisation. Improvisation, particularly group
improvisation, is an African concept. As is the call and response feature which morphed into a
solo/ensemble dynamic over time. Elaboration, embellishment, and alteration is common among
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many folk musics from across the world and this feature is an important part of jazz music
throughout history. Schuller excavates these musical elements in his chapter entitled “Origins''
and makes the following summary point:
Every musical element-rhythm, harmony, melody, timbre, and the basic forms of jazz-is
essentially African in background and derivation. And why should it have been otherwise?
After all, centuries-old traditions that are not merely artistic cultivations but an inseparable
part of everyday life are not abandoned so easily. Acculturation took place, but only to the
limited extent that the Negro allowed European ingredients that were necessary for his own
music’s survival. Thus one can say that within the loose framework of European tradition,
the American Negro was able to preserve a significant nucleus of his African heritage. And it
is that nucleus that has made jazz the uniquely captivating language that it is. (Schuller,
1968, p. 62)
Whatever the origin story of jazz music and its improvisatory character, it is important to
note that this music was not a discrete part of life. Schuller notes that “African native music and
early American jazz both originate in a total vision of life, in which music...is not a separate,
autonomous social domain” (p. 4). This is a relevant detail for my purposes because it speaks to
some of the deeper themes of humanity that embody musicmaking. Themes like freedom of
expression, honoring another’s voice in a democratic fashion, an embrace of polyphonia and
polysemia, all require a type of musicmaking that goes beyond the regurgitation of musical ideas.
Additionally, this idea has implications for discussions of cultural and economic appropriation
that black musicians were subjected to. To this end, allow me to take a moment to discuss the
intersectionality of oppression, race, economics upon the creation and sustenance of jazz music
in America.
In their book Free Jazz/Black Power, Carles and Comolli (2015) interrogate how the history
of jazz in America is one of economic and cultural colonization of Black people. It was
necessary for white society to co-opt and economize this creative artform because any validation
of Black humanity would undermine America’s goal of social oppression. The authors highlight
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the absorption of jazz music into white mainstream America through the economic levers white
men controlled, mainly the music industry and radio. The jazz market, commercially speaking,
was a white audience. This subjected many Black jazz musicians to economic and cultural
exploitation. Music critic Harold Cruse underscores this theme, writing in 1963 “In America the
entire industry of popular music writing, publishing and selling was established by White
appropriation of the whole body of Afro- American folk music—the only original music in
America with a broad human appeal. This music has been cheapened, debased and
commercialized for popular appeal” (p. 26).
In order for jazz music to be accepted as art within this context of white commercialization, it
necessarily had to be aesthetically altered. Focusing on the time period from the 1920s-1940’s,
Carles and Comolli highlight the consequences of this cultural colonization of Black music,
In the imitation, the vulgarization, and the adaptation of black music by whites, the music
was distorted and filtered: its most assimilable, constitutive elements (simple and regular
rhythms, pretty melodies, for example) were valorized, while those less easy to incorporate
(rhythmical and structural complexity, violent sounds, etc.) and altogether undesirable
elements (the social function of black music, references to its racial and African origins)
were censored (p. 33).
Musician Buster Smith, who influenced Charlie Parker, commented, “You couldn’t play our
kind of music in some of the big places, the ‘high collar’ dances. No, they wanted that hotel
music. We found our stuff was too rough” (Schuller, 1968, p. 70).
The mass popularity of white musicians such as The Original Dixieland Jass Band, Paul
Whiteman, Glen Miller, Harry James, and Benny Goodman symbolizes this aesthetic distortion
as well as the inherent advantage (white skin) these musicians had over their Black counterparts.
The relegation of Black musicians during this time period is not that difficult to understand
because of the Jim Crow laws that were firmly established in American society. Among jazz
musicians, pay discrimination and employment discrimination were widespread, as were
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harassment and violent attacks by police officers. Indeed, the New York City Police
Department's revocation of a musician’s cabaret card, necessary to play music in nightclubs, was
often used as a discriminatory tactic against Black musicians. White musicians were simply not
subjected to the same treatment as their Black counterparts.
The rise of the Bebop movement in the 1940’s, while advancing jazz music in intensely
creative and important ways, also served to undermine the white commercialization and aesthetic
diminishment of Black musical creation. After decades of large-group Swing Bands, see Glenn
Miller “Pensylvania 6-5000” (Gray & Sigman, 1940) and Dance Bands, see Benny Goodman
“Sweet Georgia Brown” (Bernie, Pinkard, & Casey, 1925) dominating the airwaves and concert
halls, Jazz musicians began experimenting with the smaller settings. Playing at late-night jam
sessions, musicians like Dizzy Gillespie, Thelonious Monk, Charlie Parker, Bud Powell, and
Max Roach expanded the boundaries of jazz and, quite frankly, re-authored their music in a way
that utilized the blues and exciting harmonic experimentations in radical ways. This music was
incredibly virtuosic and difficult to replicate by outsiders who had been actively capitalizing off
of jazz music at the expense of Black musicians. In this way, Bebop was experimental and
decolonizing, created “as an experiment in new forms in reaction against mainstream trends'' (p.
46). It reclaimed ownership of jazz music by Black musicians. Similar to the free jazz
movement right around the corner, Bebop began on the margins as a sort of reaction and
resistance to mainstream jazz.
A good example of the intense creativity and rhythmic drive representative of the Bebop era
can be found in “Ornithology” by Charlie Parker (Parker & Harris, 1946). Parker took the chords
from “How High The Moon” (Drake & Comstock, 1940), written for the Broadway show “Two
For the Show”, and composed a melody that rips through with excitement. The eighth notes,
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sixteenth notes and triplets of Parker’s melody are loaded with rhythmic intensity. It’s also so
wildly different from the original, which is representative of normative expressions of jazz in
white society. Because of this drastic departure from the norms of jazz music at the time, I
consider the creation and the playing of Be-Bop to be an act of resistance and authorship of self.
Cornel West (2002) wrote on the genealogy of modern racism, noting how the normative
gaze of white supremacy has undergirded ideals of beauty, intelligence, and culture. Looking
through this lens, the white commercialization of jazz music affected public ideas of what jazz
should aesthetically sound like. Benny Goodman had it right! The rise of Bebop can be viewed
as a rejection of this white aesthetic, and a reclamation of this music from white commercial
interests. In fact, it was created on the margins of the music industry, no cabaret cards necessary,
as a form of agentic power.
Understanding lived experience in terms of agentic power (Sullivan & McCarthy, 2004), in
terms of historical becoming (Stetsenko, 2008), and as a pathway to subjectivity (Esteban-Guitart
& Moll, 2014) problematizes an ontology rooted in passivity and positivism. The musicians who
forged Bebop did so not within a vacuum, but as an act of social expression and a way to become
more fully human. Their music was imbued with this collective action to re-write what music
should be or should sound like. Bebop was saturated with their lived experience. To consider
lived experience encourages one to consider, reflectively, how one dialectically shapes and is
shaped by the world, affords the opportunity for people as agentic beings to create their own
“multi-layered or multi-voiced self that both Bakhtin and Mead depict” (Sullivan &McCarthy, p.
2004, p. 292), while also resisting “the notion of a fixed and predetermined human nature”
(Stetsenko, 2008, p. 476). It also pushes back against a mechanistic worldview that informs
much of our social beliefs about knowledge, meritocracy, power, and definitions of success.
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Acknowledging one’s lived experience reinstates power to the individual, in contest to the view
of human-as-passive-participant in the world. The musicians responsible for bebop did so in a
way that assertively took control of the musical trends and recast them in the image of
themselves.
Such a view, human as a passive participant, is common in developmental psychology and
rooted in ideas of biological determinism. René Descartes, “who, with his panoply of dualisms,
is frequently singled out as the culprit responsible for launching our fractured world view”
(Bidell, 2020, p.3). Due to the implied separation of mind and body, agency of the individual is
stunted because each person is limited by what their biology has predetermined. A socialrelational view of human development runs counter to this perspective, and has been represented
by scholars of psychology such as Hegel, Marx, Piaget, and Vygotsky, among others (2020).
This social-relational view acknowledges the inherent agency within an individual. When
considered through this context, the creation of Bebop was an expression of agentic power and
authorship of self within the confines of aesthetic values of society. In other words, this music
defied any preconceived notions of what jazz music was and should be. By reauthoring the rules,
musicians expressed their agency and redefined what counted as aesthetically valuable music.
Out of the racist and exploitive environment of America came free jazz music. It was an
example of musicians being shaped by the world while simultaneously shaping theirs. It was an
even more forceful rejection of the normative gaze of white supremacy because free jazz, unlike
Bebop, did not use harmonies associated with European Classical music. Within free jazz, there
are often no chords to structure an improvisation. West (2002) argues that this normative gaze of
white supremacy was drawn from an ideal that was “drawn primarily from classical aesthetic
values of beauty, proportion, and human form and classical cultural standards of moderation,
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self-control, and harmony” (p. 97). Bebop pushed the boundaries of the classical aesthetic that
existed within jazz music, by adding dissonance but keeping recognizable harmonic structures
and melodies. If Be-Bop started cracking the glass of normative expressions of jazz music, free
jazz shattered it with uninhibited expression.
Released in 1959, Ornette Coleman’s “The Shape of Jazz to Come” (Coleman, 1959) is a
good example of early free jazz, specifically in the kinds of departure from mainstream
conventions of jazz music. Even the title of this album acknowledges the paradigmatic shift
underway. The instrumentation for this recording session was drums, bass, alto sax, and cornet.
Coleman did not even use a piano or guitar, meaning there was no chordal instrument! Collective
improvisation, lack of harmonic structure, a return to folk-like and blues melodies, simultaneous
time signatures which is used in the track “Lonely Woman” musical phrases that do not conform
to the usual 12, 16, 32-bar format are elements of this recording. Time is fluid and flexible, such
as in “Focus on Sanity” at timestamp 2:08 (Coleman, 1959). Within Bebop, it was necessary to
play intensely difficult melodies cleanly. Listen to the opening melody of “Eventually” and it
becomes clear that similar rules did not apply. In a different context, one can visualize this
melody as a Bebop head. Is it any less meaningful that Don Cherry approximates this melody on
Cornet? Or does its gestural quality make it more meaningful? For some listeners, the sound was
jarring because of how different it sounded. For others, the possibility of writing your own rules,
creating your own system was too alluring to ignore.
Free jazz arose within the context of the civil rights movement, amidst conversations and
actions of racial equality and continued segregation, Black identity and white supremacy. It was,
as Lewis (2009) notes, a movement rooted in local contexts full of community engagement,
political statements, and cultural resistance. Within this setting, the role of teachers and students
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began to shift and blend, as did the boundary between improvisation and performance,
improvisation and critical musical inquiry, improvisation and political and social activism.
Through free jazz, “communities redefined the role of pedagogy itself to include cultural and
social critique” (Lewis, 2007, p.1). While it was less likely to be co-opted by the mainstream it
was still bound by the economic realities of the music industry. “Yet it strives to cancel out the
effects of such pressure at the aesthetic level by adopting a position critical of the ideology and
culture dominant even within jazz, and by positioning itself in political struggles” (Carles &
Comolli, 2015, p.29).
Jost (1994) frames free jazz in its social and musical factors, but highlights the “renunciation
of the mere role of entertainer, activities of a political nature, and the proclamation of an openly
anti-European (of anti-American) slant by some of the most prominent exponents of free jazz”
(p. 8). The development of free jazz in America during the 1950s and 1960s certainly has its own
lineage and stylistic characteristics. Jost charts the evolution of the conventions of this music
from the modal playing of John Coltrane; the collective improvisation of Charles Mingus’s
groups; the soulful blues and folk-like melodies of Ornette Coleman, the absence of harmonic
framework and subsequent public outcry; the incredibly complex, rhythmic, and constructionist
atonal music of Cecil Taylor. But the free jazz movement reached across the Atlantic Ocean to
Europe, as well, in a social and political way.
Musician and educator Joe Morris (2012) writes, “Musicians in Europe began to look for
their own cultural inspirations and to formulate methods to support improvisation on their terms.
Some of that inspiration came from classical music and its new interest in improvisation, but it
also grew out of political positions and aesthetic philosophy” (pp.14-15). This parallel trajectory
of Black American music and European avant-garde was socially situated and served to
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influence the free musical artform that exists today. It is impossible to deny, however, that, “in
simple terms, free music as it exists in the 21st Century has its origins in African-American
music.” (p.14).
Labels are problematic. The label of jazz, just like the label of free improvisation, is
problematic. It excludes while constraining and it forces constructs on an art that should not have
to be constrained. Who gets to define a label, what gets excluded or included all contribute to the
difficulty in tracking the lineage of an artform.
New Orleans native Nicholas Payton (2014) refers to his music as Black American Music
(BAM), “There is no such thing as jazz, and any idea of what that might be is false. It’s
impossible to build a tradition upon something that was never designed to be a true expression of
a community. The very existence of jazz is predicated upon a lie, just like racism” (para. 1).
Payton rightfully criticizes the label “jazz” because as soon as it entered the cultural milieu with
the recording of The Original Dixiland Jass Band (1917), it was used by white supremacist
structures to undervalue and depreciate Black expression for racial and economic gains. One
cannot separate racism and oppression from the label Jazz, so Payton, one of the most successful
and talented Jazz trumpeters of his generation, is resisting the label. The label Black American
Music honors the genealogy and lineage of influences he builds off of. BAM distinctly excludes
“White supremacist capitalist patriarchy”, to use a bell hooks term, while reclaiming jazz as
Black music.
Morris (2012) acknowledges this history of oppression and Black innovation noting that
“The African-American community was rarely afforded the opportunity of involvement in the
European musical traditions, having been locked out by racism...African-Americans had no
choice but to create new music. They did so by constructing methodologies that supported
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profound expression and virtuosity on their own terms” (p. 10). And so, out of profound
expression and virtuosity comes free improvisation, a music that is socially and politically
structured and has a long historical lineage to Black musicians in America.
Considering the long history of cultural and economic appropriation by white people within
jazz music, I must ask myself: Am I complicit in this narrative? I am a musician who is white
and male. I come from a place of privilege. I went through the academy and learned jazz at an
institutionalized music conservatory. I first learned about free improvisation at the conservatory.
Is this type of music exclusive or is it inviting? When is appropriation appropriation? Are there
situations where the participation in this music is soulfully enriching as opposed to exploitive?
I currently teach High School music in a Long Island district where 74% of the student
population is white. Our school, like many in the country, is reckoning with multi-faceted
historical and contemporary structural racism. What role am I playing in the Black cultural
appropriation by teaching jazz music? In response, I hope that my own approach to this music
honors, acknowledges, and respects the deep socio-political traditions that are embedded with it.
The relationship between the music and the social is dialectical. One cannot separate the social
from the music because the music is inherently social.

THEORETICAL APPLICATION OF FREE JAZZ AS DECOLONIZATION
The previous section offered a historical account of the creation of free jazz within the
context of white hegemonic American culture, economics of playing to the dominant musical
aesthetic, and musical genealogy. To understand this paradigmatic shift as a way of resisting
dominant white aesthetic values while embracing democratic musicmaking, plurality, and
cultural resistance to the status quo, is to reach for the underlying values that engaging in this
type of music affords. In this section I will look to scholars who write on decolonization, critical
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race theory, culturally sustaining pedagogy, and anti-oppressive pedagogies to inform my
understanding of the creation of free jazz and its potential for future change.

Ngũgĩ wa Thiong'o
The work of Wa Thiong’o and his contemporaries is relevant to the creation of free jazz in
that American musicians worked to create a definition of music that did not include an
imposition of white, euro-centric aesthetic values. The sounds that emanate from free jazz
recordings of the time are uniquely disruptive of the normative jazz sounds. Additionally, the
quest for deeper connections between musicians against the backdrop of what is acceptable, what
is considered good music, is another inspiration I take from Wa Thiong’o.
Ngũgĩ wa Thiong'o wrote upon the quest for relevance for African literature within colonial
schools and Universities (1988). He summarizes this quest as “the search for a liberating
perspective within which to see ourselves clearly in relationship to ourselves and to other selves
in the universe” (p. 87). His view honors polysemia (many ways of knowing) and polyphonia
(many voices) by decentering the white, European perspective and literature from his argument.
Wa Thiong’o notes that the Western media is saturated with characterizations of Africa that
center a Western perspective. Such a view considers Africa as a commodity to take from with no
regard to the humanity or rich culture present all around.
Wa Thiong’o wrote about the quest for relevance for Kenyans within the syllabi and visions
of education in Kenya. A view that did not promote the euro-centric ideas of colonization, the
splitting up of the African continent into separate states and ruling governments. A view that did
not center European literature, but instead honored cultural contributions of Africans. Wa
Thiong’o sat on a committee tasked with overhauling the curriculum within the Kenyan school
system. This committee saw Africa as one, honoring literature from North, South, East, and West
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Africa. This acceptance of a united Africa rejects the colonial-era splitting up of the continents
into separate states and ruling governments, a further form of decolonization. In addition, it
represents “our [African] struggle for a cultural identity” (p.98).
This cultural identity must be defined from within, not from those in power who dictate what
proper culture is. Wa Thiong’o notes that “orature has its roots in the lives of the peasantry. It is
primarily their compositions, their songs, their art, which forms the basis of the national and
resistance culture during the colonial and neo-colonial times'' (p.95). When academia sanctions
and defines proper culture and literature, there is a risk of filtering culture through the lens of a
certain type of people, excluding meaningful contributions.
Wa Thiong’o has much to offer a historical perspective of the creation of free jazz. The
“search for a liberating perspective” that the author mentions is a beautiful representation of what
free jazz was for many musicians. This perspective allows us to “see ourselves clearly in
relationship to ourselves and to other selves in the universe”. His embrace of polysemia and
polyphonia transfer meaningfully to this musical realm, as do his goals of offering an organic
representation of meaning making to combat the predetermined notions of acceptability.

Sylvia Wynter, Karishma Desai, and Brenda Sanya
Earlier, I mentioned Cornel West’s idea that the normative gaze of white supremacy has
undergirded ideals of beauty, intelligence, and culture. Sylvia Wynter (2003), in her publication
Unsettling the Coloniality of Being/Power/Truth/Freedom, excavates similar historical trends,
focusing on the construct of the person and humanity. She contends that definitions of Man and
knowledge itself is saturated with colonization and Western ideas. Wynter pushes scholars to
reimagine these categories, to accept that they are subjective constructs. Her way of being
hybridly human reconceptualized humanness as a collective act. Desai and Sanya (2016) explore
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how Wynter’s stance can influence and decolonize curriculum within schools. This is possible
because by recasting definitions of humanness, one is also decolonizing “what counts as valuable
and desirable knowledge” (p.718).
Present attempts to diversify curriculum, the authors argue, are still rooted in Western
concepts of Man and valid knowledge. For example, a multicultural education that relegates
stories of the non-Westerner to discreet chapters, essentially checking off a box in the
curriculum, obscures continued violence against these groups. “It does not move outside the
conceptual field of our present EuroAmerican cultural model” (Wynter, 1992, p. 16 as cited in
Desai & Sanya, 2016, p.16).
The authors use the phrase transnational solidarities to demonstrate the collective
performance of humanness. They ask, “How might the curriculum foster solidarity as a
performance of the collective humanness Wynter forwards?” (p.721). Desai and Sanya are
bringing forth a critical look upon ideas of “knowledge, curricula, and personhood” with the goal
of “liberatory learning through the quest for ontological sovereignty (p. 722 and p. 715). They
reference Spivak (2004) who “contends that education should be an ‘noncoercive re-arrangement
of desires’ oriented towards an ‘ethical relationship to the Other, before will’” (p.721). Beyond a
historical consideration, the musical qualities that engaging in free improvisation entails relate
very closely to the qualities of a hybridly human individual. Creating music in a free
improvisation setting is an example of “humanness as a collective act” (p.712).
The historical and curricular conversations around Western concepts of Man and acceptable
knowledge are intensely relevant to my argument. Free jazz can be viewed as a rupture from the
Western construct of music. This stance “engenders a pedagogy of solidarity that can disturb and
reject static cultural essentialism and confront how White supremacy continues to inform what is
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worthwhile knowledge” (Gaztambide-Fernandez, 2012 as cited in Desai & Sanya, 2016, p. 718).
It is hard not to find applications of this argument within the traditional music education
classroom or within settings of live or recorded music. Specifically, what kinds of music are
traditionally accepted as worthwhile and what is otherised. The arts offer a unique space to
experiment with critical reflexivity to talk back and reinterpret cultural forms. The Jamaican
performance art called jonkonnu that Wynter highlighted in Maskarade (1973) is a form of
cultural creation and it was perceived as a kind of decolonization. I am interested in the role that
free improvisation can play in decolonizing educational music spaces.
Much like jonkonnu, free improvisation was a cultural creation, formed in the crucible of
white supremacy and the civil rights struggle that was America in the 1950s-1960s. Scholars
have written about the context of white commercialization that jazz musicians faced since the
early to mid 1900s, leading to aesthetic distillation and White appropriation (Carles & Comolli,
2015). The rise of the Be-Bop movement in the 1940’s and the free jazz movement which
followed in the 50s undermined this white commercialization and aesthetic diminishment of
Black musical creation. Both of these movements represent a cultural creation that can be
perceived as a kind of decolonization. Free improvisation moves “outside the conceptual field of
our present EuroAmerican cultural model[s]” (Wynter, 1992, p.16 as cited in Desai & Sanya p.
718) by unmooring itself entirely from Western harmonies and melodies. It further breaks the
traditional Western music concepts as determined by the “Western Idea of Man” (Wynter 2003)
by promoting a truly democratic music making experience in which each voice has agency and
authority.
The perspective of Sylvia Wynter, specifically her critique of the over-categorization of man
and the desire to propel ideas of collective humanness, lends itself to a more inclusive definition
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of acceptable music. Desai and Sanya challenge educators to decolonize education within
schools and free improvisation can engender an embrace of other ways of knowing and being,
and a way of fostering “solidarity as a performance of the collective humanness” (p. 721). The
modes of creating music within this free improvisation format can represent a type of
interconnectivity that is communicative, powerfully social, and responsive to the environment. It
is inherently relational and embracive of dissonance and many voices from many backgrounds.

Addressing Tuck and Yang
In their highly influential article Decolonization is not a Metaphor, Eve Tuck and K. Wayne
Yang (2012) make the argument that educational scholarship discourses have misused the word
decolonization to describe their own critical, civil-rights, and social justice aims, resulting in a
metaphorization of the word. This has resulted in several settler moves to innocence that seek not
to achieve the original aims of decolonization, but instead to alleviate the guilt and complicity in
non-indigenous minds. The authors make the claim that “decolonize (a verb) and decolonization
(a noun) cannot easily be grafted onto pre-existing discourses/frameworks” (p.3). The use as a
metaphor represents a fundamental misunderstanding of the true aims of decolonoziation, which
the authors see as “repatriating land to sovereign tribes and nations, abolition of slavery in
contemporary forms, and the dismantling of the imperial metropole”, directly attacking the
settler colonial triad (p.31).
My argument of understanding free jazz as a decolonizing endeavor inherently conflicts with
Tuck and Yang’s perspective. To support my claim, I turn to Day (2015), who dialectically
bridges settler colonialism and race in a way that Tuck and Yang implicitly omit. Day notes that
theorizations of settler colonialism are often positioned against those of race, that they are
usually incommensurate with one another, leading to tensions between these theories. He
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advocates for a critical ethnic studies frame that enables a dialectic existence between the two
scholarly realms. He wades into the deep connection between whiteness and land, not in a
construct of labor/capitalism, but amongst the backdrop of colonization. Day criticizes scholars
who ignore the deep connection between settler colonialism and whiteness. To make his point,
Day quotes W.E.B. DuBois, who intertwines them by writing, “Whiteness [is] ownership over
the earth, forever and ever, amen” (p.107). White ideas of race, patriarchy, power of the state,
and capitalism are played out in many spaces, not just land. Whereas Tuck and Yang’s
perspective of decolonization delinks race from settler colonialism, Day intrinsically links them.
Garba and Sorentino also (2020) bring attention to the idea that race in America is an intrinsic
and original construct that must go alongside any discussion of decolonization. Tuck and Yang
would not consider free improvisation to be decolonizing because it does not materially address
the colonizing act of colonialism. I lean on the aforementioned scholars and their counterclaims
to Tuck and Yang as a permission structure to consider free jazz as a type of decolonization.
Returning to Wynter (2003), her construct of Man has consequences for the othering and the
separation of the non-man. She describes this organization as an over-representation, that is, one
that is only necessary in order to subjugate and create a hierarchy of humans. “It is this new
master code, one that would now come to function at all levels of the social order-including that
of class, gender, sexual orientation, superior/inferior ethnicities...and most totally between the
represented-to-be superior and inferior races and cultures-that would come to function as the
dally status-organizing and integrating principle of U.S. society” (p.323). It is the totality of
application, the intersectionality of this violent dehumanization with all facets of society and life,
that I lean upon as a basis to make my claim that free improvisation is a decolonizing artform
and a way of resisting the hegemony of white and Euro-centric aesthetic values.
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Postcolonial studies are helpful in the struggle to decolonize spaces of thought, education,
and society. Amber Murrey (2020) notes that “for postcolonial thinkers, the emphasis has been
on critiquing the discursive cultures of colonialism and recovering particular, contextualized
subaltern or colonized perspectives, voices, and epistemes” (p.321). This approach is important
because “in most postcolonial societies, the former colonizers maintained some level of market
preference, political influence, military presence, and/or cultural and educational hegemony”
(p.322). What are the discursive considerations of acceptable jazz music and the cultural
hegemony and social influence that white supremacy culture enacted in the United States
surrounding the emergence of Free Jazz? Discourse requires written or spoken words, but could
free improvisation play a role in recovering subaltern or colonized perspectives? Did it, and
could it, continue to play a role in decolonizing spaces of thought, education, and society?

DISCUSSION AND POTENTIAL FOR FREE IMPROVISATION MUSIC
PEDAGOGY IN THE CLASSROOM
Looking at the creation of Free Jazz through a decolonial lens allows one to consider how
this phenomenon represents a rupture of dominant white aesthetic values. Some may ask, Why do
we need to resist Euro-centric aesthetic musical values? Are these values not established as
foundation to the classics in society? The centering of Euro-centric music within a classroom
curriculum inherently places high value on a narrow type of music, relegating all other types of
music as not-as-important. In resisting this model, in providing alternative modes of creating
meaningful musicmaking, we are breaking down barriers and providing students with a broader
sense of what is valued. This stance is aligned with the spirit of pluralism this pedagogy
embodies.
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In addition to the resistance of Euro-centric aesthetic musical values, a free improvisation
pedagogy embraces democratic musicmaking, plurality, dissonance, and cultural resistance to the
status quo. It embraces non-mainstream acts of musicmaking as valid and meaningful and can
be considered an anti-oppressive education practice. Through a literature review of relevant
studies, Kevin Kumashiro (2020) highlights approaches to anti-oppressive education, noting how
“the situatedness and complexity of oppression make problematic any attempts to articulate a
strategy that works (for all teachers, with all students, in all situations)” (p. 41). Kumashiro
notes “changing oppression requires disruptive knowledge, not simply more knowledge” (p. 34).
This powerful statement speaks to the ways that schools placate pluralism without actually doing
the necessary work to examine those structures that contribute to the continuing hegemony that
Otherizes students within their buildings. In pushing educators forward, Kumashiro notes that
privileging empathy is an important goal in anti-oppressive education, but not enough and
certainly not the end goal. Education must interrogate how some groups are Othered while other
groups are privileged/normalized and how this dual process is legitimized and maintained. The
author leans on theorists who note that “schools are part of society and understanding oppression
in schools requires examining the relationship between schools and other social institutions and
cultural ideas” (p. 36).
How might a free improvisation pedagogy foster this type of critical consciousness that
Kumashiro tugs at? The musical events themselves would need to be supported with some kind
of dialogue and conversation among musician participants to draw connections between the
music and the implications for being in society.
There is a word, sankofa, which comes from the Akan tribe in Ghana (Carter G. Woodson
Center, 2017). Its meaning is derived from its three constituent parts: San, meaning return, Ko,
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meaning go, and Fa, meaning look, seek and take. This word is represented by an image of a bird
(Figure 1) whose body is facing forward but whose head and neck is craned backwards. In its
beak, it delicately holds an egg. The power of this image, and of the lessons of sankofa, are
profound. To learn from history to inform the future is to be prepared. One should not be stuck in
the past, but have one’s feet firmly planted in the present and towards the future. This concept
informs my desire to look at the historical emergence of free jazz in its social context, to
understand where we are now and where we should go in the future.
I turn to the Sankofa bird to inform my own positionality as a white musician playing music
that owes so much to the Black experience. By keeping myself grounded in the historical and
sociopolitical forces of this music, I can move forward in a more authentic way.
Figure 1. Image of Mythical Sankofa Bird (Carter G. Woodson Center, 2017)

Performing free improvisations in an educational setting can unlock a way of creating and a
way of thinking that may otherwise be inhibited. This way of improvising, of co-creating musical
events where each musician’s contributions and values are equally honored and afforded space to
grow, is unlike traditional modes of schooling. Perhaps, by engaging in this type of musicmaking
and experiencing heightened agency and freedom of expression, students may be more open to
discussing issues of imposed structures, how dissonance is treated in society, and the value of
rupturing the norms of the status quo.
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CHAPTER THREE. MUSIC EDUCATION THROUGH THE LENS OF
DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
As a musician and music educator, I am interested in the intersection of developmental
psychology and music education. There is a parallel to be drawn between the critiques of
traditional developmental psychology and those of traditional methods of education as traditions
tend to privilege one way of thinking and acting in the world.
My research interest lies in the disruption of normative ways of making music in the public
music education classroom through the use of free improvisation activities. Such activities
necessarily resist the status quo and encourage student agency, the creative power of the group,
as well as an embrace of difference and dissonance. This paper leans on the theories of Anna
Stetsenko and Mikhail Bakhtin to inform the creation of a free improvisation pedagogy within
the music classroom. Free Improvisation is reimagined as a type of Play (Bakhtin, 1990;
Stetsenko & Ho, 2015) that honors a student’s infinite potential (Stetsenko, 2017) as well as
altering their stance in the world by encouraging them to exercise their agency and voice
(Stetsenko & Ho, 2015). The dynamics of improvisation, a negotiation between the individual
and the group, is imagined as a space of dialogicality and ideological becoming (Bergset, 2020).

FROM DESCARTES TO THE MUSIC CLASSROOM
On Descartes
Philosopher Rene Descartes popularized the idea of Cartesian dualism, where the mind
existed as an entity separate from the body. He thought of the body as a “mechanical device,
devoid of messy things like thoughts and feelings” (Bidell, 2020, p. 5) and left the mind as a
separate entity from the body, a conception that remains popular in modern times but one that
does little to consider the socially embedded nature of cognition. This notion is dangerous
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because it isolates people from their social relational contexts and opens the door for knowledge
to be measured and tested. When humans are measured they are sorted and categorized, resulting
in hierarchies that can inflict damage and enact hegemony on society.
These ideas were alluring to Western Scientists and Philosophers because they privileged the
Western way of thinking above all else. Rogoff et al (2018) problematize decades of
developmental research which has normalized the middle-class white experience and generalized
it across all populations. Unsurprisingly, children across cultural backgrounds have different
experiences, familiarities, and family norms that may not translate well to decontextualized tests
or the laboratory settings where research was often conducted. Something as simple as childrenadult norms may influence a child’s response to a lab-coat scientist in a new and strange
environment. All too often within such research, the researcher-participant power dynamic is
ignored. Consideration of researcher bias is indignantly cast aside. Across sociological,
psychological, and anthropological fields, the false belief of researcher objectivity reigns
supreme. Brady et al (2018) call specific attention to research that normalizes and
overgeneralizes the behaviors and decisions of people from Western, educated, industrialized,
rich, and democratic contexts (WEIRD). Doing so makes everyone who doesn’t fit this mold
invisible and perpetuates deficit perspectives among this group.
How have these ideas of knowledge permeated into the education system? One critique of
modern-day education systems lies in the reliance on banking methods of instruction. While it
has been 50 years since Paulo Freire (1970) coined the term, banking methods are still employed
in schools, with the teacher depositing knowledge into the student’s brain, as a coin would be
deposited into a piggy bank. The Cartesian idea of knowledge as an independent object lends
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itself easily to the transfer of this knowledge described above while the type of knowledge that
becomes canonized within traditions and textbooks is typically Western European dominant.
This method of education exists independently of student agency and is decidedly
unidirectional. The passive student is not a part of their own education, but is simply taking in
information and knowledge, memorizing it for application on standardized tests and worksheets.
Additionally, certain content is obscured while other content is privileged. What does this form
of education look like in the music classroom?

On The Music Classroom
In Western music education contexts, value is often placed on playing the right notes, fitting
in within the predetermined structure of the music, of the chords, and, when improvising, playing
the right notes in the chord. Within music education pedagogy, there is a Western canon of folk
songs that many young public school students grow up with. Diatonic melodies and simple I-V-I
harmonies help establish the right way to audiate, or hear songs in one’s head. While the
problematic nature of the lyrics for many of these playful children’s songs cannot be
understated1, the ingrained way of internalizing right and wrong harmonies and melodies begins
at a young age.
Within typical music ensemble classes, students are expected to read the notes on the page
with proper technique, taking great care to recreate what has been relayed to them via written or
verbal information, dynamic expressions, and articulations. Deviation from this prescribed mode
of music making is often frowned upon as it detracts from both the intention of the composer or

1

“Catch a Tiger By the Toe” was originally sung with the N-word instead of Tiger. Any number
of songs written by Steven Foster, the minstrel song writer, including “Oh, Susannah” and
“Camptown Races” are full of language that we as a society can do without.
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conductor and the expectations of what proper music should sound like. Suffice to say, tradition
looms large in the canon of ensemble playing.
The subject of jazz music within music education pedagogy tends to be the scary third rail
that some teachers avoid. In my experience, there has been an unfortunate air of superiority or
self-righteousness among some jazz teachers in the K-12 public education setting. Within an
ensemble setting, jazz education instruction tends to follow one of two tracks; Instructors will
encourage students to follow the written music very closely, regurgitating the notes on the page
verbatim or there is an emphasis on improvisation practices which attempt to follow the
harmonic structures as closely as possible. Dissonance may be embraced, but in a way that
acknowledges its wrongness. For example, in a C7 chord, playing a Db (the flat 9) is hip to many
because it sounds wrong. It clashes with one’s expected tonality, that which we who are
accustomed to Western music are used to hearing. Click on this link for an example: C7 with
b9.mp3. You will hear a C7 chord four times on the piano but only times two and four will
include the Db (the flat 9).
The two tracks of jazz education tend to create a narrow definition of jazz music for our
public education students. Educator and musician Joe Morris writes, “Nothing in jazz education
is wrong unless you consider the prevailing attitude that if it isn’t about traditional use of
harmony and chord changes then the music is not relevant or ‘correct” (Morris, 2012, p. 19).
Morris touches on the word tradition to implicate problematic approaches to jazz education.
Standard music education conventions and good teacher pedagogy train students to play by the
rules and fit into predetermined structures. What kinds of lessons are being conveyed to students
and teachers if the primary mode of music education is reproduction? More broadly speaking,
what connections can be drawn from the typical music education pedagogies to the way students
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are taught to play by the rules and follow standard conventions? What implications does this
have for stunting student agency?
What if we trained them to break free of the mold and independently think? What if we
reimagined ideas of what proper tonality is? And what if we enacted it in a way that realizes true
democracy, equality of voice, and the exchange of emotionally charged, uninhibited
improvisation and creation? These questions evoke the possibility of engaging in a free
improvisation pedagogy in music education.

FREE IMPROVISATION PEDAGOGY
What follows is an attempt to sketch out a new music education pedagogy, a free
improvisation pedagogy, that will allow students and teachers alike to see beyond the
prescriptive framework that our schooling and curriculum often reinforce.
Free improvisation is a type of musical activity that can take place in a small group setting,
with instrumentalists, percussionists, and vocalists alike. The musical content is co-created by all
musicians and performed in the moment as a group. Oftentimes, there is no written music or
score to be read. Instead, the music comes to life via collective group improvisation. There can
be many different rules to structure an improvisation or there can be no structure at all. The
group should be aware of all and any structural rules before the start of an improvisation. Within
a free improvisation setting, many of the traditional musical rules and constraints are removed.
Importantly, the teacher and students all co-create this music together.
It is helpful to think of free improvisations as events. An event can take the shape of many
forms. A person may bring in a sketch of a song, perhaps a melodic idea or a rhythmic motif.
This melodic idea might be played together by the group, setting the stage for a collective group
improvisation that branches off into different directions. Alternatively, a musician may bring in a
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graphic notation for everyone to read together. A graphic notation is a representation of musical
ideas using non-traditional notation tools such as shapes, symbols, or pictures, or sketches. This
allows musicians to break free of their well-trained traditional minds to create pure musical
creations. An improvisation event also does not need to have any formal structure at all. It can
begin with no comment, no instruction.
Within free improvisation, there is no such thing as a wrong note. Instead, there is active,
continually evolving co-musicmaking where everyone has equal voice and agency. The art is in
improvising in a manner that does not obscure the other musician’s voice but uplifts it in a
complementary manner. The art is in listening to others at all times. By being aware of each
instrument’s sound within the group, each musician can play alternating roles in service to the
group. Sometimes this is the background. Sometimes this is being part of multiple melodic lines
simultaneously playing together. Sometimes the role that is most needed is the disrupter! because
each musician has a voice and power in this setting. Any musician who does not like where the
music is going may play contrasting themes or sounds to affect change. Each participant has the
power to change the path of this improvisation at any time. Within this music, the use of
extended techniques, new ways to make sounds on your instrument, are embraced. A common
theme of free improvisation is the importance of bucking the traditional trend of proper
technique.
It is helpful to start with short, structured improvisations in order to build confidence in
playing this style of music. Depending on the size of the ensemble, it is also helpful to split up
the group to allow for more clarity of individual voices within the whole. Invariably, the first
time a group of students engage within a free improvisation event, there are scrunched up faces,
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trepidation, and concern. The sounds that occur are often unlike sounds they are used to hearing,
much more dissonant and atonal.
Importantly, however, students are being provided an authentic and valid musicmaking
experience that embraces difference in a social setting. Allowing students to discuss the
improvisation afterwards is exceptionally important. Interrogating the emotions, experiences,
challenges, intentions, and joys of navigating this new terrain allows students to put musical
experiences into words. Discussing different musical situations that arose often can provide
clarity on decision-making processes within the moment of an improvisation and inform future
decisions. Not surprisingly, the more time a group of students spends playing with each other,
the better their musical communication will get.
Improvisation Theory is a beautiful way to think about free improvisation. This theory is
described as embracing “virtues like generosity towards others, willingness to support their risktaking and their struggles to find creative ways out of impasses, commitment to an enhanced
capacity to forgive the mis-steps that inevitably happen in these struggles, and greater respect for
the ability to integrate, adopt, or even switch between different perspectives and different types
of tools are also encouraged” (Nicholls, 2014, p. 9). Aiming for such goals within an
improvisation is a wonderful place to start. The free improvisation activity can provide a space
for pure, uninhibited expression in the classroom. Essentially, a form of play in the classroom. In
an era of public education where testing reigns supreme, facilitating individuality among
students, particularly in a way that bucks tradition and status quo, is an exciting frontier for
music education pedagogy.
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THEORETICAL BRICOLAGE
Playing in an ensemble, within any type of music, is a negotiation with the paradox of being
an individual in a shared communal world. The musician must be individual, embracing their
nuanced musical identity, while simultaneously working with others within a shared construct of
what the music should be. Oftentimes, in music education settings, the construct of what music
should be is teacher-driven. Oftentimes, this construct is overwhelmingly white and male.
Oftentimes, this construct is intended to be replicated by the students as closely as possible, with
little variation (read these notes on the page that someone else wrote. Stay true to the composer’s
original intent). While there have of course been meaningful music education experiences within
this construct, my critique is that it is in line with transmission models of education, a banking
model that privileges reproduction and regurgitation of musical ideas while limiting creativity.
Within jazz music, there is a subgenre loosely referred to as free improvisation. At the time
of its creation, free improvisation pushed back against the absorption of jazz music into white
mainstream America. Its history is one of cultural resistance, community engagement, and social
critique, characterized by intensely improvisatory musical events. As a listener, it is unlike any
type of jazz music I had ever heard before. As a musician, it affords me incredible freedom to
explore and express myself within a unique social environment.

Theories of TAS and Play
Transformative Activist Stance (TAS) is a framework that reimagines what it means to be
human and what it means to interact with others in the world (Stetsenko, in publication).
Building off theories of agency that position people as relational towards others and their
environment, Stetsenko (2020) challenges the “residue of passivity” that exists within them (p. 8)
while offering an alternative. The author expands ideas of human development by using TAS to
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position agency at the center of personhood and reality itself. This stance posits that people do
more than experience and respond to events in the world. Instead, they “are its cocreators, who
come into being precisely through their own acts of real-izing the world (i.e. bringing into
reality)-acts that are possible only in solidarity with others, in shared spaces and through joint
activities” (Stetsenko, in publication, p. 65). This approach blurs the boundary between people
and world, specifically that “we do not passively dwell in the world but instead cocreate and
coauthor it with other people while inevitably changing it”, bringing with it implications for how
we approach being in|with the world (p. 69).
Stetsenko (2020) identifies six different characteristics of the TAS. The first is an ontological
shift that acknowledges our world and reality as composed of human subjectivity and agency.
There is no real world to experience or discover, only a reality that is shaped by all of our actions
and decisions. Secondly, Stetsenko acknowledges the deep connection between one’s ontology
“what reality is taken to be” and one’s epistemology “what the process of knowing about reality
is taken to be” (p. 9). This onto-epistemology understanding links knowing-being-doing as
unified acts. Thirdly, the TAS emphasizes “the transformative nature of collaborative practices”
positioning social change, agency, and activism into the most basic descriptions of the very
reality of human development and the world itself” (p. 10). Fourth, TAS acknowledges the
“individually unique contributions” to the communal social practices through a form of coauthorship, agentive difference-making, and thus transformation. A fifth element of TAS
positions ideals for the future as constitutive of the present. In other words, a person’s goals and
dreams for the future affect what they know-are-do in the present. Lastly, TAS understands that
ethical-political practices are sewn into reality itself and cannot be considered separately.
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With this perspective comes an understanding that we humans create our own realities
through collaborative practices. Each individual person actively creates ripples that oscillate out
towards others, affecting and influencing them. What lessons, then, can be drawn from free
improvisation activities, when considered through a TAS?
Stetsenko posits that we as individuals, through the collective, co-author social practice. Free
improvisation activities reinforce the understanding that individuals have control over decisions
and can have an impact on others. Furthermore, an individual's decisions are validated as
authentic and worthwhile because they are introduced, considered, and responded to in the
musical setting. Within free improvisations, a musician has control over the music, can alter it on
a whim. One does not find oneself "within the conditions and circumstances of the world" but
instead is actively constructing the conditions and circumstances in the musical moment (p. 12).
Indeed, reality "is taken by persons as social actors, that is, as community members who are
simultaneously creating themselves and the world-always in collaboration with others and with
the tools that communities provide” (IBID). The musical creation of a free improvisation is an
exercise of self-creation within the context of collaboration.
In sum, free improvisation activities provide a site, an experimental playground, to try out
one's agentic power through a collaborative social practice. These musical creations, collectively
authored in the moment, seem like a beautiful representation of Stetsenko's understanding of
reality and human development. By affording spaces to explore one's transformational abilities,
we can become more comfortable in our own power and the potential for collective action.
Stetsenko and Ho (2015) build off Vygotsky’s developmental theory and Bakhtin’s dialogic
approach by using TAS to explore children's development. This framework centers children’s
agency while they co-author their world in social settings.
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In play, all the extant constraints can be changed and challenged, rather than faithfully
reproduced, so that children gain experience and tools for becoming social actors capable of
exercising agency in challenging and contesting ‘‘the given’’ and the taken-forgranted…Play is about acting in ways that do not copy the world as it has been in the past
and how it exists in the present. Nor is it about simply coping with the world as in adapting to
it in compliance with its status quo. Instead, play is about acting in novel and creative ways,
like no one ever did before, each time bringing forth novelty, transcending the given, and
realizing the impossible. In this process, nothing is repeated nor merely recreated but rather,
invented and discovered each time anew in creative and unique ways (p. 230).
Consider these ideas of play internalized within a musical environment in an educational
setting. Free improvisation allows students to create without “extant constraints” and challenge
the status-quo of what harmony or music is or is supposed to be. It affords student agency and
privileges each voice within the group. There is decidedly nothing to “faithfully reproduce”
because an improvisation is different every time. It is invented and co-created, co-authored,
every time, a negotiation and symbiosis of different voices, striving together to blend, to
challenge ideas, to support or lead. There is often no sheet music, no harmonic structure, no
musical key to play in. The rules of a free improvisation are decided by the musicians themselves
but are often flexible. There is a constant, ever-changing negotiation between musicians as new
ideas are introduced, cast aside, or embraced. The roles are always in flux, with musicians
switching between melody and background, solo and duet, supportive or combative. Most
importantly, there is no predetermined structure of good music that the musicians must fit into,
no canonical status quo. There is no fear of replication because improvisations are always
different, resulting in an active co-authoring of music by the musicians themselves. Of course,
musicians in other settings co-author their music through stylistic interpretation and the
individual experiences they bring to the performance, but in the free improvisation setting,
musicians are authoring the content as well as the interpretation.
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When considering developmental theories in the context of music, it is helpful to consider
whether the goal of an activity is to prepare one for a public performance or in service to one’s
musical progression. While it can be said that any musical experience is embedded with useful
and meaningful experiences and lessons informative for future experiences, a typical pitfall of
public instrumental music education is the concert. It is the musical equivalent of teaching to the
test. Depending on the pressure the band director is under, most likely administrative or personal
high standards of excellence, students might spend their music classes learning their parts
without understanding the concepts of music that underpin them. Such considerations of the
purpose of music, or music education, bring us to Mikhail Bahktin.

Bakhtin’s Theory Of Play
Bakhtin (1990) writes about the artist and aesthetic activity in a collection of essays where he
thinks deeply on the relationship between art and answerability, the relationship between play
and art and its meaning to the person. “For what radically distinguishes play from art is the
absence in principle of spectator and author. Playing, from the standpoint of the players
themselves, does not presuppose any spectator (situated outside their playing) for whom the
whole of the event of a life imaged through play would be actually performed; in fact, play
images nothing— it merely imagines” (p. 74). For Bakhtin, the presence of a spectator
transforms play into performance. Not necessarily undermining the value but transforming it into
something else.
Where within this theoretical concept of play is the free improvisation activity situated?
Typically, in the classroom setting, when students improvise, it is often so self-consciously
revealing that it feels like being watched by spectators. In a Jazz Band setting, the music tends to
consist of ensemble sections, where most instruments play their arranged parts together, and solo
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sections, where a singular instrumentalist improvises while being accompanied by the rhythm
section. In the free improvisation setting, however, every musician is an author of the music.
Does the collective nature of the group improvisation in this free improvisation activity
transform traditional spectators into fellow authors?
Where am I, as a teacher and musician, situated? My own participation in the play activity, as
a co-improviser, blends the role of spectator and author. Bakhtin suggests that play begins to
approach art once a spectator begins to admire the play “from the standpoint of the whole event
of a life represented by their playing” (p. 75). Similar to the Observer Effect in physics, where
the observation of a phenomenon alters its state, the presence of this spectator alters the moment
of play. “The event becomes enriched with a new moment, new in principle— an
author/beholder, and, as a result, all other moments of the event are transformed as well,
inasmuch as they become part of a new whole” (IBID). I argue that the free improvisation
activity is an expression of play, a necessary aspect of the performing musician, the thoughtful
musician. It is not a performance, it is a playground of sorts, a yellow legal notepad full of
musical expressions and co-authored pieces.
Bakhtin writes, “what occurs in play as well as in art is not actual life, but only an imaging of
life” (p. 75). I am inclined to disagree because I view this musical expression of play a form of
dialogue and personal becoming. The potential for meaningmaking in this improvisatory space is
rich and the excited dialogue that often follows is evidence of actual life. I do not think Bakhtin
can deny life to spaces of valuable self-expression and co-creation of musical ideas.

Bakhtin’s Dialogicality and Ideological Becoming
Beyond ideas of play, Bakhtin’s theory of dialogicality and becoming are useful in a musical
setting. Bergset (2020) uses a theoretical framework of Bakhtin’s theory of dialogicality, which
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understands that “people’s speech is always linked to both earlier and future utterances, and “at
least two voices can be heard simultaneously” (as cited in Wertsch, 1991, p. 13). This idea
transcends meaning from a single person’s voice by blurring the line between the individual and
the social. “Meaning or ideology “is not within us, but between us” (Bakhtin & Medvedev, 1985,
p. 8), and unfolds in the dialogue between people” (p. 529). In a musical improvisation setting,
the idea that meaning is not within us but between us is profound. The entire improvisation is
dependent on how well, or effectively, the group can communicate. Consider how musical
decisions of an individual are reacting to the past, the moment, and laying out a framework or an
idea for the future. The atemporal nature of the improvisation provides a unique playground for
musical creativity and expression. When successful, it can be a thrilling experience for the
musician and the group.
In Bakhtin’s concept of child development, there is meaning beyond the structure of
language, implicating the value of this theory within music. E. J. White (2020) explored these
ideas when discussing Bakhtin’s concept of becoming. “To interpret meaning in the manner, it
is, therefore, necessary to look two ways-one towards a shared understanding of what is intended
(or thought to be intended), and the other towards the strategic orientations and their meanings in
the event itself” (p. 4). This concept of development, a broader, more socially situated one that is
two-faced, is relevant for considerations of musical improvisations. Musical conversation is not
dialogic because there is no text. However, just as in dialogue, a musician sends out a musical
thought. It is received, considered, and potentially responded to in musical form. Intentions can
be misconstrued, but, as White noted, “legitimacy is granted to non-verbal as well as verbal
forms of dialogue as well as their complex interwoven passage towards (intersubjective) and
away from (alteric) meaning” (IBID). The aforementioned musical conversation might not occur
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in linear fashion, instead, each voice is multilayered, contributing to the polyphonic nature of a
group improvisation. But the social nature of this Bakhtinian idea of becoming is useful for the
musical setting. The improvising group is exploring, trying out new ways of communication in
an unfamiliar setting. This setting provides a kind of puzzle, or a struggle, that the musicians
work together to make meaning out of.
Returning to Bakhtin’s theory of dialogicality, where speech is continually linked to earlier
and future utterances, consider how nothing starts from scratch, nothing exists in isolation.
Thoughts, conversations, and actions are always in dialogue with surrounding people and in
dialogue with oneself and one’s own history. This is a reassuring and heartwarming concept, that
we are never alone. The idea of multivoicedness honors these numerous and sometimes
competing tributaries flowing into the moment at hand which shapes and informs the discourse.
It is an “active process of drawing on earlier utterances and other multiple impulses in speech”
(Bergsett, 2020, p. 532). This multidirectionality of discourse “also points to human potentials as
it represents a constant exchange between what is already (i.e. the given) and what is not yet but
will be (i.e. the created)” (Eun, 2019, p. 9). This approach honors a person’s ability to develop in
infinite, unfinalizable ways. Because there is no finality to the dialogicality, and because of this
“surplus of humanness”, the human continues to grow (p. 12). We humans are never finished
growing and learning, we are in constant dialogue with the past and the future, and with
ourselves and the other.
This dialogicality honors both the literal words that are uttered and also the meaning that
takes place between. “Attention is given to tonality, whispers, sounds, movements, et al, as well
as other features in (and of) the discourse that shape its meaning” (White, 2020, p. 4). In
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honoring this dialogicality, one is respecting both the concrete words and the unique lived
experience of the person speaking.
Central to this concept of dialogicality is its polyphonic nature. This polyphony is “grounded
in his [Bakhtin’s] recognition of the unmerging nature of human consciousness” (Eun, 2019, p.
12). The idea that consciousness is unmerging honors the contradictions and disagreements that
can occur in dialogue, but more importantly, speaks to the agency of an individual given their
own circumstances.
The Bakhtinian concept of ideological becoming, as understood by E. J. White, “is viewed as
a life-long series of forms of crisis and rebirth which are socially stratified and tested in the
process of living” (White, 2020, p. 4). This becoming can be viewed as a way of honoring a
child’s agency, because when one honors the “life-long formation the child is re-situated as
subjective dialogue partner rather than object for adult scrutiny” (p. 7). This co-participatory
stance in which the adult honors the inherent agency of the child would allow for meaningmaking in musical settings where children and adults are co-creators of knowledge.
Consider a free improvisation activity as a process of becoming. What benefit does a
musician get by participating in this unique form of creative expression and musical dialogue?
Much like Bakhtin’s dialogicality, there is rich meaning occurring between the notes and among
participants. The acts of listening, reacting and responding, validating others’ contributions and
folding them into a co-created musical composition is the site of meaning for participants. This is
a unique space to experience such moments of humanity. And what can be learned by these acts
of agentic self-expression? What can be transferred to other realms of social engagement? White
writes of “dialogue spaces as sites for understanding the child” (p. 6). I am wondering about
musical spaces as sites for understanding the person.
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With his theory of dialogicality, Bakhtin evokes the kind of ideological growth and creativity
that can occur when one engages in dialogue with otherness. “They engage in a kind of dialogue,
which surmounts the closedness and one-sidedness of these particular meanings, these cultures”
(Bakhtin, 1986, p. 70 as cited in Bergset, 2020, p. 531). Bakhtin also notes the benefit of people
“Selectively assimilating the words of others (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 341), which is consistent with
the notion of ideological becoming (p. 535)”. Is this not a call to embrace difference and to
engage in dialogue with others in a meaningful way? Or to embrace other ways of thinking, to
branch out from the comfort zone, the closedness and one-sidedness of one’s own
understanding?
White expands on this ideological growth when writing about the two-sidedness of Bakthin’s
approach to child development. The child is able “to draw out plural, perhaps even contradictory,
insights from what is seen rather than what is asserted based on inherited meanings and
assumptions” (White, 2020, p.3). There is an ongoing assimilation and resistance of ideas, a
constant negotiation between oneself and other musicians. Each musician is also in constant
dialogue with one’s own musical self, one’s own musical history. Each musician is engaged in
an “active process of drawing on earlier utterances and other multiple impulses” in music!
(Bergset, 2020, p. 532). Taken together, these theories of dialogicality and becoming move us
beyond the physical structure of language and towards the social. Free improvisation activities
are a potentially meaningful site for understanding these processes.

Encouraging A Student’s Infinite Potential
Stetsenko (2017) refers to the infinite potential of individuals and a fundamental equality that
exists among humans from all backgrounds. Stetsenko writes, “Students are equally precise in
their incalculable and immeasurable infinity of their potential” (p. 117). She makes a convincing
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argument that this type of approach is needed in order to combat racist and misogynist views of
intellectual capacities and biological determinism.
To consider what this actually looks like inside the classroom is a transformational thought.
From the dynamics of a one-on-one interaction between teacher and student to a school-wide
curricular tracking policy, a shift of perception towards a student’s infinite potential can shake
the foundations of an institution. Such an embodiment puts more responsibility on the educator.
Responsibility to undo the limits that have been unduly placed on a student’s potential; to
address harmful comments or perceptions that constrain a child’s learning or perception of
worth.
The effects of holding on to views of “unalterable biological underpinnings” (p.121) have
dangerous ramifications far beyond the classroom, because students will carry these
misrepresentations with them for the rest of their lives, acting on them to inform their decisions.
Ideas of prejudice and discrimination, or even justification for segregation or mistreatment
towards broad swaths of the population, will continue to be upheld.
The implications for embracing a student’s infinite potential with the music classroom are
meaningful. Once the young musician reaches the High School level within an instrumental
music program, they have most likely been playing for at least 5 years. Their identity has been
defined by their participation within their ensembles over this time. This identity can potentially
follow a student throughout their schooling. A free improvisation pedagogy has the potential to
disrupt this deficit narrative by affording students the space and opportunity to co-author their
own musical stories, their own realities. In my experience, students who excitedly engage with
and respond to this type of free improvisation pedagogy fall across the traditional music
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classroom spectrum of apathetic to high performing. It is exciting to consider this type of
musical activity, or play, reaching a variety of students in a non-traditional way.
What does it mean to a student to actively co-author their musical experience, in the moment,
with ideas that are worth just as much as anyone else’s? What is the message internalized by a
student who literally cannot make a mistake or play a wrong note? These events are simply new
experiences that will be navigated. There is no top-down approach or banking method of
knowledge transfer. This music has not yet been written and it is profound when the group writes
it in the moment, a result of dialogicality. As Bakhtin reminds us, “Meaning or ideology “is not
within us, but between us”” (Bakhtin & Medvedev, 1985, p. 8 as cited in Bergsett, 2020, p. 529).
It is hopeful to imagine the classroom as a place to explore meaning in a shared setting as
students and teachers expressively co-author their own music.

CONCLUSION
I see the power in using the framework of TAS in implementing a free improvisation
pedagogy in the public-school music classroom. When viewed through the lens of TAS, free
improvisation activities afford students the opportunity to challenge existing constraints and
change them in their own image. Free improvisation is about “acting in novel and creative ways,
like no one ever did before” (Stetsenko & Ho, 2015, p. 230). By reimagining this type of musical
creation as play, music educators can provide a space that is free and relational, creative to the
core.
Bakhtin’s theories of dialogicality are useful in a musical improvisation because one is
constantly in musical dialogue with others and oneself, including one’s history and present. A
group free improvisation is simultaneously individual and social. It allows students to create
music in their own image while being part of a Bakhtinian transformational moment, as they blur
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the line between performance and play, spectator and creator, author and beholder. These
moments of intensely creative musicmaking, non-iterative, but unique contributions of students
co-authoring in the moment, ought to become commonplace in public education settings. These
activities, too, could influence one’s ideological becoming in a meaningful way. In this setting,
students are engaging in dialogue with otherness, in a musical sense, and selectively assimilating
the musical ideas of others, internalizing them and molding them in the moment through the lens
of their own instrument and voice.
To consider a student’s infinite potential is indeed a radical outlook to take when considering
one’s own pedagogy. A free improvisation pedagogy allows students to reinvent themselves
regardless of what narrative has been written of them and allows them to author their own lives.
In this setting, there is no hierarchy of voices and every musician has an equal value. Taken
together, Stetsenko and Bakhtin’s theories of developmental psychology help inform and nuance
free improvisation activities within an educational setting. Hopefully, this pedagogy can
encourage students to broaden their perspectives, hone their critical perspectives, and challenge
systems oppression by embracing their role as unique agents of change.
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CHAPTER FOUR. EXPLORING WAYS TO PROMOTE STUDENT AGENCY
AND MUSICAL DEMOCRACY
Me:

There is no such thing as a wrong note. We should try to listen and
respond to each other at all times. For this improvisation, there are no
predetermined chords, scales, pulse, or rhythm. Anything goes. Listening
will allow you to respond to others, to be aware of your instrument’s
sound within the group. Sometimes you are the melody, sometimes you
are the background. Sometimes you are part of multiple melodic lines
simultaneously playing together. Sometimes you are the disrupter, playing
contrasting themes/sounds if you don’t like what’s happening. You have
the power to change the path of this improvisation at any time. You can
include rest/space along with your sounds because music is both. Consider
any extended techniques you can employ, new ways to make sounds on
your instrument that buck the trend of proper technique you have been
taught. Any questions?

The pianist:

(Looking up from her keyboard)
What key are we in?

As a musician and a music teacher, I have been thinking about the role that music,
specifically free improvisation, can play in promoting student agency in terms of critical thinking
and musical democracy. Due to the uniquely organic format of free improvisation and the
interpersonal communication that is a hallmark of this music, such activities offer the potential to
encourage an embrace of difference and promote other ways of thinking or knowing.
The above exchange occurred during a lesson that involved the rhythm section of a jazz
ensemble I teach in a public High School outside of New York City. I had just finished
reviewing the guidelines for our free improvisation activity in which I asked participants to let go
of one structuralized notion of music making and embrace a new and different way of making
music. This exchange made me realize that venturing into the unknown, into territory we are not
familiar or comfortable with, can be a scary endeavor. At first, it was difficult for my student to
shed the protective layers that years of musical structure provides. In many ways, individuals
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crave structure. It is so ingrained into our way of being and moving about in the world that
structure is difficult to let go of. So how can a free improvisation pedagogy encourage an
embrace of difference and other ways of thinking and knowing? One that is not tied to traditional
ways of making music, but charts a new path forward in the minds of students. Lastly, what can
a free improvisation pedagogy teach us about engaging in authentically democratic practices?

STRUCTURE|AGENCY DIALECTIC WITHIN THE MUSIC CLASSROOM
I take heart in embracing the structure|agency dialectic, for structures and systems that
oppress breed movements to resist. In this sense, structures can be thought of as policies, ideas,
laws, and power dynamics that contribute to the hegemonic practices against a group of people.
Classed, raced, or gendered divides occur within larger contexts, which results in the exclusion
of some people from full integration of society. These structures are enacted among economic,
political, educational, and social lines, making it intensely difficult to implement change.
Structures exist within music as well, constraining a musician’s decision-making or ability to
author the music in the moment. Playing music in an ensemble often entails pre-determined
notes, directions on how loud or soft to play, how to articulate a note, phrase markings. These
instructions are in service to the desires of the composer, arranger, or conductor. These structures
of traditional musicmaking and teaching do not necessarily honor the creative potential of the
performer. The purpose of structures is to constrain but agency can exert pressure on these
constraints. With enough persistent and focused pressure, structures can be modified or
dismantled. As a way to understand my own dilemma in trying to crack the power that agency
can have over existing structures in the music classroom, I looked to Lev Vygotsky and A.N.
Leontiev and their texts about “activity”.
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Lev Vygotsky’s student A. N. Leontiev (1978) writes about “activity” in the importance of
understanding human behavior. Leontiev notes how “anthropologists, sociologists, and
psychologists tend to reduce to two terms only: person and environment” (Holland, 1998, p. 38).
Leontiev imagines a third term which “indicates that people respond to what they find in the
environment in the context of a historical, socially and culturally constructed form of social
(inter)action” called an activity (Holland, 1998, p. 39). This Activity Theory “views people as
actively engaged with their environment” (Holland, 1998, p. 39). Leontiev positions a person and
their environment as dialectically engaged through the context of activity, implying that one’s
agency is not static. Holland summarizes these ideas in the perspective that “even in the face of
powerful situation determinants...these identities, especially when supported by others of like
perspective, afford some self-control and agency” (p.46). Out of these lessons, it is clear that
promoting student agency within schools is important, especially if we as educators wish to
encourage students to grow into critical thinkers.
In addition to promoting agency within the classroom, it is also important to consider how to
create educational spaces that honor democracy and equality of voice. To this end, it is helpful to
look toward spaces that do the opposite, notably the banking concept as highlighted by Freire
(1996). “Implicit in the banking concept is the assumption of a dichotomy between human
beings and the world: a person is merely in the world, not with the world or with others; the
individual is spectator, not re-creator” (p. 75). This insight by Paulo Freire acknowledges
students as recipients of knowledge stripped of their own agency because it “transforms students
into receiving objects” (p. 77). This type of educational understanding strips students of their
creativity, individualism, and their voice. It establishes a teacher-student dyad, one with a stark
power imbalance, as the teacher retains the information to deposit into the student. Additionally,
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it separates each individual learner from one another as it renders dialogue inessential to
learning. The meek and obedient students have no input in this model and are simply tasked
with retaining knowledge. It is decidedly undemocratic.
The antidote for this type of education, so-called problem-posing education, relies on
dialogue and demands students become critical co-investigators with the teacher. “Education as
the practice of freedom denies that man is abstract, isolated, independent, and unattached to the
world” (p. 81). This stance firmly situates the student among others, in relationships with other
learners as they create their own reality. Freire considered them “beings in the process of
becoming- as unfinished, uncompleted beings in and with a likewise unfinished reality” (p.84).
This understanding that reality is unfinished disposes of the urge to collect knowledge. It invites
students to interrogate, critique, and create knowledge as co-investigators with the teacher.
Implicit in the problem-posing education is a certain equality of voice among the students.
Additionally, there is no opposition between the students and the teacher. As far as content, it is
not predetermined; in fact, it has yet to be created. How might a traditional music classroom be
considered within the context of Friere’s educational paradigms? The operation of such classes
function upon the premise that the teacher, having chosen program content, provides musical
instruction to the students, who become practiced to the point of public performance. The
knowledge, in this case the musical repertoire or in the most restrictive case, the decisions on
how to play the notes, is predetermined. There might be space for creative expression in terms of
tone, style, improvisation, but as a whole, the emphasis is on recreation.
Dialogue, a feature that Freire insists is essential for education as the practice of freedom, is
relatively absent in such a traditional music setting. “Founding itself upon love, humility, and
faith, dialogue becomes a horizontal relationship of which mutual trust between the dialoguers is
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the logical consequence” (p. 72). To a certain extent, musical dialogue between students in a
traditional music setting is stifled.
Of course, within an ensemble, there is communication as musicians react to one another, but
there is little dialogue between them. Musicians are hopefully trusted with the decisions on how
to play, but largely speaking, what to play is predetermined by the composer, the arranger, or the
conductor. How much meaningful dialogue can take place if the content is preordained? How
might students respond to a more dialogical musical setting? One where they would be
responsible for creating the content and musically dialoguing with one another while respecting
an equality of voice among participants? One where the teacher-student dyad is recast into coparticipants creating improvised music together? Such an act of democratic music making that is
based in creativity would stimulate self-expression in a group environment while giving power
back to the students. This practice of musicmaking would create a space where teaching and
learning is remade in the image of the participants.
The space in which free improvisation occurs is rich with interpersonal communications and
musical compositions that are continually crafted. It seems like the perfect space to experiment
with ideas and activities that would promote musical democracy and agentic growth. A practice
arena of sorts to express one’s agentic potentials. To this end I turn to the Transformative
Activist Stance (TAS) (Stetsenko, 2020), which positions people as relational to their
environment. Indeed, Stetsenko (2017) also writes on the lineage of this agentic theorization,
noting “Vygotsky in following in the footsteps of Marx and Engels, capitalizes on the centrality
of transformative collaborative practices by people who do not adapt to their world but
collectively transform it and, through this transformation, also change themselves and thus
develop, with development therefore rendered ineluctably social, historical, and cultural” (p. 28).
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This relational-dialectic tradition, notable for the agency it affords individuals, has deep roots, as
evidenced by its long tradition from Hegel to the present day. It supports the idea that people are
not fully constrained by the structures in which they live. Embracing education pedagogies that
excite student agency, as opposed to ones that conform to a transactional model, may seek to
promote the creation of agentic learners who can actively push on the structures and systems of
their surroundings in a critical and meaningful way. The TAS would offer a refreshing approach
to music education as evidenced by literature surrounding traditional ways of teaching and
learning music in the classroom.
Van der Schyf, Schiavio, and Elliott (2016) call for a critically ontological approach to music
education, explicitly embracing socio-political, economic, and ecological concerns. They note
how the transmission model of education, highlighted by Freire (1996) as the banking model, is
still the predominant mode of education in American society and within music classrooms. A
critical ontological turn would result in “the exploration of ‘alternative’ approaches to creative
musicking that develop the unique possibilities of a given group or individual '' (p. 99) and the
authors point to free improvisation as a method for enacting such critical ontology. In this
understanding, music education can be viewed as a dynamic field of study rather than a static
one in which agency-in the form of student “exploration” and “improvisation”- presses against
traditional musical constraints/structures, simultaneously transforming musical practice and the
music makers. One of the main arguments against Western modes of music education pedagogy
is the way musical knowledge is typically conveyed to students. It is enacted through
conventions of proper music, and students are trained to comply with the rules. These Western
ways of thinking are restrictive for music education settings, as they embrace music making as
work to be reproduced, rather than inviting new creation (Van der Schyff, 2015). This mode of
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education can even be considered unethical because it “downplays the autonomous, embodied,
creative, and selfmaking capacities of (musical) learners and teachers, and when it reduces their
ontological status to passive and anonymous receivers (consumers), processors, and reproducers
of information” (Van der Schyf, Schiavio, and Elliott, 2016, P. 86-87). The goal, then, is to
develop new types of musicmaking practices that encourage creativity, agency, and a democratic
stance toward others.
Extant literature on the topic of psychology and music education has shown the need for
greater improvisation pedagogies within the music education classroom. Borgo (2007) calls for
an ecological approach to jazz education, noting how conventional jazz education pedagogies
can be understood as transmission models, while free improvisation pedagogies offer an
alternative mode of music education. Within the psychology realm, there are calls to rethink how
creativity is researched, pointing to the need for education practices that embrace a broader way
of understanding of creativity (Malinin, 2019). Furthermore, Improvisation Theory (Nicholls,
2014) demonstrates how qualities like generosity towards others, the embrace of risk-taking, and
the ability to integrate and adopt different perspectives are cultivated within improvisation
activities. In sum, many music educators seem to align with Stetsenko, Freire, Vygotsky, and
Leontiev in promoting spaces that honor student creativity, agency, and relationality of learning.

FREE IMPROVISATION PEDAGOGY
A free improvisation pedagogy appears to be an ideal vehicle and playground to resist
banking models of education through democratic musicmaking, embrace other ways of thinking
and knowing, and to cultivate creativity and agency among musicians. A free improvisation
pedagogy will allow students and teachers alike to see beyond the prescriptive framework that
our schooling and curriculum often reinforce.
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Free improvisation as a music genre rejects formal ways of musicmaking. Whereas
traditional Western music can be thought of as being supported by harmonies, rhythm, and
melody, free improvisation does not conform to these same rules. Within free improvisation,
there are no predetermined chords, no key centers, and no rhythmic count-in. There is no such
thing as a wrong note. Musical improvisations can be spontaneously composed/performed with
little or no structure. Instead, there is an active, continually evolving co-music making event
where everyone has equal voice and agency. Any one person can change the direction of the
music at any time.
Musician Joe Morris (2012) explores the properties of this type of music, what he calls free
music, and acknowledges it as situated against the restrictions of traditional jazz music.
“Disregard for orthodoxy is a tenet of the work-this work that is meant to create a new listening
experience every time it is performed” (p. 2). Within this music, there can be no rules or there
can be some rules; there can be total spontaneity or there can be pre-established unison melodies;
democratic improvisatory creativity or directed improvisation. The lack of reproducible written
music and structured harmonic progressions lends this music to atonality and dissonance, but
also to uninhibited emotion, spirit, and aesthetic expression.
Historically speaking, there are countless approaches to melodic structure, pulse, interaction
between musicians, and musical form within free improvisation, much of it containing
underlying methodologies employed by musicians. One notable example involves pianist Cecil
Taylor who, beginning in the 1950s, began employing the concept named Unit Structures. Using
this approach, the thematic material Taylor plays “functions in a way that fuels the constructive
nature of the improvisation, rather than one that must be interpreted primarily with harmony” (p.
79). Here, thematic materials are called templates, may be composed or improvised, and can be
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any length: two beats or many seconds long. Templates sewn together create melodic structure.
Any pitch within the template can be replaced, any rhythm displaced, or modulated thereby
creating a new template. Looping, tempo changes, extensions or reductions are all at play in Unit
Structures.
As an example of how free improvisation activities can help encourage students to think in
new and creative ways while resisting normative ways of thinking about what proper music is,
consider graphic scores or graphic notations. A graphic notation is a representation of musical
ideas using non-traditional notation tools such as shapes, symbols, or gestures. The musicians are
sometimes given instructions on how to navigate the score/graphic notation but are typically
given freedom to interpret these instructions on their own. A good example of graphic notation is
found in Wadada Leo Smith’s Symphony No. 1 (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Symphony No. 1: Fall (Wadada Leo Smith, 2015)

In his explanation, Smith advises performers to discreetly create their own cycles, or paths
throughout the score.
The musicians should always begin at the rim, the area of the silver flares. The rim is
considered to be a transparent sonic-field, devoid of rhythmic or percussive accents, without
sonic impact in the execution of the music on the rim. On cue, the performers will move from
the rim into the core surface. The musical activity at the core is massive and explosive, and
its dynamical and emotional ranges are large. The character of the music when entering the
core surface of the panel follows the same principles and theories of the “black hole.” It is an
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artistic paradigm that parallels the scientific and philosophical ideas of the “black hole
theory.” (Smith, n.d.)
This kind of divergent way of thinking about music and improvising represents an alternative
mode of enacting music education. It encourages new ways of thinking that depart from
traditional ways of musicmaking. This could help musicians engage with fellow performers on a
higher level, in that they are not constricted by reading notes on the page and are instead free to
listen intently and reactively to the group. Instead of enacting musical decisions another
composer has created, they are the authors of their own stories. Musicians who create within this
setting are honoring Stetsenko’s TAS through their authorship of their own world in a social
manner. The dialogue and agency that Freire promotes through his work is entirely at play as
well.
Unit Structures and graphic scores represent but two approaches of how to frame a free
improvisation but there are endless possibilities of creating music within this style. Students
themselves can create the structures on which the group improvisation is created. Embracing
education pedagogies which emerge from the students themselves, as opposed to a transactional
model or prescribed notions of schooling may seek to promote the creation of agentic learners
who can actively push on the structures and systems of their surroundings in a critical and
meaningful way. Musicians operating within a free improvisation setting are free to co-create
their own knowledge as opposed to reproducing existing knowledge. This pedagogy would seek
to open student minds toward new epistemological and ontological ways of thinking and what
counts as musical knowledge. Students would be “collectively transforming the object of activity
through acting on it and seeing it differently” (Rainio, 2008, p. 117). Rainio highlights the
structural systems of control and order in physical classroom spaces. A free improvisation
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pedagogy is concerned with the structural systems of control within thought spaces; spaces of
musical perceptions and thoughts of what counts as right and wrong.
The potential for free improvisation to act as a metaphorical site for knowledge
transformation is very exciting. This pedagogy can allow students to break free of structures;
think and perform independently; reimagine what proper (tonality) is; engage in musical
democracy and equality of voice; participate in musicmaking that is active, participatory, and
continually evolving; embrace difference and other ways of knowing and thinking; and create
new knowledge within a permission structure that resists notions of conformity.

Bass Slaps and Piano Clusters
I am always surprised and excited each time I engage in a free improvisation session with my
students. It is important for me to be playing alongside my students to demonstrate my own
vulnerability and be a part of the music making process. One of the strengths of this type of
music is its collective nature and the idea that none of the music has been created yet. We are the
authors of this music! The moments right before the improvisation begins and even the early
moments of the improvisation elicit excitement, fear, and nervousness from the students and
myself alike. No one knows what the music will sound like, if it will be successful, and whether
or not students will be fearless in bearing their souls through musical expression. I think these
early nerves help the musicians tune into each other and listen ever so closely. Due to the fact
that no one knows what will be played, we are all attentive, waiting to hear what we can grab on
to. The more courageous folks will chart the path themselves, step out into the foreground and
establish a sound by providing rhythms, sounds, chords, or melodic fragments on top of which
others can engage with. Others may wait a moment to see what happens and then tentatively
enter the fray. Navigating one’s judgement in the moment is part of the process of learning.
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Improvising in this context is dynamic and relational- it is continuously changing based upon
decisions that have been made in the past, are being made in the present, and informing the
decisions that will be made in the immediate future. It is such a unique experience that gives the
agentic decision making directly to the musicians themselves. Of course, it requires constant
awareness of oneself within the group and the group as it relates to one’s self. This kind of
hyper-attentive and hyper-interactive musicmaking is so different from traditional modes of
musicmaking that it can be scary but also thrilling to engage in.
To demonstrate the unknown of free improvisation, I have chosen a short clip of myself
improvising with a group of students which took place earlier in the year. The instrumentation of
this group features me on piano alongside four students. The students played acoustic bass,
electric bass, drumset, and valve trombone. We started our 40-minute improvisation session with
some light free improvisation activities followed by a longer, loosely structured free
improvisation. After a brief conversation, it was decided that the drummer would shout out
“slow!” or “fast!” as tempo commands. These vocal cues represented the entire structure. After
this improvisation, we felt ready to attempt another free improvisation that was entirely devoid
of any predetermined structure. A portion of this improvisation is heard in the following audio
clip: Free Improv Bass slaps.mp3.
This two-minute audio clip begins in the middle of our structureless free improvisation. As
the recording begins, each musician is playing a repeated phrase on their instrument. Each phrase
adds to the overall texture of the piece, creating a sort of playground ripe for a lead melody. I
transported the listener to this spot in the recording because of an interesting phenomenon that
occurs between the acoustic bass player and myself on piano, a kind of call and response
between a slapping bass sound and piano cluster bombs. At the timestamp 0:02, we begin to hear
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the acoustic bassist experimenting with very loud slap noises, a technique which is not typically
used in traditional orchestral settings but is more common is the jazz idiom. The electric bass is
also playing a slap noise, repeating the same note multiple times. The acoustic bass slaps return
at 0:11 and 0:16. At 0:24, 0:25, 0:26, 0:28-0:32, the piano begins to play sparse chord clusters to
emulate the acoustic bass slap noise but they are not aligned with one another. The improvisation
hums along as the group improvises together.
Timestamp 0:37 is the first time where the acoustic bass slaps and the piano immediately
follows with a chord cluster. It is here where the two musicians begin a direct conversation with
one another, using material from the preceding 37 seconds of the improvisation. At 0:44 we hear
an acoustic bass slap that goes unanswered, followed at 0:57 by an answered slap. Around this
time, too, we can begin to hear the trombone start to get in on the loud, brash conversation. At
timestamp 1:10 and 1:12-1:16 the electric bass gives off some repeated slaps that are in
conversation with piano clusters, but the piano returns to responding to the acoustic bass again at
1:17, 1:19, 1:21, and on through the end of the audio clip.
At around 1:40, I can be heard laughing and ending the improvisation as we run out of time
to play. We have a brief conversation, acknowledging the fun and joy of the moment, of the slap
back and forth, and of the random woman who happened to walk by the room during our
improvisation and remark “Oh that’s nice”.
Interestingly, as we were laughing about this woman’s innocent and pleasant comment, the
two bass players engaged in an insightful bit of dialogue that I had overlooked at the time.
The Acoustic Bassist (pretending to be this outside observer): “That’s definitely noise...”
The Electric Bassist:

“Ha ha ha”

The Acoustic Bassist:

“...that they’re making.”
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This moment is interesting to me because the acoustic bassist voices a derogatory view of our
recent free improvisation through the hypothetical thoughts of an outside observer. Our musical
creation is not referred to as music, but noise. In the bassist’s mind, it is somehow less than, not
even worth the categorization of music. Is the musician projecting their own self-conscious
feelings about playing this type of music? Does this represent a potential roadblock inhibiting a
musician’s full self-expression? Is the musician holding back in the moment for fear of stigma
associated with this atonal music? The passer-by simply remarked “Oh that’s nice” and smiled!
She demonstrated no outward judgment on the type of music being played, yet the acoustic
bassist imprinted a dismissive view. This event provides a fascinating window into the type of
engrained structure that becomes internalized after years of musical experiences while providing
insight into the internal critic that we contend with.
Every improvisation has moments to discuss, some characteristic quality that could fuel a
conversation among participants. One of the joys in enacting this pedagogy in the classroom is
talking about each person’s decision-making or intentions. We can learn from what was
conveyed and what was lost in the moment. I can comment on the playful nature of the bass slap
and piano cluster because I was part co-author of that moment. I chose this particular 2-minute
audio clip partly due to the humor in it, but also because of how rare it is to have such a visible
conversation between two musicians within a piece of music. Yes, it is fun to think about a
purely musical moment eliciting such a deep-laugh, but it is also exciting to consider how in-themoment each player was, so present as to be able to shift between leadership roles and
supporting roles yet still have the ability to affect the path of the music. I remember the look on
each musician’s face, particularly the acoustic bass player, so focused, so determined to make the
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most out of this moment. The potential for free improvisation as a site for meaning making is
rich and worth exploring further.

CONCLUSION
Enacting a Free Improvisation pedagogy in the music classroom could be an important step
in promoting student agency. It also seems to rupture preconceived notions surrounding the
possibilities for musical self-expression in a relational setting. Additionally, these activities
would help create a permission structure for students to push back against systems and
structures, in a way that embraces creativity and self-expression, while promoting a critical lens
to engage within society. Importantly, a free improvisation pedagogy embraces difference and
other ways of knowing and thinking, constructs that are glaringly absent in many current
schooling ideologies.
One goal of this pedagogy is to challenge the hegemonic structures of our society, to push
back and resist ingrained ways of thinking and acting, by mobilizing an educated citizenry. To,
“challenge people to consider the present and the future simultaneously as they move toward
social change” (Ladson-Billings & Donner, 2005, p. 297). Critically examining, resisting, and
refusing this hegemony through all modes of engagement at all levels is the best chance we have
to dismantle the deep-rooted systems of oppression and reconstruct new systems in the name of
ethics and care.
Van der Schyff, Schiavio, and Elliott (2016) write about the need for a “new, complex,
critically ontological approach to music teacher education-one that develops a much wider range
of philosophical, scientific, historic, cultural, critically reflective, therapeutic, and praxis-based
concerns than have been entertained in traditional approaches.” (p.102). Free improvisation is
able to meet the challenges set out by these authors because, at its core, a free improvisation
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music pedagogy embraces other ways of thinking and knowing. This form of music-making lies
in democratic engagement of musical expression, active listening, respect, and engagement, a
true interpersonal relationship. One that, when done well, respects the voice and agency of each
musician.
As musicians gain experience playing on the playground of free improvisation, they start to
realize that the traditional rules of music making need not apply. The anecdote that introduces
this paper is humorous because this student demonstrates in such few words how deep and
powerful one’s learned music making habits are. Years of musicmaking in a particular traditional
paradigm have created a rigid concept of music that my earnest attempts of introducing the
activity cannot shake. What is clear is that there is greater power in dialogue, self-expression,
and the possibilities of venturing into the unknown. The improvisational experiments I have
explored with my students have demonstrated that free improvisation is a meaningful way to
enact transformative and agentic stances in the classroom.
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CHAPTER FIVE. HOW STUDENTS THINK ABOUT MUSIC
Free improvisation is not a style of music. It is a process used to make music.
-Joe Morris, Perpetual Frontier
In October of 2021, I convened a small group of High School music students as part of my
doctoral research study. Our group was an improvisation collective, a group created with the
intention of exploring free jazz, also referred to as free improvisation or free music. My research
focuses on how students experience playing in this type of setting, what questions it provokes,
how this experience alters their assumptions towards ideas of what is proper. In a sense, this
research uses free improvisation as a pedagogy to unlock other ways of thinking and seeing the
world. I referred to our group as the Improv Research Squad, a nod to Dr. Kenneth Tobin, my
former advisor who was known for creating spaces for his Doctoral students to share current
writings and research. The congeniality and academic curiosity of those sessions guided my own
approach to my Improv Research Squad. I tried to consider the participants not as students, but
as fellow improvisers whom I was co-creating music with.
I created lesson plans to help guide these sessions with the understanding that each plan had
the flexibility for alteration. These plans were approached as a living document and would
change based upon what was accomplished, what was successful, and what the musicians were
interested in exploring. I have included the lesson plans as an appendix.
These sessions helped inform my understanding of how High School musicians experience
playing free improvisation and also led me to critique my own practices as a teacher with 10
years of classroom experience. It was exciting venturing into this space of musical creativity and
nervousness with a group of musicians with such widely different musical backgrounds. It was
thrilling to have honest conversations with students about music, in the moment, and to mix
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these conversations with improvisations. To be in a group where at any given moment anyone
could have an idea, try it out in the next moment, and then talk about that experience as a group,
was an impactful one for me.

BOURDIEU AND HABITUS
Pierre Bourdieu writes about habitus as an automatic and unconscious formation of structure
or strategies that are accepted without intentionality. Throughout his chapter Structures and the
Habitus, the use of musical metaphors are omnipresent; he writes about “regulated
improvisations” (Bourdieu, 1977, p. 78), “conductorless orchestration” (p. 80), the
“harmonization” of experiences and practices (p. 80), and “the fetishism of social laws to the
score of the performance” (p. 84). All of which underscore the homogenization of practices
among a social group. Practices become standardized, engrained and assumed without
intentionally or consciously acting on them. Bourdieu’s use of musical metaphors underscore
both the social nature of music and the reliance on replication of musical norms, i.e.
harmonizing.
Within the traditional classroom music setting of the performing ensemble, value is placed on
replicating proper intonation, tone quality, and the prescribed rhythms and notes. The jazz
ensemble embraces more individual divergence from these norms but may place emphasis on
playing the proper notes or scales in the accompanying harmony. Success in the performing
classroom has been achieved through value-laden feedback, this sounds good, that does not
sound as good, and practice and repetition of these skills and musical norms. The value-laden
feedback helps support a student’s habitus towards what kind of music is acceptable,
unconsciously influencing how they might embrace non-traditional sounds or musical ideas.
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How is this expressed in a classroom or social environment? Consider Bourdieu’s idea that
“practices are always liable to incur negative sanctions when the environment with which they
are actually confronted is too distant from that to which they are objectively fitted” (p.78). In a
musical setting, this is often expressed in a musical setting with negative reactions. Comments
like that sounds bad or a scrunched up face are representative of a musical piece not living up to
a person’s entrained expectation of good music. For example, our research group had just
finished listening to an audio clip of Anthony Braxton’s Language Music #10, Diatonic
Formings, performed by violinist Jason Kao Hwang, LM10 Diatonic Formings Jason Kao
Hwang.wav, when our trombonist blurted out “That sounds horrible!” What was it about that
piece that stirred up such a visceral response? I heard beautiful vibrato, a resonant tone, and
creative melodic choices but the trombonist had a much more negative reaction.
What contributes to a person’s stance towards music that is different from what they are used
to? What would it take to cultivate an ethics of generosity towards difference? At its foundation,
this research seeks to cultivate a more open-mindedness towards other ways of making music
and, to a greater extent, an embrace of other ways of knowing and being in the world. In essence,
can free improvisation activities invite a rupture in one’s habitus?

FIRST SESSION AND ACTIVITIES
The school day had just ended as I collapsed in my office chair. I took a minute to collect
myself, then scooped up a handful of notebooks, various audio and video recording devices, and
my trumpet. I hurried into the band room and quickly cleared chairs and stands so that we had a
space to play. I set up the chairs around the room, spaced them far apart, double-checked the air
purifiers were on and running, set up the recorders and began welcoming students in. I felt
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excited and nervous, sat down, and pushed the record button. Here are the first sounds of what
would continue for the next three months: Thursday Session Introduction Sounds
It was important for me to ease into the free improvisation activities due to the fact that many
of the students were unfamiliar with this concept. As such, we began with a few improvisation
games. We began with a Forest Activity and eased into a game of follow-the-leader before
delving into our first unstructured free improvisation. I will summarize each activity below
complete with audio clips and a brief discussion contextualizing the music.
Catino:

First of all, thank you for helping me and agreeing to do this. This project
was borne out of my work in a PhD program, and it kind of happened
naturally a couple of years ago, in Stage Band, when I started sprinkling in
some free improvisation activities that were really meaningful to me as an
undergraduate musician. It was an eye-opening experience to see that this
type of music making existed and I always experienced it as uninhibited
expression. It seems to be a pretty powerful vehicle for me in terms of
self-expression and bucking traditional notions of what music is and what
good music and proper tonality is.
There were three pillars that guided my thinking about free improvisation
in the classroom. The first was that this is a unique form of democratic
music making where we are not reading notes off of a page that somebody
else made and trying to interpret it. We are creating the content ourselves.
And for me, it embraces this profound sense of agency for each musician.
It’s like, I am the creator of this, and all of my thoughts are valid, and
there are no wrong notes. I am putting it out there and I am going to
engage with other people, and people are going to pick up on it and or put
it away.
Another idea is this idea of play in music. We will be creating this neat
playground. And I’m talking about, when you’re five years old with your
friends or siblings, and you are just inventing games. And it is this free
play. Eventually, in my interpretation, school beats that out of you and
society beats that out of you and then you’re kind of stuck in the grind.
Just doing things for the sake of continuity. And free improvisation is this
musical space to revert back to the playground of no rules, we’re making it
up as we go along. The third pillar is how this music might open your
mind to embracing difference and embracing dissonance. Just a new way
of appreciating different things.
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To help guide our first improvisation, take a look at this handout I wrote
for some suggestions to keep in mind.
Figure 3. The author’s description of Free Improvisation handed out to research participants

After introducing the ideas found in Figure 1, our French Horn player mused, “how do we
end our song?” “Ahhh,” I replied, “It’s always hard to know how to end a song, right? I suppose
we will find out together.”
This question represents the kinds of anxious feelings that engaging in non-traditional music
making can stir up. We had not even started playing yet, but the student’s own selfconsciousness was bubbling to the surface. My response sought to allay his concerns with the
notion that we as a group will embark on this adventure together, leaning on one another and
embracing the social nature of improvising in a community of musicians
In discovering the benefits that come with a greater reliance upon one another, we begin to
appreciate what it means to be a member of a community. Through collective engagement and
interaction, and through meaningful dialogue, we undergo an individual change. Stetsenko
(2016) evokes this transformation by writing, “the path to autonomy and freedom lies in an ever-
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increasing community participation and contribution to social practices that are, importantly, still
in the making and in need of radical transformation” (p. 350).
This is what Bakhtin refers to as ideological becoming, developing new capacities for one’s
own understanding. Davies and Renshaw (2019) highlight this connection between collective
dialogue and individual transformation as well. Bakhtin even points to art as an ideal realm to
promote this transformation. “Art gives me the possibility of experiencing not one but several
lives, and this enables me to enrich the accumulated experience of my own actual life” (Bakhtin,
1990, p. 80).
Stetsenko views the individual as enmeshed with the social. By embracing and uplifting
others, the person becomes self-actualized. “One’s own development is impossible without, and
intertwined with (or fully interdependent with), the development of others. In this case, others’
development is part of a common endeavor and, therefore, is as important as one’s own- a
condition of personal freedom that becomes possible only with a community” (Stetsenko, 2016,
p. 360).
This self-actualization, or the process of ideological becoming, is dependent upon the
creation of a community. Early on in this research, our group was still creating this community.
Our future shared experiences would help strengthen our communal bond, opening up
possibilities of individual and collective transformation.

Forest Activity
We began our foray into free improvisation with a Forest Activity. Allan Chase, then
Director of Jazz at New England Conservatory, introduced this activity to me during my time as
an undergraduate major there. His Duos Ensemble was the first place I experienced this type of
playing. In this activity, each musician plays a short, repeating phrase, as if a record player
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needle was stuck in a groove. Loop. Loop. Loop. Loop. Everyone starts at the same time and gets
to experience how these parts layer together. When playing this activity, the initial shock of
cacophony eventually morphs into sensemaking. What at first sounds like noise reveals itself to
be discrete sections that sound sensible on their own and eventually begin weaving in and out of
each other. Each musician, and their repeating loop, is representative of an individual tree. How
those trees come together make the characteristic quality of the forest.
When comparing the improvisations of each group’s session, a progression emerges. It
sounds as if the musicians become more comfortable with the task at hand and experiment with
different musical ideas. At the start of Forest Grove #1 my trumpet is the first sound that enters. I
can feel the timidness of the musicians so I’m trying to lead the way. In this clip, gradually, each
player enters the soundscape. By Forest Grove #3, however, the entire group is ready to enter
together at the beginning. There is trust in the group that it is okay to put yourself out there, to try
different ideas. In Forest Grove #5, you’ll hear a trumpet play confidently and loudly right after
the drums enter. Unlike Forest Grove #1 where my trumpet began at the beginning, this was
another trumpet player who stepped into the foreground of the forest. This moment stood out to
me as indicative of the level of confidence and self-expression that this type of activity can
engender. The musical space, the physical classroom space, now is not a self-conscious one. It is
like a playground of sorts and it sounds fun and experimental. I can feel the students beginning to
become more comfortable in this space, more comfortable and willing to express themselves
through their instruments.

Follow the Leader
This activity is a warmup that I created to encourage young musicians to be creative in their
tone, timbre, dynamics, and register. In this improvisation game, there is one musical leader.
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This leader will play a short phrase, single note/rhythm, or a few notes/rhythms and the other
musicians will respond as quickly as possible, matching the leader’s register, timbre, dynamic,
and style. When I introduced this to the musicians, confusion reigned down.
Jack:

So it’s supposed to sound the same? Or… be something different… but in
the same sort of general…

Will:

Like the same key?

Catino:

You don’t have to match the pitch. It’s gonna be really hard to match the
pitch-but you can try.

I felt the confusion in the room, so I looked to our guitarist, who was familiar with this
activity from my jazz band class last year.
Catino:

Can you say it differently? Do you know what I’m talking about?

George:

Yea, we did it in Stage Band last year. It’s just…someone plays something
[he plays a short upwards sweeping phrase on the guitar] and then
someone else would have to play, not necessarily the same notes but just
the same rhythm as fast as possible. [A trumpet approximates the sweep
spot on, matching pitch to what he heard on guitar while I approximate the
guitar sweep with my voice]. Yea. And then if you’re the leader…

Catino:

Wait until everybody’s done before starting the next one

After a few seconds of noodling, i.e. each musician playing privately on their instrument, a
student calls out, “who’s the leader?” I ask the group who wants to be the leader and no one steps
up. I ask the drummer, who replies, “do I have to?”. So it lands on the trombone player.
Listening to this audio clip, Thursday Follow the Leader Trombone, the same type of pattern
emerges as the Forest Activity. It is also clear the trombone player is taking chances, and trying
new techniques, playing with the length of phrases, the length of pauses in between phrases, the
registers, the dynamics.
It seemed like he was having fun. So much fun, in fact, that he continued on in his role,
relishing his leadership position, for a solid 5 minutes and 14 seconds. In the moment I
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remember thinking, wow, he is going for a really long time. I bet other people are getting a little
frustrated and want a chance to invent phrases. But he’s having so much fun I would feel bad
cutting him off. Eventually I cut him off saying “Alright, you looked over at me a couple seconds
ago. What were you thinking when you looked at me?” He replied, “I just didn’t know how long
you wanted me to keep going?” I looked to the other musicians in the group, thinking about how
uncomfortable I felt at the length of time that had passed. I asked, “what were you all thinking as
he went on that long?” The trombone responded himself, saying “I thought it was getting
repetitive”. I felt the trombone player getting defensive, so I injected a little humor, as I tend to
do in social situations, saying, “Did anyone feel taken advantage of? Like he was having all the
fun? [pause] I’m kidding”. “I felt clumsy. Over time it got more clumsy.” responded the
drummer. “Aaron”, I said, offering an olive branch, “thank you for doing all of that.” “You’re
welcome”, he replied. I inquired, “What was it like leading us?” “I don’t know. I didn’t plan
anything. I kind of tried to do things that would maybe make it not so conventional. Like I did a
lot of note bending and different things to try to not make it the same. But then at the end it was
kind of getting the same.”
“I wasn’t offended by what you were playing”, I mentioned.
“I guess that’s good” he replied.
“Yea, it’s really fun to lead-I feel like you just wielded a lot of power…[pause] and you
liked it
[group laughter]. Does anyone else want to lead the band?” I asked
“Not as long as Aaron, but I’ll do it” replied the guitarist.
Revisiting this audio recording, I am flooded by my memory of the concern for others. I
remember, very powerfully, fearing for the emotions of the other musicians in the group, feeling
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the need to regulate time so that everyone has an enjoyable experience. When I cut off the group,
I am reminded of the look on Aaron’s face, as if he did something he wasn’t supposed to. I can
hear the defensiveness in his voice and I cringe at my use of humor to deflect the situation. Was
it condescending humor? Did it divide the ensemble? We continued onward and nothing more
was said about it.
The guitarist's turn as leader, George as Leader.wav, was a really fun adventure. He made
such interesting decisions; utilizing extended techniques like pick-scratching his guitar; playing
large, gestural sweeps up and down the fretboard; altering the rhythms and note choices. There
was great variety and a kind of playful creativity. The last 20 seconds of the recording was a
humorous cat-and-mouse game with an accelerating rhythm capped off with a ringing fermata
chord.
Follow the Leader appeared to provide a playground for musicians to begin to explore their
creativity and confidence in expressing new ideas. Our drummer assumed the leadership position
first, and musicians were tasked with converting rhythmic phrases into melodic ones. Given this
task, it is interesting to hear what choices the musicians make. In the recording, Phil as Leader
Monday 1.mov, instrumentalists appear to have a fairly limited melodic range by not using the
entire range of their instruments. The musicians appear to get into the rhythm of the game by the
fourth or fifth phrase.
Watching the clip, it is interesting to note how still the bodies were, as if the musicians were
so focused on their musical choices that they neglected to join the music that was happening in
the moment. This lack of motion could suggest a lack of embodied music making and
internalization of the activity. The musicians are very new to their free improvisation experiences
in this clip and are understandably getting more comfortable.
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The next student to lead is our Baritone Saxophonist. For the first few examples, Abby as
Leader.mov, the melodic phrases appear to blend together, leaving the group stumbling to
respond to what was played before the next one starts. This leads to a bit of excitement and an
unpolished character to this music. As she plays, her body begins moving a bit, perhaps letting
her guard down and enjoying being present with the music. When she finishes, the Baritone
Saxophonist begins smiling beneath her mask, her eyes lighting up.
Our Acoustic Bass player jumps right into his leadership role with a strong, confident, bluesy
V-I statement in the key of Bb, Will as Leader.mov. His fast phrases lead to a more gestural
response from the musicians, as there is not enough time to match the pitches he plays. The
effect of this is an intensity that was lacking during other examples. The bassist also utilizes a
wider range of his instrument, something the musicians reflect in their responses. He relinquishes
his leadership role with a final statement as he slowly walks down the blues scale, again in the
key of Bb.
In all of these examples, the students appear to have fun with their leadership roles. They
wield a lot of power as other musicians eagerly wait upon the musical statements. These
musicians are taking risks in a creative way. Their choices are immediately affirmed by their
peers, in the form of musical acknowledgement. There is playfulness, represented by longer
pauses between phrases or single-note statements. It is, in effect, a playground of agentic
expression. For the musicians tasked with responding to the leader, they are practicing eartraining in the moment, translating what they hear into expressions on their instrument. How they
respond no doubt affects their choices as a leader because they are becoming more practiced in
ways to provide musical variance, excitement, and creativity.
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Unstructured Improvisation
We followed our improvisation games with a few unstructured improvisations. From a
musical perspective, the improvisations were a little rough without much interplay between the
instrumentalists. Students were trying to find the right balance between free-form improvisation
and the musical parts they were used to playing. I could feel the students negotiating this new
musical environment, trying out ideas, backing off, interplaying with one another.
When I asked the musicians to reflect upon their experience of playing an unstructured
improvisation, Christian. replied, “I think it was cool building off other people’s ideas and seeing
where that leads to. So like, taking something that someone is playing and finding something to
compliment it. And maybe that compliment becomes the new, main idea (Monday Session 1 Part
2 0:00)”. I affirmed this thought, noting that listening is the most important element of this type
of music, so that one can react and respond constantly and instantly to musical ideas. Experience
with improvisation and expertise on one’s instrument will only heighten the ability to react and
respond in these situations.
Abby, a bari saxophone player who has experience playing in the audition-leveled Wind and
Jazz Ensembles at the High School used words like “fun” and “play” to describe her experience.
She commented, “I thought it was fun getting to play around with the other instruments because I
feel like I haven’t been able to do that in written music, or going off of the scales. But it was fun
to play off of what other people were playing” (Monday Session 1 Part 2 1:25). Abby’s use of
“fun” and “play” speaks to the potential of this type of pedagogy in the school setting as a
meaningful, joyful playground of musical expression.
Our drummer, Phil, noted some of the difficulty in playing in this setting, providing insight
into his thinking and decision-making process. “Since there was so many other people playing, it
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was kind of hard to match specifically match one person. If I started to feel, not like, the group
matching it, I just kind of picked another one.” I replied, “When you did that did you listen to
somebody else’s thing or did you forage your own path?” “Sometimes I was trying to match
someone else and other times I just tried to go off on my own” (Monday Session 1 Part 2 1:50)
At this point, I invited musicians in the ensemble to provide a structure or a thought seed so
that we had something to grasp onto during the improvisation. Our trumpet player, Christian,
offered, “I was going to suggest, like, no static dynamics. So that every line has to start in one
place and end up in a different place. Whether it is by dynamics, note lengths, articulations. It
just has to change”
In this improvisation, Monday Session 1 Part 2, Improv #3.mov, we can begin to hear
musicians play different musical roles within the context of the group free improvisation. Some
take a leadership/solo role, some fill in the background, others still act as bass line or as
disrupter-as the drummer and trumpet player did with military-type-feel at 0:19. At 0:47, one
trumpet tries to take the lead followed quickly by the bassoon player. There appears to be a
public tussle for control of the improvisation, followed by a groupwide musical groan audible
from 1:16-1:28. An extended technique, clicking-sound emerges in the background from a
trumpet who has unscrewed his valve casing. The groans reappear, as does the military-style
snare drum, a few more groans, and then silence.
After the improvisation, I ask, “how do you think that one went?" Our bassist, Will, replied
“I think that little bit of structure gave us more freedom. Like, it gave us more places and ideas
for ourselves to work.” The drummer, Phil, noted the difficulty in balancing the self and the
social in saying that because he was so focused on trying to switch up dynamics and rhythm he
wasn’t focused on blending in. As part of my reflection on this improvisation, I noted how I
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found myself gliding in and out of the structural constraints of this improvisation, engaging with
others in musical dialogue while self-expressing through the given constraints. Will and Phil
offered different perspectives with the structure and freedom. When it is working well,
structure|freedom can be a beautiful dialectic. When out of balance, it becomes an either/or. Part
of our practice in these improvisation sessions was to focus on this skill of dialoguing with others
through music while engaging in meaningful self-expression.
After our first unstructured improvisation, Thurs Session 1 Unstructured Free Improv.wav,
our drummer, Kevin reflected, “I was honestly thinking about breaking out of time, but I just
couldn’t, internally, get out of time.” At this point, other musicians noted they were following
Kevin’s time (a steady rhythmic pulse). I replied, “I think we have a self-directed task for the
next improvisation”. “Just have no time?”, Kevin asked. “Yeah. Maybe, think of yourself as a
soloist, not as a beat keeper”, I suggested. “But I always solo in time”, Kevin said. Later he
mused, “I never thought staying in time would be a problem”. I clarified, “It’s not a problem! It
was great, it was cool! I wrote in my journal, ‘the safety of staying in time’. I guess it is a little
safe.”
Our conversation then highlighted different acts of entrainment between musicians within the
improvisation. You took the solo, and stepped into that space…You and Rob were throwing ideas
back and forth…you two did something together. These comments are of note because they
provide a little insight into the intentionality of the sounds occurring within the free
improvisation. They highlight the active dialogue occurring between musicians. With these areas
of dialogue fresh in our mind, and our task of having an improvisation free of time, we embarked
on our second Free Improvisation.
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For this improvisation, I suggested that one student take the lead as a conductor of sorts,
rhythmically cuing musicians in. Watching the video of this improvisation, Trombone as
Conductor Thurs Session 1.mov, we can see the trombone player taking this role had organically
taken the lead role, directing or conducting us musicians. From 0:00-0:21, the trombone player
has mixed success in bringing musicians under his sway. By 0:23, however, the rest of us have
received the message and are actively responding to his cues, some of us swaying with our
improvisations.
At 0:43, the bassist begins a two-note bass line that starts to repeat. These two bass notes are
played a fourth apart, a traditional V-I cadence implying the end of something. At 0:48, the
drummer splashes his cymbal and plays a rapidly accelerating rhythm on the rim of the snare
drum, seemingly out of time from the bass. From 0:51-0:54 the drums play two more hi-hat
cymbal hits in unison with these two bass notes, demonstrating he had in fact been listening and
responding to the bass line the entire time. The finality of the V-I bass progression, combined
with the unison Hi-Hat cymbal signifies a departure from the Trombone-as-conductor.
At 0:54, the guitar plays a loud and obtrusive staccato chord. The bass player quickly follows
with a hit, and I too follow with a single trumpet note. The trumpet in the upper left corner of the
frame, and the french horn player in the upper right section of the frame are still engaged and
responding with our trombone player, who is actively recruiting members of this ensemble to his
cause. But the rest of the ensemble is beginning to subvert his authority.
At 1:03, the trumpet player in the upper left corner plays an extremely loud and dominating
phrase in a minor key. I will later refer to this moment in our discussion. The subversive
guitar/bass/trumpet/drums begins to act like a background section here, supporting the lyrical
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trumpet with short repeated upbeats. We can see the trombone attempt multiple cues with his
trombone slide at 1:19 to mixed effect.
Watching this improvisation is a fascinating endeavor. All of the musicians are navigating
different roles, exploring the solo space with the background role. There is group-play and
individual play. We are practicing becoming disruptors while also practicing uplifting one
another. I enjoy watching Aaron try to keep his control as contradictory, or perhaps
complementary, music plays around him. This musical dialogue was occurring through musical
soundwaves and visual cues. Student agency was at the forefront as each musician was
responsible for and exercising their wishes in the context of the group. All of the individual
effort was in service to the larger community and the improvisation we were creating.
When this improvisation was complete, we engaged in our usual debrief of the dynamics,
decisions, and observations. After I complimented Kevin on his drumming out of time, the
bassist replied, “Yea, but there was still time”. I clarified. “It’s not to say that time is bad.
Anytime there are rules…it’s cool to play time. But it’s also cool not to play time. And what you
did was a really neat mixture of both of those things. You were a broad color palette of superresponsive musicality. And at some points, you kicked it into time and it was awesome. Because
of course time is part of music. It’s neat to go out of time, too.” At this point, I remembered
another memorable moment of the improvisation. Looking to the trumpet player, I mentioned,
“Rob, I loved when you had that kind of like minor-key, this kind of like, soaring, you sloweddown the melody and rode above everybody else. I thought that was one of those moments when
we kicked in and our improvisation took off.” There was a slight pause and then others joined in
the conversation.
Bill:

I liked when George, Aaron and I, we were going slow and then we were
speeding up.
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Kevin:

Aaron what were you trying to tell me?

Aaron:

I was trying to tell you

Kevin:

You put up two [fingers]

Aaron:

You were playing in time. I said double time. That was when you were
playing in time. I thought you were playing in time for a while, let’s go to
double time.

Nick:

Yea, there’s no rules…maybe I said the wrong thing to lead you this
way. If you want to take the improvisation in a different direction, you are
not going to ruin the integrity of the music by shouting, “double time!”
What else did you notice in that improvisation?

George:

I liked the extended techniques. Especially in the wind instruments, you
were blowing through the instruments, I liked that a lot.

Jack:

I feel like during the improvisation, we typically just keep the
music the same volume. We don’t go quieter. But we’re always talking
with one another.

This conversation debrief played an important role in our exploration of free improvisation. It
allowed us to verbalize our intentions and to discuss what worked well and what did not work
well. It was clear that all musicians were experimenting with their own understanding of how to
translate their ideas of structure and freedom into musical that would uplift each other while
tending to their own expressive desires. The discussion provided insights into how each musician
was negotiating this space while also informing future improvisations by providing insights into
each musician’s tendencies. Additionally, the verbalization of instrumental and compositional
techniques used acted as a brainstorm of sorts and a fountain of new ideas for all to try.

THE JOURNAL REFLECTION
The student reactions from our first day of free improvisation were generally positive with
acknowledgements of what to improve upon. Our drummer Phil wrote, “It was a little
challenging trying to meet the same energy or groove as someone else, especially with a lot of
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people and lots of different ideas. I also found it to be challenging to find a role to put myself
into like complimenting someone else or breaking away and starting my own thing” (Phil, p.1,
Journal). Aaron, Trombone player, wrote “I need to listen more” (Aaron, journal, p.1) while Rob,
trumpet, wrote, “Sounds a little messy, if communication becomes more clear I believe we could
sound more as not a group just more/less just mushy” (Rob, p.1, Journal). The baritone
saxophonist reflected, “I think that as a group we sounded great and as time goes on we will get
better at listening to each other. But for me it was fun to go beyond the paper music and play
around with our instruments. School in general teaches us to stick to the rules so going beyond
them and making new music gives off a kind of freedom” (Abby, journal, p.1). Here, Abby
enjoyed the freedom of breaking rules.
The quotes highlighted above relate to a musician’s ability to open one’s ears to what is
happening beyond their individual instrument. This theme, highlighted in the written journal
entries also align with the dialogue that was occurring after each activity or improvisation. When
put in an unfamiliar environment without written music to grasp onto, they turned to their ears to
guide them. Any semblance of structure, such as a musician to align musical themes or a
repeated rhythmic motif with, was a welcome comfort. Those musicians who felt empowered by
this experience knew that the more they listened, the more musical opportunities would appear.
This was their self-directed challenge and it was an intuitively successful one.
How would this translate to social life? In this activity, students necessarily had to listen in
order to create communication. Engaging with others in this way outside of the musical setting
broadens one perspective. Imagine what would have happened if the musician in the above
activity did not listen to others. Or improvised in a bullheaded manner. There would be no
communication, no dialogue, and dysfunctional music. Similar dynamics play out in social
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environments when people pretend to listen or have their minds turned off to other perspectives.
Students experienced the recognition of the importance of listening to create communication. It
is not far-fetched to imagine how this idea will ripple out into their social life.

STRUCTURE AND FREEDOM
A few responses from the recording discussions and the reflection journals foreshadowed the
direction of future lessons: The addition of structure to our free improvisations. Here are some
examples of those themes in the reflection journals:
After introducing some concepts and tenets of free improvisation, we experimented with
some warmup activities and one unstructured improvisation. Our trombone player suggested
we impose some structure in the form of a doodle he drew on the smartboard, a picture of a
smug or melancholy person. There was a brief discussion afterwards of whether or not we
stayed melancholy. Having found our way to self-imposed structure, our trumpet player
(Christian) suggested we improvise without static dynamics/note lengths/and articulations.
Our third improvisation, lasting from 0:56- 1 hour was played under these conditions. I
thought the group responded exceptionally well to a little structure, with the freedom to
create within. Christian’s idea was on point with Anthony Braxton’s Zim Music. This little
bit of structure seemed to give us more freedom.
(Catino, Journal, p. 3)

Structure allowed for more freedom. Provided a starting point from which I could
further develop ideas. Drums most often playing in time (blend-play in time with drummer;
juxtapose-play out of time). Expanding on rhythm (creating polyrhythms?)/harmonies of
other players
(Christian, p.1, journal)

No genre and there should be in my opinion”

(Jack, p. 1, Journal)

Are we allowed to improvise with similar notes from familiar songs? Can we play
like an improv version of Fly Me To The Moon (example)?
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(Rob, p.1, journal)

Embarking on an entirely foreign musical adventure can be very scary and unsettling, as if
someone has removed the ground from beneath your feet. A breach in habitus. Up to this point,
in school and in music lessons, there have been countless hours spent on playing the instrument
with proper technique, learning how to play proper rhythms, and dutifully recreate the written
wishes of the composer or arranger. In my opinion, the musicians responded well to the
structure-less free improvisation. In our recordings, the musicians themselves supplied the
structure of the music, relying on their imagination and their ears to create, respond, add, and
disrupt the musical themes within the group. Would the musicians gain more confidence and
have positive reactions to their group improvisations if structures were imposed? If an entirely
structureless improvisation was too unmorring, what would provide the right balance of
structure|freedom?
These questions, the journal entries, and our conversations demonstrate how conflicted the
group was in negotiating the space within structure and freedom. It was difficult to untangle
these ideas in the moment particularly because these words, structure and freedom, can hold
different meanings for different people. To this end, it is useful to entertain Marx’s ideas of
alienated labor when considering notions of structure and freedom in improvisation.
Capitalism, Marx argued, resulted in a system of alienated labor comprised of 4
characteristics. 1) Workers are alienated from the fruits of their labor; 2) Workers labor not
because the work is fulfilling but because for other reasons; 3) Workers live a subordinated life
devoid of conscious and free life activity and; 4) Workers are alienated from realizing their own
complete human-ness but also from other humans (division of labor) and the objects produced by
others (exchange) (Baum, 2007, pp. 123-124).
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If alienated labor deprives humans of their full humanity, then freedom of labor is the
hopeful possibility of what can be. Marx considered music making as a form of free labor, an
activity that enriches the human spirit. “Really free work, eg. the composition of music, is also
the most damningly difficult, demanding the most intense effort” (Baum, 2007, p. 129). As such,
free improvisation activities are situated in the realm of freedom labor, or free labor.
Baum expands on this vision of freedom, writing, “free time, which is on one hand leisure
time but on the other hand time for “higher activity”, has transformed the worker…Evenincreasing free time gives room for his own universal development” (Baum, 2007, p. 129). For
both Marx and Baum, freedom is not simply time spent not laboring in the traditional sense it
involves engaging in meaningful activities.
Within the free improvisation realm, structure can refer to who gets to decide how this music
is crafted. Does the group have freedom to create their own rules or are they working within a
confined musical parameter? Speaking more broadly, structure can refer to how alienated we
humans have become in the workplace or within schools, both forged in the capitalistic system of
the United States. In this sense, freedom means returning to our natural social state.
Music making in a free improvisation setting is a social activity that enhances our personal
freedom. It is an act of self-betterment and growth. In this setting, “each agent not only
recognizes the other’s freedom, equality, and concrete individuality, but also chooses to enhance
the other’s development (as in the ethics of care)” (Stetsenko, 2016, p. 359). Individual
contributions to the collective music are uplifted and recognized as meaningful. There is an
internalized experience of care, an ethos of compassion for a fellow human that is infused with
cooperation and solidarity.
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Through sustained engagement of free improvisation activities, we may become better
listeners and broaden our ideas of what constitutes good and worthwhile. Success in this type of
music making is not a foregone conclusion and does not happen easily. Nor does engaging in
successful dialoguing with others and embracing dissonance and difference. Both take work,
sustained practice, and reflexivity. These transferable skills represent the value of a free
improvisation pedagogy. It inspires students to try, and to reflect, and to talk to one another
about how to make this improvisation, this dialogue work. And it is work. It is labor. But it is
representative of the freedom labor that Marx sought for humanity. The kind that is difficult but
soulfully nourishing. And it is done not in service to an alienated product but a product of
personal growth “achieved not through freedom from society but in an ever-growing alignment
and solidarity with society, yet not with society as it exists in its status quo. Instead, this process
is about creating a new society through contestation because society still is, and will always
remain, in the making by us in solidarity with our fellow human beings” (p. 350). Freedom in a
free improvisation setting means expressing oneself uninhibitedly, enacting one’s agency in a
social and immediately validated way. It also means the freedom for imagining what these values
mean in other, non-musical settings.
From our conversations and the journal entries it was clear that the musicians were excited to
experiment with different structures to shape our improvisations. We continued to negotiate and
explore this space of structure and freedom as we continued on our path of becoming.

LANGUAGE MUSIC
To explore these ideas, I brought in a new structure to frame our improvisations, a system
called Language Music (LM) created by musician Anthony Braxton. Nate Wooley, a
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collaborator of Anthony Braxton and editor of Sound American, a publication dedicated to
contemporary experimental music, describes Language Music as such:
In essence, Language Music consists of a list of 12 “types” or descriptions of
broad musical parameters, which the performer uses to limit their improvisation. I say limit
with a grain of salt. It may be more accurate to call them starting points or springboards to
musical activity. If taken individually, this system provides a structural framework for
improvising—breaking the stream-of-consciousness trope that can weigh down free music.
(Wooley, 2016)
Whether musicians think of these Language Music types as parameters, limitations, or
structures, they serve to focus the effort and creativity within an improvisation. The Sound
American website features a fantastic description of this music along with audio samples of each
of the 12 Language Music types. The Language Music examples occupy a multimodal space of
visual, descriptive, and once the musician engages with them, auditory. A visual interpretation
can be found in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Handout of Anthony Braxton’s Language Music Types

To gain an understanding of how to play each LM type, we listened to the audio files from
the Sound American website, taking the time after each listen to discuss. Any questions were
answered by the group so as to reach a common understanding.
We followed up the listening session with a practice session of unison playing of LM types.
Each LM type was cued by hand and allowed to organically end, or dissipate. Here are some
recordings of the this group playing various LM types in unison.
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Language Music #2: Accented Long Tones LM2 Thursday Session 2.wav
This piece starts off with musicians switching notes rather abruptly, before settling into the
realization that the beauty is in how the accented long tones fit together to make entropic
harmony. Sometimes it is consonant and other times it is rather dissonant. Each musician is able
to listen, play, and respond with a different note. By the 0:10 mark, there is an uncomfortable
serenity that falls over the group. The accents are slightly unsettling, but the dynamics
immediately become quieter, allowing the harmonies to exist for a fleeting moment. You can
hear the musicians experimenting with different pitches, dynamics, and enjoying the interplay
between them.
Language Music #3: Trills LM3 Thursday Session 2.wav
This piece takes the quality of muddy and overlapping cacophony with some care being
taken to swell the dynamics. The sounds appear to come in waves and not well organized. It
would seem to be that this is more indicative of musicians experimenting with how to trill on
their instrument as opposed to making meaningful music together. The experimentation aspect of
this exercise was the main point, so that is to be expected, but it speaks to the intentionality that
comes with experience in improvising and the mastery of one’s instrument.
Language Music #4: Staccato Formings LM#4 Thurs session 2.mov
This piece took a turn characteristic of a more full improvisation, with musicians excitedly
launching off of the staccato formings and into a more conversational improvisation. This
practice also lasted a bit longer than others, indicating the level of interest and fun present in the
musicians. There were a few false-endings as well, evidence of playfulness or of each musician
getting used to the natural rhythm of the group and the improvisation. At minute 1:25, the
trombone plays a triplet rhythm with finality, only to see the french hornist rapidly mimic him
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like a child getting the last word in. The improvisation continues for 25 seconds longer, featuring
moments of silence followed by a trombone statement and the others petulantly rushing in to
reply to the trombone. This cat-and-mouse game continues until the musicians have enough. At
minute 1:49 there is a barely audible trombone whisper, a finality that states I have the last word.
At the conclusion, our French Hornist remarked with a laugh, “it sounded like someone was
having an argument”. I replied, “Hey, it’s language music”
After listening and practicing each of the 12 LM types, we used them as building blocks for
our improvisation. Here are some examples of the student-led improvisations.

Will- LM1 + LM2 + LM4
Our bassist Will selected Language Music 1 (Long Tones), 2 (Accented Long Tones), and 4
(Staccato Formings) to structure the first improvisation. After the numbers were selected I asked
if we should play all of these in unison, if he would cue the number changes, or if we should
choose between the three separately and at random. Will wanted every musician to choose on
their own, saying “anyone can play any one of them at any time”.
The piece, LM 1+ LM2 +LM4 Improvisation, begins with long tones across the wind
instruments, acting as drone for the acoustic bass and drummer who play a soloist role.
Gradually, the wind instruments begin experimenting with variation, including different pitches,
accents, and articulations. The drums play accented long tones before launching into various
rhythmic phrases. Short staccato rhythms across the ensemble seem to propel the other wind
players towards creative choices. After the rapid-fire trumpet staccato concludes, around 2:09,
there is a beautiful harmony that develops in the wind instruments. The improvisation continues
with some variation in dynamics, mostly long tones, before the staccato formings take shape
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again around 3:10. Long tones round out the improvisation as a few musicians get their last
thoughts in.
Catino:

What do you think? How did you experience that?

Will:

It was a lot less melodic than we played in the past. That’s not necessarily a bad
thing.

Christian: I felt like, with the long tones, we occasionally slipped into harmonic consonance.
And it was weird for a second, because I don’t know, with the dissonance, it
felt…I dunno. It was just strange hearing that within this context.
Phil:

It took a minute to figure out how to get long tones and accented long tones
because drums don’t ring for that long, besides the cymbals. It took a minute, but
finding rolls for a substitute for holding a note was cool.

Christian-LM3 + LM9
I kept the entirety of this Improvisation, LM3 + LM9 Monday Session 2.wav, because of the
interesting places it forges. It starts out with a quiet and scratchy trombone tone followed by
excited trills throughout the ensemble. There is pretty animated discussion among and between
musicians with lots of breathing room for musicians to fill in. Additionally, one can clearly hear
spaces where both the trills (LM3) and diatonic formings (LM9) are being used. These structures
provide a jumping off point for the improvisation, as instruments continue on with their
individual expressive playing, yet return to them throughout the nearly 8-minutes of music.
There are humorous moments, such as 2:00, where a pinched buzzing sound gets taken up by
some brass players behind the melodic trombone and trumpet. There are areas of excitement and
density, such as 3:19, which are juxtaposed with moments like 5:05, that are more relaxed and
subdued. Within each section, there are musicians who are communicating together, trilling or
connecting legato formings in unison, or complementing, juxtaposing, and disrupting. Each
musician is actively listening and reacting to the improvisation happening in the moment.
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DISCUSSION
The sessions and musical activities highlighted in this paper shed light on the important topic
of how students think about music. Not surprisingly, different students have different tendencies
towards their level of generosity towards embracing dissonance in free improvisation. So too did
each student have a different interpretation of freedom and structure within the musical
improvisation. It seems, however, that each student was able to come to a place of comfort to
creatively self-explore within this improvisational setting. The broader musical ideas of
conversation, dialogue, gestures, dynamics, attention to what role within the music to play,
melody, background, bass line, rhythmic ostinato, disrupter, provided a sense of stability in the
unmoored feeling an unstructured improvisation can give off.
Observing the moments where an improvising musician is moving one’s body adds another
layer to the analysis of the videos in this chapter. Is the movement indicative of a fuller, more
embodied musical experience? Does my own experience improvising within this style lead to a
heightened level of embodiment? Improvisation has become part of my habitus as evidenced by
my own feet shuffling and bodily sways.
To this end, students appear grateful, as evidenced in both conversation and their reflection
journals, to have some structure to shape their improvisatory choices. Even something as simple
as an adjective provides inspiration to anchor musical ideas to. The level of structure to provide
is variable for each student, but once the improvisation takes off, students did not have any
trouble finding their way. The potential for student-created structures is immeasurable and
infinite. Students can create their own parameters and structures for improvisations, drawing
graphic scores or notations, researching new systems of improvisation. There is no idea too
abstract to guide or spark an improvisation.
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In the beginning of this chapter, I highlighted quotes that showed how Bourdieu used musical
metaphors to talk about social life. This project uses music to talk about the socialization of
music. The activities that we engaged in as a group broke some musicians of their habitus by
offering another path of making music. What does this mean for a person’s habitus in other
settings? What does this mean for how a person thinks about structures? As it relates to musical
structures, it is possible to rupture one’s habitus, through guided practice, discussion, and
exploration. During our time together, we each gained experience in using our musical voice to
interact with others and embrace others’ voices, no matter how dissonant from ours. We also
explored our own comfort level with freedom labor, doing sustained and difficult work that
allowed us to actively practice becoming better listeners and dialoguers while simultaneously
enacting our agency through prolonged moments of self-authorship. It is hoped that with
practice, musicians will be able to embrace values and stances embraced here-democracy of
voice, agency, embrace of dissonance, bucking trends that have become enshrined in society-in
order to translate them to other areas of social life.
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CHAPTER SIX. HOW STUDENTS RESPOND CREATIVELY TO GRAPHIC

SCORES
Anything can be improvised to. Just a picture of a lemon.
Donald
.

INTRODUCTION
In the fall of 2021, I began a series of improvisational sessions with a small group of High
School students in a suburb of New York City. My intentions were to understand how students
experience free improvisation activities, both musically and socially. Such activities, so far
outside the norms of traditional music making in public schools, have the potential to promote
student agency, embrace difference, and push back against societal constructs that are considered
proper or good.
The research was situated in the realm of arts-based research, understood by Barone and
Eisner as “an approach to research that exploits the capacities of expressive form to capture
qualities of life that impact what we know and how we live'' (2012, p. 5). A free improvisation
setting relies heavily on interpersonal communication, self-expression, and an understanding of
musical democracy-every musician’s voice is valid and part of the musical creation. These
attributes allow for the potential for transformative growth in terms of one’s perspective as it
relates to embracing that which is dissonance from one’s trained ear and experience. Could this
expressive form “capture qualities of life that impact what we know and how we live”, as Barone
and Eisner suggest?
The volunteer improvisation collective had enough musicians to make two ensembles, so
each group met after school on two separate days. One group was composed of Electric Bass
(Bill), Drumset (Kevin), Guitar (George), French Horn (Jack), Trombone (Aaron), Trumpet
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(Rob), and Trumpet (Myself). The other group was composed of Acoustic Bass (Will), Drums
(Phil), Baritone Saxophone (Abby), Trombone (Donald), and three Trumpets (Christian,
Clifford, and Myself). Together, we participated in a range of improvisational activities and
compositions, becoming more in-sync with one another with each rehearsal. At the end of each
rehearsal, students were invited to write reflections of the day’s events in their journals, knowing
I would read them and respond to them.
While this chapter highlights our experience creating, playing, and responding to graphic
scores, the music we recorded is reflective of our experiences up to that point. Within the
dialogue transcriptions, students will use the term Language Music and Braxton. These refer to
the musical system created by the brilliant musician Anthony Braxton, which is comprised of
broad musical parameters that give the musician a finite amount of structure (play long tones) to
moor their creative choices (range, timbre, note choice, dynamics, note length, etc.). The
Language Music system that Braxton invented provides one answer to the question How much
structure is enough without inhibiting the freedom of musical choices?. This chapter focuses on
one way of creating and structuring an improvisation, one way of exploring this question,
through graphic scores.

GRAPHIC SCORES AS ART BASED RESEARCH: MULTIMODAL AND
MULTISENSORY
A graphic score is a piece of visual art. Taken out of context, it can stand alone as a painting
or a sketch. When applied to a musical setting-when it is played-a graphic score embodies an
intersection of audio and visual art forms whose purpose is to inspire musical expression. They
may be visually stimulating and may also be a collection of directions and information. Below
are two examples of graphic scores, one by Wadada Leo Smith and one by John Cage.
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Figure 5. Symphony No. 2 (Wadada Leo Smith, 2015)

In this score, performers are instructed to “map their instrument to the panel being
performed”. Musicians start on the rim of the sphere and, on cue, make their way to the core
surface. “The musical activity at the core, and its dynamical and emotional ranges are large”.
Another cue signals the return to the rim. “A description of the music on the rim is something
similar to that of an image one sees when looking from a distance at a light-post in a fog or
snowstorm. One sees a halo image around the light surface. The musical properties around the
rim should simulate the character of that image.” (Smith, n.d.)
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Figure 6. A Dip In The Lake: Ten Quicksteps, Sixty-One Waltzes and Fifty-Six Marches for Chicago and Vicinity (John Cage)

The comments for this score read:
Transcriptions may be made for other cities, or places, by assembling through chance
operations a list of 427 addresses and then, also through chance operations, arranging these
into ten groups of two, sixty-one groups of three, and fifty-six groups of four. The idea
behind this work is to assemble a chance-determined list of 427 addresses in any given city,
grouping them into 10 groups of 2, 61 groups of 3, and 56 groups of 4. Performers are then
instructed to go to each of the given locations and listen to, perform at, and/or make
recordings of the sounds that are available at each (Cage, 1978b).
In any graphic score, the musician translates and reflects different attributes of a visual piece
into musical sounds, something that allows them to reflect themself upon the score. In the
Western way of making music, this is a fairly abstract concept because the trained musician is
used to reproducing written notes on the page. Engaging deeply with a graphic score allows the
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musician to simultaneously dialogue with the image and other musicians in the ensemble. This
represents a broader perspective of musical notation because there are often no prescribed notes
or harmonies to recreate. In order to consider what can be gained from a broader perspective of
musical notation, it is helpful to embrace a multimodal way of being and thinking that may exist
outside of Western constructs.
Writing about the field of phenomenological anthropology, Sarah Pink (2011) notes how the
five senses are Western constructs that do not align with the lived experience of others. In fact,
embracing the view that these five senses explain all human experiences is limiting in
understanding phenomena. Drawing from Ingold, Pink (2011) notes how a sensory phenomenon
is not experienced discretely through separate senses, but rather, that the whole living organism
of the body experiences it at once. “However, because one category is never enough to express
exactly what we have actually experienced, the illusion of the ‘separate’ senses operating in
relation to each other is maintained” (p. 266). Pink embraces a multimodal and multisensoral
way of knowing that could be helpful in understanding the interpretation of graphic scores.
Fellner (2015) provides another theory that is useful in understanding the complex and
nuanced way humans understand their world. Multilectics also explores how these different
understandings engage with each other to complicate a clean narrative of understanding from the
researcher. In this methodology, Fellner honors knowledge as a socially constructed concept.
One’s knowledge and understanding is built upon a constantly moving web of interactions with
others, “mediated by the context of the moment and by experiences that build over time” (p. 34).
This perspective does not hierarchically place one knowledge above another, but instead honors
the multiplicity of understandings.
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“The theory is necessarily founded on difference and contradiction, both mediated by
experience, circumstance, and our distinctly human capability of embracing conflicting positions
simultaneously” (p. 34). Inherent in this theory is conflict and contradiction, an embrace of
multiple perspectives. The contradictory nature of such a perspective means that knowledge and
activities are in a constant state of flux, continually responding and changing to others’
perspectives. The parallels of multilectics to free improvisation are important because of the
importance that multilectics places upon multiple understandings and contradictions. A free
improvisation embraces similar understandings as meaningful and an essential part of meeting
others in a space to exchange and consider musical ideas. It is precisely the contradictions and
the multiple understandings that provide free improvisations with its generative possibilities.
From the musician’s perspective, there are no notes or key centers or harmony to consider
when playing a graphic score. The musician has to interpret the instructions, the brush strokes,
the colors, the feeling that the score elicits. The possibilities for interpretation and creativity are
endless. When considering this limitless possibility, our trombonist seemed a bit bewildered by
the task at hand. He became a bit incredulous towards the goal of interpreting the visual arts into
an audible expression, seemingly compartmentalizing human expression into different realms.
Exasperatedly and with a hint of sarcasm, he mused, “anything can be improvised to. Just a
picture of a lemon” (Donald, journal, p. 6). I slowly nodded, considered it, and replied, “Yea.
You’re right.” The abstraction of such an exercise, of improvising graphic scores, speaks to the
power of arts-based research in expanding one’s mindset or entrenched ways of thinking and
knowing.
The representation of a graphic score, or the dialogue with the image through musical modes,
is more than a literal description because it relies so heavily on one’s musical emotion and
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personality. It allows for an expressive representation of one’s ideas, not through words, but
through images and sound. This idea is in line with Barone and Eisner (2012), who note “arts
based research is not a literal description of a state of affairs; it is an evocative and emotionally
drenched expression that makes it possible to know how others feel…the aim is to create an
expressive form that will enable an individual to secure an empathic participation in the lives of
others and in the situations studied” (p. 9). The participatory nature of a free improvisation
through its musically expressive form allows for an exciting consideration of improvisation as an
arts-based research space.

TOWARDS BAKTHIN: DIALOGICALITY AND BECOMING
The social interactions that occurred within our research group represented a new dynamic of
musical engagement in my music classroom. While moments of musical dialogue and
conversation have occurred within my instrumental music classes, the sustained nature of this
dialogue made it exciting. Within our free improvisations, students were hyper-focused and
intensely engaged in listening to other musical voices, considering their offerings and personally
responding. After each improvisation, we had conversations which served to elucidate intentions,
highlight moments of meaningful dialogue, and point out places in the music that were
disjointed. All of these experiences solidified our collective role as relational beings within this
music and this environment.
Indeed, the free improvisation realm is intimately relational, as musicians rely on one another
for growth and evolution of their own musical contributions. Perhaps the kind of conversation
that can occur within an improvisation is so meaningful because it avoids traditional words. It
forces a person to see and hear another person in non-traditional ways. It demands extreme
attention to the other because a person is continually listening and interpreting. This experience
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can change a person and allow them to realize what sustained engagement within society can
mean.
Free improvisation embraces this spirit of change and transformation. It is ripe with
opportunity to enact one’s agency. Through observation, critique, and reflection, a musician
progresses on their path of becoming.

Observation
Placing the musician in a circular setup in the room allows for visual observations to be
made, to interpret and consider the non-verbal/non-musical contributions. Attention to one’s
body language, facial expressions, proximity, the location of their focus all honor the meaningmaking between people while embracing a broader understanding of what counts as meaning.

Critique
Because meaning-making is made between us, the group is continually critiquing by
“selectively assimilating the words of others (Bakhtin, 1982, p. 341), which is consistent with the
notion of ideological becoming” (Bergset, 2020, p. 535). Free improvisation is unique in the way
it provides immediate critique to the individual, allowing oneself to try new approaches or to
reinforce one’s idea in a more overt nature. In this understanding, the individual and the group
are inextricably linked.

Reflection
Through post-improvisation conversation and the written journals, students have the
opportunity to reflect upon their own experiences while bouncing their ideas off of others. The
utterance of another may spark new ideas in oneself, changing the course of understanding.
Again, meaning is found between us. Again, the line between the individual and the social is
importantly blurred.
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This kind of stance towards the social does not negate the self because of how tightly linked
ideas of the self and the social are. Bakhtin helps us to unify the self with his understanding that
meaning, such as actions or speech, are continuously existing between people. He noted how art,
in particular, affords an opportunity to empathize and engage with the lives of others in order to
improve the life of oneself. “Art gives me the possibility of experiencing not just one but several
lives, and this enables me to enrich the accumulated experience of my own actual life. It gives
me the possibility, that is, of partaking, from within, in a different life for the sake of that life in
itself, for the sake of its remarkable significance qua life (Bakhtin, 1990, p. 80). The implication
here is that a person cannot continue on their path of becoming without co-experiencing. Free
improvisations are inherently co-experiences that open a musician’s mind into what becomes
possible.
“The spirit of music, the possible chorus-this is what constitutes here the firm and
authoritative position of being the inner author, outside myself, of my own inner life” (p. 170).
For Bakhtin, the self is not only inextricably linked to the other, but supports, values, and brings
meaning to the individual. He emphasizes this linkage when he writes, “I am still wholly within a
chorus and I SPEAK within a chorus (p. 170). And how beautiful it is to think of oneself as a
member of a chorus, a group, as opposed to an individual musician in solitary. But Bakhtin
writes that is a “possible chorus” because this stance is not a forgone conclusion. It necessitates
an open stance toward others in a responsive way.
A free improvisation musical creation exists because of individuals reacting and responding
to others. It occupies an important role because it is a dialogical activity where musicians can
practice simultaneously hearing multiple voices and make in-the-moment decisions about which
voice to elevate, support, or re-direct. This multi-voicedness, combined with the idea that the
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contributions of the individual only have meaning within the context of the social, affords free
improvisation as a particularly fertile ground for ideological becoming and expressions of
dialogicality.
Davies and Renshaw (2019) contribute to the conversation of dialogicality and becoming by
encouraging researchers to emphasize the relationship between people, space, and oneself. They
call for an activist stance that embraces engagement with others through a mutual responsibility
that honors love and care. Embracing this stance would mean transferring the experiences of the
free improvisation realm to broader social settings, honoring love and care through mutual
responsibility.
What insight does the improvisation of graphic scores provide us in terms of understanding
how student musicians view the world? Will the post-improvisation conversation promote
meaningful conversation? Do such musical performances engender a broader understanding of
difference and expression? Does the multimodal expression so integral to these improvisations
translate to empathic stances and participation towards others? What is gained from such abstract
creative processes?
The improvisation sessions we embarked upon provide some interpretation to these
questions. I cannot fully know or understand how an experience shapes one’s life, but through
transcripts of conversations, reflection journals, and musical engagement on a highly creative
level I was able to engage with these young people on an empathetic, democratic, and dialogical
level. It is my hope that these experiences will translate to other realms of our lives and these
musical moments will stay with us as we move throughout the world.
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TO THE SCAFFOLD: A CRISIS OF ABSTRACTION THROUGH
IMPROVISATION
A few sessions into the Free Improvisation Research Squad meetings, I presented the group
with some graphic scores, watercolor paintings, that I created specifically for our improvisations.
Some scores were painted as abstract paintings while others were painted as linear paintings- two
different interpretations that represented my wish to scaffold an abstract concept through the lens
of traditional western music making. The aesthetic paintings were intended to be played as a
whole, with musicians taking stock of the totality of the painting and allowing the tone and the
mood of the colors and shapes to guide their improvisational decisions. The linear paintings
involved each musician picking a part and sticking to their line or section of painting.
As I painted the graphic scores, I tried to do so by creating multiple entry-points for student
musicians. As the painter, I intended to bridge the gap between the literal, traditional notes on the
page and the abstract interpretation that a graphic score could provide. The following description
highlights the intentionality, the musical intentionality, of the painting, even though in practice,
the score would be played and interpreted differently by each musician who approaches it. The
purple brush strokes on the left third of the painting in Figure 7, made with the brush my 5 year
old refers to as the eyelash brush, could be interpreted by a musician one at a time. This first
watercolor also featured pointillistic dots of different sizes across the paper. Imagine numerous
staccato notes being played with dynamic and range variation. Along the right side of the
painting, there are long tones in various shades of green, interrupted by short staccato notes.
When it was completed, I questioned the abstract nature of this painting, and wondered
whether or not my students would be willing to improvise to it. What were the chances they
would look at it, consider it, and then proceed to play whatever came to mind, painting be
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damned? Would that even matter or would I be able to tell the distinction? Central to this
struggle is finding the right balance between structure and freedom. In the scores, these two
elements were defined through musical elements and abstract interpretation. I had to find the
right balance by considering how much scaffolding to provide.
Vygotsky (1978) conceptualized the interrelatedness of learning and development in children
with his Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD). He defined this zone through objectives that
children can solve only with assistance. The ZPD can be understood when taking into account
the child’s current developmental level with those that are just beginning to take shape. “The
zone of proximal development permits us to delineate the child's immediate future and his
dynamic developmental state, allowing not only for what already has been achieved
developmentally but also for what is in the course of maturing” (p. 87). The struggle with
reading graphic scores, or in creating graphic scores, involved the nebulous determination of
where each student was at when they encountered the graphic score. How open to abstract
interpretation was each student and what kind of scaffolding would they require?
My objective was to create a painting that a musician could actually play and would be
invested in interpreting. To achieve this aim, I created a more linear score, one in which a color
could be assigned to a musician, and they would follow it in a straight line, from left to right. In
effect, this painting would provide more scaffolding in attempts to offer a different path forward
to a student’s ZPD.
Figure 8 was the score I created with this intentionality. Each line bridged the gap between
musical concepts; range, with visual peaks and valleys; dynamics, with smatterings of dynamic
markings p, mp, mf, and f; note or phrase lengths, represented by dashes and dots. Again, it was
not my intention to have these musical ideas be read literally, I just wanted something for my
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students to grasp onto in case of a crisis of abstraction through improvisation. I continued on
creating two more linear scores, seen here in Figure 9 and Figure 10.
I returned to the aesthetic approach with Figure 11 and Figure 12. In playing these scores,
musicians were asked to absorb the painting together, responding to both the mood it evokes
within and each other’s musical offerings. My own process of watercoloring represents an
internal crisis of abstraction. How abstract is too abstract? Is the literal representation of musical
themes a necessary scaffold for my students venturing into this unknown territory? If I scaffold
too much, would they be able to become unmoored from their habits and traditional ways of
music making? Their own internal struggles in representing these paintings and sketches-their
crisis of abstraction combined with mine results in the music we co-created.
What follows is a collection of my own watercolor paintings, each one created with the
intention of improvising to them with student musicians. Student-created graphic scores are
presented, along with recordings, dialogue transcriptions, and discussions. All of these pieces of
information are essential in considering what the relationship between graphic scores and music
is and how students respond creatively to this.
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Figure 7. Score #1

Figure 8. Score #3-Linear Approach
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Figure 9. Score #7-Linear Approach

Figure 10. Score #8-Linear Approach
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Figure 11. Score #5-Aesthetic Approach

Figure 12. Score #6-Aesthetic Approach
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IMPROVISING A GRAPHIC SCORE
You should read it in a way that inspires you most. I have no notes.
Aaron
After I shared all of my original watercolor scores (Figures 7 through 12) with the musicians,
I asked the group which one they wanted to start with. Our bassist picked the painting in Figure
11, then immediately laid out his concept behind his interpretation.
Bill:

I really like score 5 [found in Figure 11]. Kind like…it’s kind of like someone’s
stuck in the hole part and everyone else is allowed to do whatever they want. And
the person in the hole can’t, like, change what they’re doing. They’re stuck, and
everyone else is free to run around.

Jack:

That’s a crazy idea.

George:

That’s interesting.

Catino:

So someone’s stuck in the hole. And everybody else is communicating with each
other but they can’t get out?

Bill:

Yea, they can switch being out of the hole.

Catino:

What’s the signal [it sounds like I said symbol] for being in the hole?

George:

The black circle.

Catino:

No, I mean like within the group, what’s our signal? How do we know who’s
going next?

George:

Somebody raise their hand?

Jack:

We could just go in a circle.

Bill:

(raising his hand) I wanna be in the hole

Catino:

So then why don’t you make eye contact or give some signal to Jack?

George:

No, do it randomly.

Aaron:

Circles are boring

Bill:

I’ll start off in the hole.

Catino:

What are you going to do? Are you going to pick someone to go next?

Bill:

Yea, I’ll point.

Aaron:

What do you do when you’re in the hole?

George:

Yea, what do you do when you’re in the hole?
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Bill:

You’re just stuck. Maybe you just repeat something? I guess you pick something
and you repeat something.

Jack:

And it can’t be something that’s connected to what everyone else is playing.

Group:

Yea.

Bill:

There’s no freedom in the hole.

Catino:

That’s the idea? The people outside of the hole are communicating and making
music and stuff, but then you’re in this like, insanity, you're trapped.

Bill:

You don’t have to play one note, you can just play like a repeat…(plays a short,
repeating motif)

Jack:

Or just something that’s disconnected.

Catino:

(feeling the conversation was too focused on rules and limitations) No rules.

Bill:

(laughing) Do whatever you want in the hole.

Catino:

Alright, ready?

Jack:

The hole is a place of shame.

Bill:

The person in the hole starts

This dialogue demonstrates how willing and excited the group was to break boundaries and
embrace the abstract. An 8-minute improvisation ensues, with musicians taking their turn in the
hole. Interestingly, each musician treats their time in the hole differently just as the group
responds differently to each occupant. This entire concept is interesting to consider, being that
the occupant of the hole is separate but integral to the sound of the group. Sometimes, the
musician in the hole, the bassist, is playing in contrast to the group, as in In The HoleContrast.mov . In this clip, musicians appear to be diligently keeping their distance from the
bassist. It sounds stilted and forced, like the musicians outside of the hole are trying to find their
bearings. Other times, the occupant of the hole, the bassist, is a complementary member of the
overall sound In The Hole-complementary.mov In this clip, the bass sounds integral to the
sound, as opposed to a siloed member of the hole. In the clip, In The Hole-Synchrony.mov the
low brass players and the bassist are playing in synchrony, but by the end of the clip, the
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trombone player, occupying the hole, steps into the soloist space and rises to the top of the group.
At other spots in the improvisation, it is difficult to discern the role.
Immediately after the improvisation finished, the group had a discussion about who was in
the hole and what choices were made.
Bill:

What did everyone do in the hole?

George:

I played a deep, menacing…[demonstrating a low drone rhythm on guitar]

Bill:

I just played the same two notes over and over again. Basically what a bass does
anyway.

Jack:

[demonstrating gurgling French Horn sounds] I did a lot of that.

There were many different treatments of musicians in the hole. What was clear was that
musical and visual communication was ongoing. There were many times where call and response
was utilized alongside moments of synchrony and discord. The score and the structure of the
musician in the hole provided a bit of fun and play for the group but also musical meaning. This
meaning-making took the shape of visual interpretation of the score, interpersonal
communication, and individual and group musical decisions. All of which speak to the
importance of acknowledging a multimodal perspective of music and respect to the inherently
social nature of improvisation.
The graphic score in Figure 11 provided an inspiration for a musical game and creative
improvisation that had strong musical and dialogical elements. It was not “a literal description”
but an “evocative and emotionally drenched expression” (Barone & Eisner, 2012, p. 9). This
score was not read and interpreted by the musicians in the traditional sense, it was interpreted
alongside others in a reflexive and recursive manner. This type of improvisation engenders an
empathic participation because one’s choices simultaneously are based off of and lead other
voices.
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GRAPHIC SCORES CREATED BY STUDENTS
Students were asked to show up to this improvisation session with graphic scores or graphic
notations ready to present and share with the group. Given that most students did not come
prepared with a score, the option of drawing on the classroom Smart Board was presented. Many
students took up the offer and the resulting blue-background pictures were born. Despite their
rapid creation and mostly monochromatic appearance, interesting improvisations resulted,
offering the group an outlet to explore musical representations of abstract concepts.

Aaron: Intervals
Figure 13. Aaron original

Aaron:

So what do you think of this?

George:

Well, it looks like, just the same exact thing as…[standing up and walking
towards the board]

Jack:

It looks like [Anthony Braxton’s] Intervallic Formings.

George:

If you split it in half, it looks like the same thing on both sides but this one is just
longer. Symmetry but it's not symmetrical.

Aaron:

So my idea is if you keep an interval in mind, a specific interval-and everyone can
have a different interval. But if you have a specific interval in mind, like a perfect
fourth, and
you play perfect fourths, with every key change, perfect fourths
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you can go Bb to Eb, and then C to F and then whatever. You can do your perfect
fourths however you want. And then someone else is doing minor sixths however
they want. And if everyone has their own interval that would sound cool. So that
was meant to show that you can go up and you can go down, but they’re all the
same height.
Aaron Intervals Score.mov
In our debrief of this improvisation, Aaron commented, “I think it went about as well as I
expected it to. Which is pretty good”. George remarked, “I think it forced people to do things
they wouldn’t normally do. Broke habits.” I asked George to say more about this, to speak to
those musical choices that we normally do.
George:

I feel like, just talking personally, I run into habits. When it comes to improvising,
I do like the same riffs sometimes, and I feel like I’m always trying to break those
habits so it sounds new and fresh. I feel like with everyone doing different
intervals it kind of sounded like an arpeggio.

Jack’s Graphic Score
Figure 14. Jack Original

Jack was hesitant in sharing his piece. “I sort of came up with an idea but its kind of weird.
Then again, this whole thing is [weird]”. As he stepped up to the Smart Board to present his
score, he said “I didn’t think much about how to describe it. I guess, sort of pulsating type sound.
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Like, get louder and…[trailing off].” A student volunteered to clarify, “I think it could relate to
this [picking up a sheet of Anthony Braxton’s Language Music Types]. It’s kind of like, during
the straight line, if everyone was doing the same number for like, two measures, but then two
measures of everyone doing something different. Jack countered, “last time we did all of those,
we didn’t have any structure. So that’s why I’m a bit…we didn’t synchronize.”
Jack Score Clip 1.mov Jack Score Clip 2.mov
Jack:

Laughing and smiling. That went better than I expected. It sounded as chaotic as
all the other ones, so that’s a success.

Catino:

What did you notice in that one? What stuck out to you musically, what was
going on, what did you try to do, what was not successful?

Aaron:

I think we all started with the same idea of what that [pointing to the score
displayed on the smartboard], and then we kind of got away. Diversified it.

George:

I kind of thought about that thing [score] for a little bit and then just forgot about
it.

Catino:

Kind of like a seed of an idea that has a life of its own.

Bill “Branching Out”
Figure 15. Bill Original

Bill:

It kind of uses the Braxton language thing. So I was thinking in the center there’s
a straight line and all the other stuff kind of branches out of it so you can kind of
like, stick to one thing and then everyone could play a different thing. So kind of
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like what we’ve been doing-it branches from other stuff. The lines coming from
one single place.
Jack:

So anybody can do any one of these?

Bill:

Yea, I guess. Yea.

Catino:

Choose your own adventure?

Bill:

Yes. You can pick any pattern.

Here is a one-minute clip from this improvisation:

Branching Out.mov

This video clip begins in a transition section between branches of the graphic score. In it, the
trumpet and the french horn are finishing a phrase from their last section while the electric bass
and guitar are busy building a new foundation for the next section. The horns continue acting as
a background voice as the guitar has a fast-paced hand-picked ascending melodic run. The
trombone steps to the fore and plays a longing melody atop the intensifying soundscape. Soon
after, the french horn synchronizes with the trumpet in gestural trills. The electric guitar and
electric bass join in with trills as well. The trombone, increasing in volume, continues
improvising a melodic voice overtop. A quick release by the guitar and the bass signify a new
branch, implied by the slow-moving quarter notes, supported by the gestural trills of the trumpet
and french horn. During the last 5 seconds of the video, we can see the trombone player push the
trigger of his trombone. A careful listen reveals this trill in the music.
Analyzing this section of music reveals a group of musicians who are carefully listening to
responding, supporting, and complementing one another. The different sections of this song are
clear, as are the transitions, and highlight the connection to the graphic score. Bill’s title,
branching out, is apropos of the improvisation we ventured into. While an abstract interpretation,
the relationship to the visual score is fun to consider.
At the end of the improvisation, George remarked, “That was my favorite one so far”.
Catino:

You liked that one?
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George:

Yea, that was dope.

Bill:

[pointing to the screen displaying his artwork] You had an artistic genius.

Catino:

Why did you like that one?

Jack:

Well it seemed to have clear emotions to it at different parts.

George:

I liked the idea of having an original to like, breaking off into a new kind of thing.
And then the original again. Like the others I think it lost its core purpose towards
the end and kind of broke off into something else, but it was strong.

Bill:

[raising his arm to mimic the act of drawing the first NorthEast squiggly line]
That intro was sick

Jack:

I was doing a lot of trills because trills are easy.

Bill:

I was trying to do the angular attack.

George:

I tried to do that also.

Catino:

I liked the trills on the french horn and the rips, the wide rips.

Jack:

What? Define wide rip.

Catino:

Just like, starting from low and like [sweeping right arm from below waist to the
sky] ripping high, kind of like gestural moments.

Aaron “Untitled”
Figure 16. Aaron Original #2
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Aaron:

I don’t really know what I was doing. I didn’t have any inspiration. I thought that
people could describe as a group what it meant because I don’t know.

Catino:

How should we read it, do you think?

Aaron:

You should read it in a way that inspires you most. I have no notes.

This improvisation is a nearly 6-minute endeavor. There are divergent characteristics within
this piece that make it very eclectic and interesting to listen to. Near the beginning of the
improvisation, Aaron dialogue brooding intensity.wav, we capture a moment of dialogue
between two trumpet players and the guitarist, leading to an excitement and density of sounds. It
then develops into a brooding intensity before settling into relaxed long tones that temper the
mood.
The improvisation settles down while occasionally entertaining bursts of intensity. A trumpet
plays a very aggressive repeated theme of angular attacks overtop the padding of the group
before stepping back Trumpet Angular Attacks.wav. Soon after, the improvisation settles into a
section that features a Nice Layering of Voices.wav mixing together to create a soundscape.
Almost falls away to silence, but then picks up excitement with the drumset brush playing and
guitar picking. Some solo voices step in to fill the void and musicians around the group become
more confident in taking a soloist role. Near the end of the clip, the trumpet angular attack
returns, this time with the trombone responding immediately with his own angular attack and an
approximation of the phrase. Discussion began upon completion of the improvisation
Jack:

I have a thought if no one else does. [smiling and excitedly speaking fast] Out of
everything we have done over the past few times, this sounded the most like
actual…[he pauses as he realizes what he is saying] wait, that’s not proper
[shoulders slump as he looks up].

Catino:

You almost stepped in it.

Jack:

[laughing and taking care to choose his words carefully] It sounded the
most…together… and structured, I would say. But that is just me.

Catino:

What do you guys think?
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Bill:

[sarcastically, to Aaron] Is that what you thought it would be?

Aaron:

Yea

Jack:

[to Aaron] Were you expecting that?

Catino:

He called it. He was singing it into his phone before. Was that fun for you all?
Did you enjoy it?

Jack:

I quite liked it.

STUDENT JOURNALS
The student journals provide useful insight into how students were experiencing and thinking
about these activities. In a group discussion format students may feel like they are performing
their answers for others and might feel a sense of self-consciousness. Their notebook, however,
affords a space of private reflection where they can be more vulnerable with their thoughts. This
journal space afforded me a space to consider and respond in writing to these students in a
meaningful way. After each session, time was provided for the group to write down thoughts and
questions, reflections. What follows are some excerpts from these journals as they relate to the
experience of performing graphic scores.
“I really enjoyed playing with the graphic scores. I think it gave direction but gave freedom
of how to interpret. I found it interesting when basing playing off the feeling of the first graphic
score, other players had completely different interpretations than I did” (Phil, p. 5, journal). In
this student’s journal, the realization that other interpretations were different than his provided a
moment of clarity. There was no value judgment placed on a different interpretation, just a
realization of difference.
In another journal, a student musician reflected on a linear graphic score that was played,
Figure 2. “Individual parts gave a sense of structure and individuality to everyone’s playing”
(Christian, p. 3, journal). This sentiment of structure and individuality speaks to how individual
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differences can come together to create harmony or unity. The individual is honored within the
context of the social.
One student highlighted the benefits of honoring others’ improvisational expressions, noting,
“today was a good way to explore others’ thoughts of improvisational freedom” (Bill, p.1,
journal). This sentiment is a beautiful way of approaching society. How can we explore others’
thoughts of improvisational freedom? This sentiment, written in a journal, appears generous and
willing, honoring others’ thoughts and voices. Has engaging in these free improvisation activities
altered Bill’s stance toward others in society?
Jack, as he wrote in his journal, speaks to the struggles of effectively communicating with
others in this style. “One thing that was sort of my fault was I would get lost in what I was
playing and not respond to others. When I did though, I thought it was cool. I definitely learned
something here and had fun” (Jack, p. 2, journal). Jack highlights the struggle in balancing the
desire for self-expression with the negotiation of working with others. When he achieved that
balance, he was pleased with the result. What Jack is coming to understand is that the individual
and the social are not at odds. They are inherently connected and inextricable. When the
musician expresses themself in a group improvisation, their contribution is added to the musical
composition. It may be personal, meditative, and self-indulgent, but its effect is cast upon the
whole group. When this understanding is honored, when the expressive individual is considered
in the context of the group, beautiful music making can occur. Being able to experience, to see
and hear, this dialectic of the individual and social is one way to listen to free improvisation
music.
My own journal reflection demonstrates how I viewed student approaches to improvising the
graphic scores.
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I’m just so impressed with the students’ stance towards improvisation. They didn’t bat an
eye when we improvised each other’s graphic scores, no matter how abstract or literal the
picture was. Or when we played language music, they just did it, getting lost in it. Nothing is
too weird to try, everyone is so game for everything and they look for the musical dialogue
with each improvisation. I think the ensemble is starting to come together and gel in a way
that we had only approached before. Kevin C. noted the same thing, writing “Really noticing
the group coming together. While still not having a form, we learned to make things up better
together and take the lead and back off when needed. Just really started to meld and make a
little more sense in a way”
It is starting to feel like an actual group, where musicians bring in ideas and try them out.
Everyone is becoming competent enough in expressing ideas, or emotions in a musical way.
It is exciting to think about this group’s potential as we hit the half-way mark of music
making.
(Catino Journal)

CONCLUSION
The practice of improvising graphic scores with a group of High School musicians opens up
a pathway to non-traditional modes of music making. It provides musicians with a space to
practice dialogic interactions that Bakhtin theorized about, as a way to experience several lives to
enrich one’s own accumulated experiences. It is my hope that this broadening of the traditional
ways of making music will translate to a more empathic participation in the lives of others that
Barone and Eisner talk about. After all, the elements of personhood and community that are
valued in a free improvisation setting are useful in other social settings. Traits such as selfexpression, creativity, active listening, empathy towards others, engaging in dialogue with
others, embracing difference are all necessary for a meaningful improvisation. The musicians are
also responding to and interpreting the shared experience of a graphic score. This sense of
community imbued with these valued elements of engagement would translate well to the social
world outside of a musical setting.
Much as Pink embraces a multimodal and multisensory way of engaging with the world, the
improvisation of graphic scores by student musicians appears to embrace this way of thinking
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and acting. In musically interpreting a piece of visual art, we are acting in a multimodal and
multimodal manner, and doing so in a social setting.
Improvising to graphic scores allows musicians to experience a multilectic space that honors
difference and contradiction in order to embrace another person with a perspective different from
ours. The activity affords us the opportunity to meet others in a communal space to better
understand them and the world around us. The possibilities to translate these lessons of
communal engagement and multilectic understanding of knowledge and perspectives into other
non-musical realms of one’s life represents the most important goals of this research.
This study focuses on the nature of group dialogues and improvisation and highlights the true
complexity involved in dialogical endeavors. Perhaps extant literature takes for granted what it
takes to approach meaningful outcomes through hearing and working together. It is my hope that
we can begin to appreciate the complexity of what it takes to listen and dialogue with one
another. This work on free improvisation activities highlights the struggle and the frustrations
encountered with dialogic encounters but also illustrates that sustained practice has strikingly
meaningful outcomes for the participants.
The students involved in this study were very candid about their struggles and I am very
grateful for transparency with their thoughts. Through their openness, we can begin to see the
transferability of the benefits gleaned from social engagement. Jack wrote candidly about his
struggle with communicating effectively with others after getting lost in his own musical
contributions. It is not hard to transfer this sentiment outside the realm of music and into society
at large. Bill’s sentiment that this experience afforded a meaningful way of “exploring others’
thoughts” is another readily transferable skill. What other ways can we as members of society
explore and honor each other's thoughts and improvisational freedoms?
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During the performance of Aaron: Intervals, George remarked how this graphic score
“forced people to do things they wouldn’t normally do. Broke habits.” Reflecting upon our own
practices, our movements in the world and actions towards others, would it not be good practice
to break habits? It is hard to say whether these activities have altered students’ perspectives
towards others, or whether they have indeed engendered a more empathic participation in the
lives of others. An embrace of free improvisation, itself a dialogic practice, can begin to blur the
line between individual and group because of the reliance on others and group communication
for success. It is my hope that these experiences have provided a space for student musicians to
practice these skills in a social setting and that these values will transfer to other areas of their
lives.
When considering the ZPD for student musicians approaching a new and abstract concept, it
can be helpful to include many different types of access points, i.e. different types of paintings
and drawings. Not surprisingly, students will have different zones in order to challenge them
without frustrating them. The social nature and group authorship that takes place within a free
improvisation provides some solidarity to this dynamic. In effect, the learner is never alone and
will always have others to lean upon.
The crisis of abstraction through improvisation was felt by the student musicians and the
author alike. My own concerns with how much scaffolding to provide in the scores, the balance
between abstraction and literal representation of music was met head-on with the student’s own
struggles with their representation. The result was the creation of improvisatory music that was
enjoyable, creative, dialogical, and expressive. Throughout this process, students embraced
different perspectives, engaged in a multimodal setting, and found value in other ways of
creating and structuring music.
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CHAPTER 7. HOW STUDENTS THINK ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN MUSIC AND SOCIAL LIFE
JOIN THE MUSIC THAT IS HAPPENING HERE
It broke me out of my comfort zone and just made me listen more.
(Kevin, personal communication, December 9, 2021)
Two small groups of High School musicians embarked on a journey of free improvisation
that pushed them out of their comfort zone by taking away the written music. The result was a
reliance upon musical dialogue, a heightened sense of creativity, and an embrace of difference
that contrasted with the comfort demonstrated in the earliest sessions. The extent to which a
musician turned towards and embraced this new way of music making was dependent upon their
disposition from the outset. By analyzing audio transcriptions of our improvisation sessions and
student reflection journals, an image emerges of students existing upon a spectrum of willingness
to embrace difference. Through their improvisations, students were willing and creative
participants, dialoguing with one another in earnest. In their summative discussion of the events,
however, students were open about their reluctance to fully embrace free improvisation. As one
student put it, “I would say, to be perfectly honest, I’m more aligned with the tempo structure,
stuff like that. But I would say that I have gotten more towards the random sounds as music”
(Jack, personal communication, December 9, 2021).
Making improvisatory music is so much more than just making music. It is a social endeavor
that involves listening and respecting the thoughts of others. The values needed for a successful
group free improvisation include generosity towards others, a willingness to listen, a negotiation
of differences, and a power dynamic that acknowledges the power of a group to create meaning
together. These themes are transferable to social settings, but only if a person is willing to do so.
This research project embraced a larger goal of using free improvisation making to promote a
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more open stance towards others. The idea that the traditional way of doing something, such as
making music, is inherently better than another way is a metaphorical way of thinking about
society at large.
To join the music that is happening here is to open one’s eyes to the larger picture. It means
getting one’s head off of the page in order to engage directly with other musicians. In this
research study, that involved embracing a strictly improvisatory music making process. But it
also involves a decompartmentalization of other areas of one’s life in order to see phenomena
more clearly and ask why things are the way that they are-that perhaps the lessons learned in one
area are transferable to other areas.

STRUCTURE AND FREEDOM
In Free Improvisation, structure and freedom are intrinsically connected. There is a balance
between these two concepts which is being continually negotiated by the musicians. Throughout
the course of our improvisation sessions, we explored a range of formats from structureless
improvisations, graphic scores, written music with unison melodies, or just a word or emotion as
our inspirational spark. All of these varied settings provided students with a chance to practice
exerting their agency and creative energy outside of the traditional music setting. We stretched
the boundaries of what was acceptable, questioning why boundaries existed in the first place.
To demonstrate this idea, during one research session we explored the relationship between
audio and visual arts. Dov Manski and Erin Parsch are two artists who collaborate to explore
how musical performance and visual artwork can communicate. One can experience this
collaboration through each of their websites, (https://www.erinparsch.com/The-Hue-of-Silence/
and https://www.dovmanski.com/music). On Manski’s website, their project is described as
such:
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The visual and aural arts have likely been interconnected since the beginning of human
artistic expression. Artists in both mediums utilize similar terminology to describe
techniques, processes and aesthetics in their work. Keyboardist/composer Dov Manski and
visual artist Erin Parsch began a partnership to explore the ways in which musical
performance and painting can communicate. The Hue of Silence is their astounding
multimedia project that shows some of their discoveries, centered around their response to
color.
We watched a performance of one of their collaborations, taking in how the music and art
were connected, related, and simultaneously responsive to one another. After a brief discussion
of what we experienced, I played a video of another one of Erin Parsch’s live paintings but
muted the audio. We proceeded to improvise to Erin’s painting.
In spontaneously improvising to Erin Parsch’s artwork, that is, without discussion of form or
musical structure, we tried to blur the border between audio and visual arts. This activity
embodied a theme of my research: making music is about so much more than just making music.
It is social, it is empowering, and in this case, it is visual as well as auditory.
The audio clip of our improvisation is lively and immensely conversational. Each musician
was engaged throughout, picking up melodic fragments and a range of emotive outbursts, but
also drawing inspiration from longer phrases, as in this clip, Melodic Phrase Passed Around.wav.
The listener will hear a trumpet in the foreground conversing with a distant trumpet, each
musician playing a cyclical melody with occasional peaks lifting the phrase higher in range.
Soon, the acoustic bass and the trombone enter with the drumset, providing a swelling
background for this melody. Around 0:29, a third trumpet steps into the foreground with a loud
take on this melody, as the drums, then trombones become more accented and disruptive. This
audio clip represents a short fragment of the 15 minute improvisation but it highlights how
deeply focused the musicians were throughout. In another clip, tone shift.wav, the bass line
drives a tone shift with an angular, aggressive bass line. The bass line only exists for a few
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seconds before other musicians begin to respond to it. Unsure at first, then entering with harsh
accented notes and short rhythms, the support arrives in terms of the drum beat. The bass line
reappears at 0:22 before disappearing for good but not before the mood is altered.
These two audio clips are good examples of how musicians are constantly listening and
actively responding at all times within the improvisation. Every musical comment and decision
someone makes influences other musicians and changes the course of the improvisation. There is
an immense responsibility on each musician to be present in the moment and to respect each
other’s voice. While a musician can choose to disregard another musician’s contribution
happening in the moment, it exists as a valid contribution to the improvisation as a whole.
Furthermore, the heightened sense of active participation and focus lends credence to the
importance of this moment in the minds and hearts of the musicians involved.
This kind of approach to music making is a broad and generous one inclusive of many
voices. In this example, the live-scoring of an improvisation to a live-painting is simultaneously
free of structure yet structured. Broadly speaking, Erin Parsch was providing the structure for the
group. More narrowly, each improviser was structuring the improvisation in the moment. In the
second audio clip tone shift.wav, the bass player was providing the structure. To consider how
structure and freedom are intrinsically related brings us further on the road to accepting a broader
perspective on music making, one that might engender a more generous understanding of
engaging with others on a social level.

CONNECTING THE DOTS
Music is a social activity; therefore it is important to realize and make clear that music and
society are inextricably related. Early on in our improvisation sessions, I spoke to students about
the context that Free Jazz was created in, the social aspect of this music. I mentioned how free
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jazz emerged as an important site of resistance and empowerment for musicians in the 1960s.
Leaning on Schuller’s (1968) history of jazz music and the Carles and Comolli (2015)
publication Free Jazz/Black Power, I talked about how the history of jazz in America is one of
economic and cultural colonization of Black people. Reading from a chapter in my dissertation, I
said,
It was necessary for white society to co-opt and economize this creative artform because
any validation of Black humanity would undermine America’s goal of social oppression. The
authors highlight the absorption of jazz music into white mainstream America through the
economic levers white men controlled, mainly the music industry and radio. The jazz market,
commercially speaking, was a white audience. This subjected many Black jazz musicians to
economic and cultural exploitation. Music critic Harold Cruse underscores this theme,
writing in 1963 “In America the entire industry of popular music writing, publishing and
selling was established by White appropriation of the whole body of Afro- American folk
music—the only original music in America with a broad human appeal. This music has been
cheapened, debased and commercialized for popular appeal” (p. 26).
In order for jazz music to be accepted as art within this context of white commercialization, it
necessarily had to be aesthetically altered. Focusing on the time period from the 1920s1940’s, Carles and Comolli highlight the consequences of this cultural colonization of Black
music, in the imitation, the vulgarization, and the adaptation of black music by whites, the
music was distorted and filtered: its most assimilable, constitutive elements (simple and
regular rhythms, pretty melodies, for example) were valorized, while those less easy to
incorporate (rhythmical and structural complexity, violent sounds, etc.) and altogether
undesirable elements (the social function of black music, references to its racial and African
origins) were censored (p. 33).
Musician Buster Smith, who influenced Charlie Parker, commented, “You couldn’t play our
kind of music in some of the big places, the ‘high collar’ dances. No, they wanted that hotel
music. We found our stuff was too rough” (Schuller, 1968, p. 70). Similar to Free Jazz, right
around the corner, Bebop began in the 1940s as a reaction and resistance to mainstream jazz.
Out of the racist and exploitive environment of America came free jazz music. It was an
example of musicians being shaped by the world while simultaneously shaping theirs. It was
an even more forceful rejection of the normative gaze of white supremacy because free jazz,
unlike Bebop, did not use harmonies associated with European Classical music. Within free
jazz, there are often no chords to structure an improvisation. West argues that this normative
gaze of white supremacy was drawn from an ideal that was “drawn primarily from classical
aesthetic values of beauty, proportion, and human form and classical cultural standards of
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moderation, self-control, and harmony” (p. 97). Bebop pushed the boundaries of the classical
aesthetic that existed within jazz music, by adding dissonance but keeping recognizable
harmonic structures and melodies. If Be-Bop started cracking the glass of normative
expressions of jazz music, free jazz shattered it with uninhibited expression (Catino, personal
communication, November 29, 2021).
When I finished reading this passage, no one said a word. There was but one comment and
no reactions. It felt awkward. No students wrote about this moment in their reflection journals.
The French Horn player filled the silence.
Jack:
It’s always nice learning about something (Jack, personal communication,
November 29, 2021).
I asked for someone else to respond, but no one filled the vacuum. I paused even longer but
then pivoted. I regret that decision because I am curious to know what the students felt or were
thinking at that moment. I do not know if the students understood the context of the creation of
this music or if they felt self-conscious or uncomfortable with speaking up.
As I look back and write about this moment I am filled with unease. Why did I not inquire
more deeply as to what my students were feeling and thinking at that moment? I cannot presume
to know the reasons for their silence, I can interrogate my own reluctance. Jack’ remark recast
the passage as a history lesson, as concrete and objective. With this perspective, events happened
as they did, full stop. I wish I had pushed further to understand how students experienced this
reading and to understand how their playing of this music related to their whiteness.
In a way, I was trying to encourage students to think about this music as more than music. It
is social, both because of its history and its intensely collaborative nature; it is transdisciplinary,
in that it can be a visual and audio medium; It is embodied, in the way that total concentration
and engagement in a group improvisation can manifests itself with bodily motion and an
extension of one’s emotion through their instrument. Actively listening and honoring another
person’s voice and contributions is a radical endeavor. This cohort of musicians spent nearly a
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dozen hours practicing this skill. To transfer this to their social realms is more radical still and
even more important.

FINAL SESSION
During the last session of the Improvisation Research Squad meetings, students were asked a
series of questions about their experience. The questions were intended to promote reflection of
the past 3 months and to encourage students to transfer these lessons to other areas of their life.
The students listened to the questions, one at a time, and were given space to write notes in their
journals before engaging in a group discussion around each topic. The questions were 1) Has
your approach to improvising and music making changed over the course of our sessions? How?
2) What was your favorite type of Free Improvisation activity and why? 3) Do you see yourself
experimenting with this style of improvisation in the future or in your own personal musical
groups? 4a) Have your assumptions changed about what proper music looks like? and 4b) Has
your idea of what is proper in other areas of your life been affected by this course?
The first three questions were fairly straightforward and the students had no trouble in
responding to them. The final two questions received a more muted response from the musicians.
Browsing through the reflection journals reveals the solitary perspective of student musicians
before the act of conversation sparks new thoughts.

Responses To Question 4a: Assumptions About Proper Music
Responses to the question Have your assumptions changed about what proper music looks
like? are included here:
“No”

(Donald, p. 9, journal)

“Not really-came into this aware of the free jazz scene. Did not appreciate it as I do now,
but I was aware of it and considered it music”
(Will, p6, journal).
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“I would say it has slightly changed. There are some people that think random sounds is
music and others that think structure is necessary. I am still (unfortunately) the latter but a
bit more towards the first.”

(Jack, p.6, journal)

“My assumptions have been changed, I think. I believed that in order to play music it all
had to be in the same key or we have to play certain notes but I feel like you don’t need
that to create a piece of music.”

(Rob, p.3, journal)

“I mean in terms of jazz, yes. I realize that I’m able to have more freedom. But
classically, I think there are a certain set of rules that go with writing classically.”
(Abby, p 4, journal)

“Yes. I think this helped widen my view of what was good or bad or proper. I don’t think
it’s changed my taste or my opinions on what sounds “good”, but it has changed my
perspective.”

(Aaron, p. 5, journal)

“Yes, my mindset towards music was set stuff, now I am realizing music is more free and
can be what you want it to be”

(Bill, p. 2, journal)

“Yes, while I still feel groups of musicians need some outline in order to sound good
together, playing freely can be extremely inspiring and musical”
(Kevin, p.5, journal)

“My assumptions have changed. I now know it’s possible to have no musical rules and
music can still flourish.”

(George, p. 7, journal)

Consider the range of these responses: There is the one-word response, the confident Ialready-knew-about-free-jazz, the more cautious maybe-my-perspective-has-changed, and the
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full throated yes responses. These responses are representative of the wide range of learners and
dispositions present in any classroom. Some students are ready to embrace this question and
what it means for one’s perspective on different types of music but others are not quite there yet.

Kevin and Phil
The written journal responses provided some insight into how the students experienced the
free improvisation sessions but the verbal conversation around this topic yielded a bit more
substance. During our discussion, our drummer had a sudden moment of clarity.
Kevin:

There was kind of this realization I had just a few minutes ago. I was listening to
these two Chick Corea albums Trilogy and Trilogy II. And the drummer on that is
Brian Blade and I always wondered how he just played so free. And it's just the
bass player, the drummer, and the piano player. And, you know, there is some
kind of structure. They have a head to the song but all the solos are super
extended and there is no real form necessarily. Like, he’s not thinking of, you
know, I have to catch this hit or we’re going into this section. He’s kind of just
flowing between the three of them, like the chemistry between all of them is just
insane. Which allows all of that to happen, which is why, in our third or fourth
session, we were able to start playing really well to those pictures, because we
were just figuring out how to play together. And for the longest time, I was
always wondering “how is he able to play so fluidly? Where does he get all these
ideas from?” And it was really, by taking away that structure he kind of, I guess,
thinks and plays in a way that’s a little less structured than what I’m used to,
which kind of let me see that's how you open up that avenue to what he embodied
in his playing. (Kevin, personal communication, December 9, 2021).

It was only after playing free jazz for an extended period of time that Kevin began to
discover how professional musicians converse and dialogue with one another. The
communication level demonstrated by the musicians on the albums Trilogy and Trilogy II are at
a high level and Kevin was able to demystify what he was hearing. Kevin also appears willing
and ready to transfer the value of improvising in a free setting to other musical settings. I noticed
this same attribute in our other drummer, Phil. Having listened to Phil in different settings since
our free improvisation sessions, I have noticed a heightened awareness to other instrumentalists.
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There is a greater dynamic responsiveness and conversational aspect to his playing. Having
experimented with playing all around the drumset, utilizing all of the available timbres within
free improvisation sessions, Phil has integrated more sounds into his playing. Musically, he too
was able to achieve a cross-genre transfer of communication lessons. Both musicians
demonstrated how this pedagogy opened up new ways of listening and interacting with others.

Will
Will spoke up and added his voice to the discussion of assumptions about proper music.
Will:

I wouldn’t say my assumptions about this type of music changed but, like,
assumed it was real valid music that happens, but I think I definitely appreciate it
more now. Like, more goes into it than what I thought. Um, it’s still not my
favorite type of music, I don’t think it will ever be, but that doesn’t mean it’s not
valid and good music.

Catino:

Right. Yea, something was interesting, when we listened to, in Stage Band one
day when I was out, we listened to a music album. (laughing, and mocking
himself) “A music album”. We listened to an album by Eric Dolphy Out To
Lunch. And it was kind of like a mix of straight-ahead and free-jazz kind of blend.
And you [to Phil] wrote something which made me think about this. I feel that
playing this type of music kind of unlocks, or might unlock how you listen to this
type of music.
Like if we put on a free improvisation album here (pointing to the room speakers),
maybe a few months ago it would be kind of like noise. But now it's kind of like
“oh, I see what they’re doing. I can hear the interplay. And you…I don’t
remember what you had written, I could go back to it. But it seemed like…and
you had kind of compartmentalized the different sections of, kind of like, straightahead and free jazz, and even that is like an understanding of it. So I wonder how
this experience affected your stance towards listening. You know? [long pause]
(Will, personal communication, December 20, 2021).

Will demonstrates a musician who may not be fully disposed to embrace or embody new
ideas. Based on his response, he has a heightened appreciation for the music but does not enjoy
listening to it. I wonder if, when Will listens to recordings of Free Improvisation, he hears it in a
different way than he had before this research project. In the earlier case of Phil and Kevin, it
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seemed clearer that their perspective on listening to music had changed. It is harder to discern
whether or not Will had a similar shift because of his more muted response.

Responses To Question 4b: From Improvising to Other Areas of the Social
Life
The following transcriptions provide insight to how different students were able to transfer
ideas and values from the free improvisation activities to other realms of their social lives. The
transcription begins with myself introducing the concept of this question.
Catino:

The bigger question is has your idea of what is proper in other areas of your life
been affected by this course? And so I was thinking like, what we were doing in
here kind of focused on challenging assumptions about what “good music” is.
And, like in here, in our improvisations, we’ve embraced difference and embraced
dissonance. You know, things that traditionally we may have scrunched up
against. It’s like, that’s part of what’s valued here. And we valued each other’s
voices as equal and encouraged this dialogue through music. I wrote in one of my
chapters about this like, dialogue that happens between people that may not
happen in other, more traditional settings. So, has your idea of what is proper in
other areas of your life been affected by this course? For example, maybe there
are other areas of my life in which I am dismissive of something, or not accepting
of, just because it’s different from what I’m used to. And, rather than casting
judgment on it, maybe it’s like…maybe the way I have been doing things, or the
status quo, is not the only way of operating, not the only maybe the status quo is
not the only way of operating, is not the only valuable thing.
For instance, when I moved to Long Island, 6 years ago…I moved from
Brooklyn…I lived in New York for 5 years and before that I lived in Boston. But
when I moved to Long Island, I would drive around and be like, “Damn! All the
white people are over here, and the black people are over here! And I couldn’t
believe how quickly-like driving to the grocery store…I live in Freeport…and
driving to Merrick you literally cross over the line, and it's like BOOM (snaps
fingers) it changes. And the house values are all different. So that’s what I mean
by status quo. It’s like, well….maybe the way things are, or have always been is
not necessarily good.
Another example: These sessions have made me kind of question the format of
the traditional band class. Have you been able to transfer the values that we
embrace here to other areas of our lives? Has…has that happened? Has your idea
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of what is proper been affected in other areas of your life through this course?
Can you think about some things (Catino, personal communication, December 20,
2021)?

They’re Not Actually Weird, They’re Just Different From Normal
Phil:

I think it could affect how you see other people. Like, you have like, what is
supposed to be normal. And anywhere in society you could have people that seem
to be weird. But they’re not actually weird, they’re just different from normal. So
I think that’s kind of made me think about like, it’s not weird, they're just doing
their own thing. And it’s just not what you're used to.

Catino:

Right. And I would say, you said “different from normal” I would say “different
from you”, because it’s all like, different from a person’s perspective. Yea. That’s
a cool point. Yea, like, maybe you just don’t know about it (Phil, personal
communication, December 20, 2021).

So Many Thing That Are Wrong
Catino:

Are there any areas of status quo that you would challenge, Donald?

Donald:

I can think of a lot of like, status quo things, but not a lot that relate to music.
Like, so much stuff. So many things that are wrong, but I feel like this specific
brand of changing it is more of just, not doing that because there is no reason why
we should do it in the first place. Like, with this, it’s, there’s scales in music,
there's a beat, there’s chords-you just don't. It’s a whole different genre. It could
be just as good to some people. But if you look in the world, I don’t think there’s
many things that align with that, no reason to do it or not to do it, but it makes its
own thing that is just as cool for some people. I can’t think of many things like
that. Uh, like, I can’t think of anything like that.

Catino:

Huh. Did you hear what Donald was saying, Will?

Will:

Yea, I did.

Catino:

Did you have a reaction to that?

Will:

Yea, I think that because music has structure doesn’t mean that it shouldn’t be
challenged. That’s, uh, if you looked at any structure and said, “This is working,
why would we challenge this?” we wouldn’t have any change or progress in any
sort of way. Just because it’s working doesn’t mean it can’t be better, right
(Donald and Will, personal communication, December 20, 2021)?

Careers I guess?
Catino:

Careers?
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Clifford:

Yea, like a very conventional career and like, if we’re thinking broadly, like jazz
and free jazz, or like something you never thought about before until you tried it
and you like it a lot. I think that’s with anything. You try something and you
realize you like it (Clifford, personal communication, December 20, 2021).

Listening To Everyone Else Around You
Kevin:

I actually was just talking about this in my Spanish Oral during 9th period. What
you were saying about kind of just, listening to other things and starting to listen
to things you’re not necessarily used to, right? Like, to adjust to this type of
music? I was talking about how people today on all different types of topics don’t
necessarily…they’re not necessarily open to listening to other people who like,
oppose what they are thinking, like, in any subject. And I think that, kind of
relating to this, just being able to open up and listen to opposing things, or things
that at first you may think sound bad, but you can turn it into something else, is
kind of just really important in general, to kind of like, just listening to everyone
else around you whether you agree with them or not (Kevin, personal
communication, December 9, 2021).

Encouraging and Searching for More
There was another silence as musicians thought about their potential responses.
Catino:

I also know some of you more than others, but I don’t know your background or
where you came from. And we were all validated as musical individuals…whose
ideas were valued. Yea, I hear you. So I guess I’m wondering if you thought
about how those themes affected other areas of your life. Because, historically,
this music is situated in society. It’s sociocultural-its society and its culture. It’s
not just music that happens in one setting. It’s a way of seeing things. I’m curious
if anyone else wrote any response to this question.

Bill:

No. For the last one I didn’t really write anything.

Jack:

I was thinking really just, for like, music. Because I don’t think there’s much
other, like, that you would necessarily say has a proper way of doing something,
really other than music. Like, in the way I dunno…it’s hard to explain…but like,
in the way that music, some people would say has a proper structure…I don't
think that there’s really any much else that people would say has, like, proper
structure.

Catino:

Yea, thanks for that. Aaron, what are you thinking about this question?

Aaron:

I think, as to whether or not it has been applied to other areas of life, probably, for
me, probably not directly. But, I can see, like, it’s interesting to think about, I
think. (slowly) Like, in what other ways can you kind of break away from what
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you and other people think is just widely accepted? (speeding up) Because even in
music you can be…there’s a difference between playing jazz and playing a
classical orchestral piece, or playing, i dunno, a hip-hop…electric…whatever…or
playing a Bach piano thing. Like, if we showed Bach or Mozart Dubstep, they
would say that that’s improper. But there are people who love that kind of music
and fall asleep to Mozart. And I think it’s kind of about perspective. In music and
in life. And I think that, I dunno, it’s hard to do practically, but it’s interesting to
think about and it’s a good goal to have, I guess, is just finding other perspectives,
and trying to get rid of limits.
Catino:

Mmm

Aaron:

Or experimenting with a lack of limits, um, whether or not that’s practical or
realistic in a certain situation, or depending on the situation. I think, the
practicality of that may or may not be a factor. But, I mean, it’s definitely
applicable.

Catino:

That may even be, like saying something’s practical or not, may in itself be a
limiting structure that you are putting on it.

Aaron:

That’s true too (Bill, Jack, and Aaron, personal communication, December 9,
2021)

DISCUSSION: THE HYSTERESIS OF HABITUS
The aforementioned audio transcriptions and the student journal reflections paint a picture of
students who became willing and comfortable experimenting with dissonant and multilayered
improvisations. The values necessary for success in this setting involve generosity towards
others, an embrace of dissonance and difference, active listening, and the cultivation of different
perspectives in service to the whole. Students actively engaged with these values, consciously or
not, as a result of engaging in this research study. As evidenced by the written and verbal
responses highlighted in this paper, some students were less embracive than others of
transferring these values to the social setting. Students were not uniformly disposed to consider
or become convinced that a transfer to the social realm was sensical or realistic.
Indeed, there were hints along the way that revealed a student’s disposition toward
embracing a shift in thinking. After live-scoring the painting by Erin Parsch, a student replied, “I
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didn’t like that. I just didn’t like the painting” (Donald, personal communication, November 29,
2021). This student also exhibited a negative perspective at an earlier point in the research, after
listening to an audio clip by a violinist demonstrating Anthony Braxton’s Language Music. In
this exchange, the group is trying to make meaning out of one of the structures imposed by LM
10, Diatonic Formings:
Catino:

Did that make sense to anybody? Venture some guesses? [long pause] Want to
hear it again?

Donald:

[venturing a guess] Maybe like [stopping mid-sentence]-No, I don’t wanna hear it
again.

Catino:

[high-pitched laughter] “I don’t want to hear it again”

Donald:

[as he and others are smiling, surprised he said that] No, I don’t wanna hear it
again, that sounds horrible.

Donald R: (answering original question) In a key center?
Catino:

You're, oh, maybe in a key center

Will:

Less dissonance

Catino:

Less dissonant…[turning back to Donaldt] wait, why did that sound horrible?

Donald:

It was just...like...it was like...ehhh...but like only like one or two notes...is that
what it means? Two notes? diatonic? Is like di..duo..i guess?

Catino:

Sure

Donald:

[unimpressed] Sure. Okay. Am I right? Or are you saying that to make me feel
happy?

Catino:

[rapid fire] Oh no, no, no, no, no, no, no. There’s um, that’s partly how I thought
about it too. It’s kind of like the relationship between two notes.

Donald:

Okay.

Will:

[snapping his fingers] Oh! It’s a note that is two different notes. Like uh, E and F
flat. Right?

Catino:

Oh, that’s like an enharmonic.

Will:

Oh. Close enough.

Catino:

Wait. I’m, uh...That’s so interesting when you said that, like, “it sounds horrible”.
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[Laughing] I got caught on that, because like I mean, this is all subjective, but
like, if you weren’t in this setting, or whatever, and you heard this [plays violin
clip again].
I’m hearing, like, a beautiful violin tone.
And some nice vibrato.
And some cool sliding.
And, like, emotion in it?.
And to me, that’s kind of like, pretty almost? [plays clip again] (Donald,
Christian, and Will, personal communication, November 29, 2021).
Donald’s response was very strong and defiant. Without hesitation, he remarked, “That was
horrible”. His candor shocked his fellow musicians, who began laughing and smiling. His livepainting live-scoring comment about not liking the painting was spoken in the same negative
spirit. But it may have revealed a bit about his disposition to accepting that which runs counter to
the type of music that he is used to hearing-that makes him comfortable. I cannot assume that his
disposition towards music predicts a resistance to other types of differences. I also cannot
assume that his resistance towards a few activities signals enduring resistance. I wonder if the
experience of working with others in a free improvisation setting has created an opening for this
young person to accept and engage with difference in a way that did not exist before. He is more
aware now than before, but is there a possibility for a shift in disposition?
The embrace and embodiment of a shift in thinking cannot be as straightforward as being
exposed to a new perspective, particularly when such a shift runs counter to one’s prevailing
habitus. Importantly, economic and social conditions of any given person, their lived experience,
results in a harmonization and homogenization of habitus. “The objective homogenizing of
group or class habitus which results from the homogeneity of the conditions of existence is what
enables practices to be objectively harmonized without any intentional calculation or conscious
reference to a norm and mutually adjusted in the absence of any direct interaction or, a fortiori,
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explicit co-ordination” (Bourdieu, 1977, p. 80). Exposure to experiences that run counter to
one’s prevailing habitus seems insufficient in breaching habitus. Bourdieu (1977) highlights how
a person must have a disposition that is “amenable to reduplication and reinforcement by the
‘awakening of class consciousness’” (p. 83). This class consciousness represents an awareness to
the social and economic conditions of a certain group. Perhaps those in the more privileged
spaces find no need to awaken because their dream is rather pleasant. The consideration of race
within the context of this research project was not deeply explored and perhaps that relates to the
lack of embodiment of a shift in thinking in the minds of the students involved.
Bourdieu refers also to “the hysteresis of habitus” which is responsible for “the structural lag
between opportunities and the dispositions to grasp them which is the cause of missed
opportunities and, in particular, of the frequently observed incapacity to think historical crises in
categories of perception and thought other than those of the past, albeit a revolutionary past” (p.
83). The use of the word hysteresis is an interesting one because it implies a lag in adjustment
after a force is applied. In other words, there may be an eventual effect but not an immediate
effect. Hysteresis can be understood as a history dependence. When new information or
experiences are encountered a person will rely on the historical response they are used to. In
terms of habitus, this means a return to one’s engrained practices.
The economic and political struggles of Black people in the 1950’s and 1960’s were
entwined with the creation of free jazz. It is an understatement to say, but it should be noted, that
my students are not engaged in any similar struggle. The experiences of my students in this
research project may not yield enduring changes in habitus, but it may have provided a modified
habitus that overlaps with their previous perspectives and experiences.
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Some students appeared predisposed to engage with the transfer of values gained from free
improvisation activities to a larger social setting. Others were much more hesitant, even defiant,
in entertaining the possibility. Bourdieu gives me hope, however, that our sessions together
provided an opening in encouraging other ways of thinking that would be beneficial and
applicable to societal interactions. The more experience students have in creating their own free
improvisational landscapes the more practice they will gain as empathetic and inclusive people.
By making the correlation from music to social life clear and deliberate early on, students will
have an opportunity to transfer knowledge and values gleaned from free improvisation activities
to other realms of their life. Being able to write, talk, and musically perform about these issues is
paramount to internalizing and embodying the lessons and values of free improvisation. With a
little help, students can make these connections more concrete and begin to implement them in
their daily lives regardless of the setting.
The enactment of a free improvisation pedagogy with this group of High School students
yielded a change in musical habitus that embraced dissonance, difference, and democracy of
voice. My students did not demonstrate a feeling that free improvisation emerged from
oppression or understand why its difference from mainstream jazz music was so meaningful.
They did not access the deeper meaning and representation of this music, instead approaching it
on an almost superficial level, as an artistic experiment. It is because of this disconnect that the
transfer of free improvisation musical values to non-musical societal realms has the potential to
be cultivated and strengthened.
What would it take for improvisational music, and the welcoming of difference in social life,
to become meaningful in terms of the lives of my students? Will any of my students seek out
difference in a social sense as a result of this research? Will any of my students seek out new
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experiences that support a different habitus? There is still a gap in the relationship between
welcoming musical difference and social difference, but perhaps this work has pushed students
to become curious and willing to engage with that which is different from what they are used to.
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CHAPTER EIGHT. CONCLUSION
In the beginning of this study, I set out to understand the changing perspectives of musicians
as we co-created free improvisations. I understood free improvisation as a site for transformative
pedagogy, with the possibility for people to break free of structures, think and perform
independently, broaden their perspective of proper tonality, engage in musical democracy and
equality of voice, and participate in music making that is active, participatory, and continually
evolving. Broadly speaking, I hoped we, as an improvisation collective, could begin to embrace
difference and other ways of knowing and thinking and create new knowledge within a
permission structure that resists notions of conformity. I had hoped that this research would
encourage participants to apply this shift in thinking to other areas of their social life.
Musical improvisation, as I have expanded upon, can be considered a dialogic endeavor that
requires intense and active listening. To truly listen to another person, and consider their
offerings, is an essential part of this artistic endeavor. Also important is finding a balance
between all voices so the improvisation does not become muddled and confused. As the students
in this research study have demonstrated, negotiating this balance is very difficult. I spent nearly
24 hours making improvised music with a dozen musicians. Each session we became more
competent at navigating this communal music making space but there were always critiques and
areas of improvement to inspire us to try again.
The transfer of ideals of free improvisation to other realms of social life represents a central
and meaningful aspect of this research. In other words, how can we bring the metaphorical
values of communal music making to life? In this research, students occupied different places
along the continuum of acceptance. Their previous experiences probably influenced their
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willingness to make this leap but this research no doubt opened students’ minds to the
possibilities of doing so in the future.
The image of the Sankofa bird looms large in my mind, because the importance of looking
back towards the past to inform the present is so important. Centering this idea in a free
improvisation pedagogy will help elucidate the inherent connection between the music and the
social.
I am excited to continue research on the topic of free improvisation pedagogy because of its
many possible applications. This research has potential implications for the fields of music
education and the psychology of music education, supporting an alternative way of enacting
music education pedagogy within public schools and spaces of community music making. It is
my hope that this research process will spark new ideas, new ways of thinking and viewing the
world, and cultivate an embrace of difference in a meaningful and transformative way.
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APPENDICES
ORIGINAL LESSON PLANS CREATED BY AUTHOR TO GUIDE RESEARCH
SESSIONS
Session 1: Music Games/Unstructured Free Improvisation
No way to do this wrong. No rules
1) Hand out paper for initial description of Free Improvisation
a) Ideas of embracing dissonance, musical democracy, of opening your mind for
new ways of thinking, of broadening definitions of “good” music. Encouraging
you to have agency within music, to make expressive decisions on your own
2) Forest Activity
3) Respond as quickly as you can, matching leader in same timbre, register, dynamic
4) Unstructured Free Improvisation
5) Discussion
6) Unstructured Free Improvisation
7) Discussion-Notebook, written reflection
Session 2: Language Music
1) Visit the following website and give a brief description of Language Music
http://archive.soundamerican.org/sa_archive/sa16/sa16-language-music.html
2) Hand out print-outs with Braxton’s language music examples 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7
3) Play these clips from the website and then talk about it. What areas of creativity does the
musician have?
4) Practice playing each example in unison as a group.
5) Let’s come up with different systems using this language. Simple Predetermined
Structures.
6) Break into duets, asking each person to pick a language number they like for their duet.
7) Ask someone to pick a new system of rules with this language Music. Attempt it as a
group.
8) Pick a different set of rules for an improvisation
9) Pick a different set of rules for an improvisation
10) Read a quote by Katt Hernandez, free violinist “ Lately, too, I’ve got one group (the
schematics) that uses very simple predetermined structures. When we return to music that
is free and spontaneously structured, we find our ability to create spontaneous form has
sharpened in focus and depth from working on the predetermined structures together. It
was something I would have resisted 10 years ago – I’ve generally been very into using
only non-planned forms. Now, in very special situations, I find the planning interesting,
so long as it has minimal, direct and leads to music I am moved by” (Morris, 133)
11) Play a Free, structureless Improvisation
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12) Bring in your own language music! Come in next session with ideas for their own
structures. What kinds of structures can we come up w for next time? Please come with
your own melodies, sketches, or ideas to run an improvisation with.
Session 3: Student-imposed structures and Graphic Scores
1)
Begin session with Joe Morris’ text about diatonic formings
2)
Monday group: historical account of free improv from my chapter (failed)
2)
Ask each student to lead an improvisation, coming up with their own structure to ground
us. (monday group-read my own song sketches: “2 or 1” and “ruby”)
3)
Share my Graphic Scores as a Google Drive folder. Ask students to open them up and
look through them. I will share my ideas behind them, splitting them into linear and aesthetic
scores
4) Ask group to pick one and improvise with it. Repeat if time.
5) end class with journaling and invite anyone to come in with a graphic score/notation. George
asked if we can have a key for part of it “I do not wish to discourage key centers, only to show
you there are other ways of making music. Feel free to blend ideas and styles for your score”
6)
At the end, ask students to come in with graphic scores to use next time. Show examples
of what I mean.
Session 4: Seeds of Inspiration
Historical account of Free Improv from my chapter
1) Watch video of Erin Parsch and Dov Manski painting/improvising together
2) Youtube “Blue #1 Dov Manski” or “The Hue of Silence”
3) Discussion
4) Cue up video of a live painting with no audio, improvise a live-score to this
5) Write/talk about this experience
6) Unstructured Free Improvisation-think about what role you are playing.
Solo/Bkgd/Giving Space/JUMP IN AND TAKE THE SPACE OF A SOLO. If someone
else is there too, you can have musical dialogue
7) Duets. Pick duets among the group for short improvisations. Ask students to comment on
their observations, what they heard
Session #5 (Discussion, improvisation)
I’m excited to hear about your experiences with these sessions and am curious as to how your
thoughts about music making have changed over this time. Ask the group each question one at a
time, allowing 30 sec-1 min for students to jot down a few notes. Then, we’ll circle back to the
questions and have a conversation.
1. Has your approach to improvising and music making changed over the course of our sessions?
How?
2. What was your favorite type of Free Improvisation activity and why?
3. Do you see yourself experimenting with this style of improvisation in the future or in your
own personal musical groups?
4a. Have your assumptions changed about what proper music looks like?
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4b. This course has focused on challenging our assumptions about what “good music” is. Here,
we have embraced difference and dissonance. We valued each other’s voices as equal and
encouraged open dialogue through music.Has your idea of what is proper in other areas of your
life been affected by this course? For example, maybe there are other areas of my life in which I
am dismissive of something, or not accepting of, just because it’s different from that which I am
used to. And maybe the status quo is not the only way of operating.
For instance, when I moved to Long Island, I would drive around, go to the store, and
say, “damn! All the white people are over here, and the black people are over here. Why?” The
status quo, the way things have always been, is not necessarily good.
Another example: These sessions have made me question the traditional band class.
Students copying, recreating someone else’s work. The expression is limited to how to play the
notes, not what notes to play. I know there is value, but could it be structured better?
More broadly, I’m thinking, “what lessons can be draw from Free Improvisation? The
themes of free improv: generosity, dialogue, embracing dissonance, embracing difference,
equality of voice, free play. What other realms of our life can we embrace that?”
So my question is: Has your idea of what is proper in other areas of your life been
affected by this course?

ADDITIONAL STUDENT GRAPHIC SCORES
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LIST OF MEDIA FILES REFERENCED
Chapter 3 Link
C7 with a b9 C7 with a b9 (p. 35) https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-ImprovisationPedagogy/C7%20with%20b9.mp3
Chapter 4 Link
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Free Improv Bass Slaps Bass Slaps and Piano Clusters (p. 64)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-ImprovisationPedagogy/Bass%20Slaps%20and%20Piano%20Clusters.mp3
Chapter 5 Links
Thursday Session Introduction Sounds Introduction Sounds (p. 72)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-ImprovisationPedagogy/Introduction%20Sounds.wav
Forest Grove #1 Forest Grove #1 (p. 75) https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/FreeImprovisation-Pedagogy/Forest%20Grove%20%231.wav
Forest Grove #3 Forest Grove #3 (p. 75) https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/FreeImprovisation-Pedagogy/Forest%20Grove%20%233.wav
Forest Grove #5 Forest Grove #5 (p. 75) https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/FreeImprovisation-Pedagogy/Forest%20Grove%20%235.wav
Thursday Follow The Leader Trombone Follow the Leader Trombone (p. 76)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-ImprovisationPedagogy/Follow%20the%20Leader%20Trombone.wav
George as Leader George as Leader (p. 78) https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/FreeImprovisation-Pedagogy/George%20as%20Leader.wav
Phil as Leader Phil as Leader (p. 78) https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/FreeImprovisation-Pedagogy/Phil%20as%20Leader.mov
Abby as Leader Abby as Leader (p. 79) https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/FreeImprovisation-Pedagogy/Abby%20as%20Leader.mov
Will as Leader Will as Leader (p. 79) https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/FreeImprovisation-Pedagogy/Will%20as%20Leader.mov
Monday Session 1 Part 2, Improv #3 Monday Session 1 Part 2, Improv #3 (p. 81)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-ImprovisationPedagogy/Monday%20Session%201%20Part%202%2C%20Improv%20%233.mov
Thurs Session 1 Unstructured Free Improv Unstructured Free Improv (p. 82)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-ImprovisationPedagogy/Unstructured%20Free%20Improv.wav
Trombone as Conductor Trombone as Conductor (p. 83)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-ImprovisationPedagogy/Trombone%20as%20Conductor.mov
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LM2 Thursday Session 2 LM2 Thursday Session 2 (p. 93)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-ImprovisationPedagogy/LM2%20Thursday%20Session%202.wav
LM3 Thursday Session LM3 Thursday Session 2 (p. 93)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-ImprovisationPedagogy/LM3%20Thursday%20Session%202.wav
LM#4 Thurs Session 2 LM4 Thursday Session 2 (p. 93)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-ImprovisationPedagogy/LM4%20Thurs%20session%202.mov
LM1+LM2+LM4 Improvisation LM1 LM2 LM4 (p. 94)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-ImprovisationPedagogy/LM1%20LM2%20LM4.wav
LM3+LM9 Monday Session 2 LM3 LM9 (p. 95) https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/FreeImprovisation-Pedagogy/LM3%20LM9.wav
Chapter 6 Links
In The Hole-Contrast In The Hole-Contrast (p. 115)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-Improvisation-Pedagogy/In%20The%20HoleContrast.mov
In The Hole-Complementary In The Hole-Complementary (p. 115)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-Improvisation-Pedagogy/In%20The%20Holecomplementary.mov
In The Hole-Synchrony In The Hole-Synchrony (p. 115)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-Improvisation-Pedagogy/In%20The%20HoleSynchrony.mov
Aaron Intervals Score Aaron Intervals Score (p. 118)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-ImprovisationPedagogy/Aaron%20Intervals%20Score.mov
Jack Score Clip 1 Jack Score Clip 1 (p. 119) https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/FreeImprovisation-Pedagogy/Jack%20Score%20Clip%201.mov
Jack Score Clip 2 Jack Score Clip 2 (p. 119) https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/FreeImprovisation-Pedagogy/Jack%20Score%20Clip%202.mov
Branching Out Branching Out (p. 120) https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/FreeImprovisation-Pedagogy/Branching%20Out.mov
Aaron Dialogue Brooding Intensity Aaron Dialogue Brooding Intensity (p. 122)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-ImprovisationPedagogy/Aaron%20dialogue%20brooding%20intensity.wav
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Trumpet Angular Attacks Trumpet Angular Attacks (p. 122)
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XQH9z_F0UI_A4XO9MfKtrkq4ZpNfUMBM/view
Nice Layering of Voices Nice Layering of Voices (p. 122)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-ImprovisationPedagogy/Nice%20Layering%20of%20Voices.wav
Chapter 7 Links
Erin Parsch The Hue Of Silence https://www.erinparsch.com/ (p. 129)
Melodic Phrase Passed Around Melodic Phrase Passed Around (p. 130)
https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/Free-ImprovisationPedagogy/Melodic%20Phrase%20Passed%20Around.wav
Tone Shift Tone Shift (pp. 130-131) https://ia902507.us.archive.org/14/items/FreeImprovisation-Pedagogy/tone%20shift.wav
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